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Summary

This research investigated the existence of individual differences in cognitive

abilities in mice and sought to establish any structure thereto. Arguments have also

been put forward regarding the likely bases of such differences'

This thesis has nine chapters. Chapter 1 provides an introduction to cognitive

abilities research in animals and argues that the possible existence of individual

cognitive differences among animals has been largely ignored. It is further argued

that, given the conservative nature of genetics, any genes underlying differences in

cognitive abilities in other species have a good chance of similarly existing in

humans. Thus, if individual differences are established in a non-human species, this

species might offer itself as a model organism for genetic research into the bases of

human intelligence. Arguments are then put forward regarding the aspects of human

intelligence that one might expect to find equivalents for in non-human species and

also for the choice of the mouse as the subject for the experiments to be described in

this thesis.

Chapters 2 to 5 present experiments run using four different apparatuses - the

Open Field, The T-Maze, the Radial Maze and the Skinner Box, respectively. These

were chosen to test arange of hlpothesised cognitive abilities in mice, corresponding

in basic form to the human cognitive abilities Gy (Memory &.Learning), Gt

(Processing Speed) and Gv (Visuo-spatial Ability), these being selected from Carroll's

(1993) analysis. Of these apparatuses, however, the Skinner Box data were excluded

from later analyses due to recurrent problems with the equipment. The same sample

of animals was used in all of these experiments, consisting of 70 mice in total from 4

strains - 12 BALB lc and 10 CBA inbred mice and theit 25 Fl and 23 F2 progeny,
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Chapter 6 summarises the sex and strain differences data from the four

previous experiments, finding a general pattern of superiority evidenced by the F1

strain over both of the parental strains. This outcome was argued to be the result of

overdominance, this conclusion being supported by the intermediate performance

exhibited by the F2 strain. No pattern of superiority was seen between the sexes

across the range of tasks from the differing apparatuses.

Chapter 7 summarises the results of Chapters 2 to 5 in terms of the individual

differences data presented. Factor analyses were conducted to assess the relationships

between the measures derived from different experiments. However, these analyses

indicated that certain measures (and the derived factors) could not be considered

cognitive in nature. This result notwithstanding, however, the data did indicate a

significant correlation (.2S1) between the factor scores reflecting reference memory,

involved in performance in the two mazeq which was taken as indicating that murine

spatial learning, at least, shows stable individual differences. The other hlpothesised

cognitive abilities did not emerge from these factor analyses.

Chapter 8 describes an assessment of the heritability of measures derived in

Chapter 7 that are argued to be equivalent to the factors extracted there. This

assessment indicated that, despite the close genetic relationship between the two

parental strains, a proportion of the variance in these measures is due to genetic

effects - thereby supporting the proposition that there is a genetic basis to individual

differences in the sole cognitive ability found in Chapter 7.

Chapter 9 presents a summary of the thesis and conclusions drawn; and

discusses prospects for future research. It is suggested that, with care taken to avoid

the difficulties experienced herein, an approach such as this could yield improved

insight into the structure and bases of the cognitive abilities of mice and men.
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1. Introduction to Animal Intelligence

l.l Preamble

A fundamental assertion underpinning what follows is that animal research

can be applied in order to model human, psychometric intelligence (i.e., intelligence

as measured and defined by tests of cognitive ability). Given the conservative trature

of genetics, it is argued that the bases of human intelligence are likely to also underlie

the cognitive abilities of animals and, therefore, that the psychometric structure of

cognitive abilities in human and non-human species will share certain similarities

enabling the one to be used to model the other.

In 1998, the winter edition of Scientific American Quarterly devoted much of

its space to a consideration of 'Intelligence'. Among the analyses of the utility and

faimess of IQ tests and the neurobiological basis of intelligence was a section entitled

'Do Animals Think?' This question is representative of a stark divide in theories of

cognition that dates back thousands of years and continues to this day.

One aspect of this divide is a belief held by many scientists that human

cognitive ability, or intelligence, differs fundamentally from the cognitive abilities of

non-human species. This view seems to reflect the Judaeo-Christian belief system that

places humanity at the pinnacle of creation due to the possession of certain, special

traits that set us apart from other animals.

For example, Aristotle (c.340BC 11952), whose works greatly influenced the

Christian church, argued that - alone amongst the animals - humanity was possessed

of reason. This was despite his study of animals leading him to the conclusion that

animals shared most aspects of their behaviour both with each other and with humans.

Descartes (1640/198S) was equally committed to people as superior to animals,
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proposing the possession of a soul/mind as the difference. Descartes' position was that

animals were, simply put, very complex machines and thus, given an appropriate level

of technology, one could create a fully functional animal but never a human because

the soul/mind was a separate entity from the human body (a so-called Dualist

position).

Of course, since the times of these writers, scientific knowledge has advanced

rapidly and their ideas might now be considered outdated by many. Nonetheless, the

disjunctive position they put forward, separating humans from animals, is still adhered

to by many; albeit for different reasons. To understand why this is so, an overview of

research into animal cognition will be presented below.

L2 An Historical Perspective on Animal Cognition

V/hile the theory that humans and animals had both evolved from precursor

species was well-established by the mid to late nineteenth century, the mechanism that

would account for such change was missing until provided by Charles Darwin

(1876/1988). According to his theory of evolution by natural selection, individual

differences between members of the same species would provide some members with

an adaptive advantage over others under certain environmental conditions. Whether

this advantage v/as in terms of greater success in foraging/hunting, greater numbers of

viable offspring or improved resistance to pathogens, these individuals would be more

likely to survive than other individuals - passing the same trait on to their ofßpring.

In this way, speciation could occur where a population with individual differences in a

trait affecting survival or reproduction existed and environmental pressure was

brought to bear.
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This widely accepted theory is just as relevant to the inheritance of cognitive

abilities as to that of any other trait - a point made by Darwin (189911965) himself. If

human intelligence is a heritable trait, as most psychologists now agree (Snyderman &

Rothman, 1988;Neisser, Boodoo, Bouchard, Boykin, Brody, Ceci, Halpern, Loehlin,

Perloff, Sternberg & Urbina, 1996) in light of such studies as the Minnesota Study of

Twins Raised Apart (Bouchard, Lykken, McGue, Segal & Tellegen, 1990), then it has

been developed through evolution by selective pressures acting on species in which

individual differences in cognitive abilities already existed. Thus, Darwin saw a

relatively continuous distribution of cognitive abilities between species as the logical

consequence of his theory - i.e. the near relatives of any 'intelligent' species are likely

to share in that intelligence to some extent.

While the earlier view of steady, continuous evolution has been challenged by

the theory known as punctuated equilibrium (Eldredge & Gould, 1972) - wherein a

species remains largely stable for extended periods, punctuated by short periods of

fast evolutionary change - the observable similarities between related species indicate

that this tends to result largely in quantitative rather than qualitative changes.

Of course, qualitative, as well as quantitative, differences in cognitive abilities

might arise simply from an overall increase in brain complexity (Eccles, 1989); but

such an argument seems stronger when applied to species more distantly related to

one another. Evolution by natural selection does not rule out a qualitative difference

between the cognitive abilities of two related species but it does point out that the

placement of such a hurdle requirement between humans and other, closely related

species needs to be supported, notjust asserted.

Given the strength of acceptance of Darwin's theory during the century and a

quarter since its publication, itmay seem surprising that so many researchers still hold
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to a disjunctive position, when a continuous outlook is more in keeping with

Darwinian principles. Although it has been argued, by animal rights activists and

ethicists (Singer, 1994), that it is mere arrogance that allows human researchers to

assert their distinctiveness from the animals they experiment on, an examination of

the field reveals a number of reasons why the disjunctive position has appealed to the

maj ority of researchers.

1.2.1 Animal Intelligence: Romanes and Thorndike

Romanes' (1SS2) and Thorndike's (1911) books (both entitledAnimal

Intelligence although having little else in common) in many ways set the tone for the

next century of debate about animal intelligence. As a follower of Darwin, Romanes

(1882) was, unsurprisingly, a believer in a continuous distribution of cognitive

abilities across species and his book was an attempt to document evidence in support

of that supposition. The manner in which he set out to do so, however, provided a

study in how not to conduct scientific research. His book consists of anecdotal

evidence, either collected or solicited by himself, regarding individual animals and

their behaviours. From these, Romanes then hypothesised about the mental states

underlying the apparently intelligent or solicitous behaviours of the animal in

question.

A fine example of this approach is the case of a cat observed opening a latched

door (Romanes, 1882) by springing up, pulling the thumb-latch and kicking the door

open. Romanes argued that this was the result of rational imitation - the cat had seen

people operating the door and had deduced, therefrom, the operation of the latch. He

explained what he saw as the necessary psychological steps: observation; reasoning

that a paw could likewise operate the device; and finally, a rational step, that the back
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feet needed to be used to provide force to open the door. These steps were not taught

to the animal and neither, in Romanes' opinion, could such a sequence occur by

chance.

However, by utilising an experimental approach, Thorndike (1911) was able

directly to contradict this assumption.}{is'puzzle-box' was a container that could be

opened from the inside by means of a latch and concurrent outward pressure on the

door. Into this he placed eight cats, one at a time. The cats were hungrl' and food was

placed just outside the box, as incentive to escape. After repeated trials, six of the cats

had managed to escape at least once and three 'learnt' the operation of the door, such

that they would escape immediately on being placed in the box'

Of course, the fact that these cats learnt the task does not, of itself, preclude a

reasoned response rather than accidental leaming - it was Thorndike's (1911) analysis

of how the task was learnt that provided evidence on this score. If such behaviour is

the result of a reasoned approach then, initial performance should be followed by a

sharp decline in the time taken to escape the box, reflecting the point at which the

correct inference was made. V/hat was actually observed, however, was a more

gradual decline in the duration of time taken to escape, without any clear indication of

a moment of clarity or insight. Thus, Thorndike argued, such behaviours as Romanes

(1882) put forward as evidence of reasoning in animals are actually nothing more than

the result of learning, occasioned in the first instance by accidental reinforcement of

certain behaviours that, taken together, appear meaningful to the human observer.

This application of the principle of parsimony to animal behaviour marked the

establishment of the disjunctive position as preferable and more scientific than its

opponent. Viewing animals as possessing reason was, henceforth, often dismissed as

the result of anthropomorphic wishful thinking by animal admirers. Thus, in
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Thomdike's wake 'animal intelligence' came to refer primarily to the speed and

accrracy of learning and responding in animals.

L2.2 Behaviourism

Following in Thomdike's footsteps came the school of thought known as

Behaviourisrn, the cerÍral tenet of which is that there is no rcason to posit the

existence of higher cognitive functions in animals in order to study and explain their

behaviours. It was argued that the proper goal of Psychology, as a science, was the

study of stimuli and responses, rather than the making of suppositions regarding the

mental states of the organisms involved (Skinner, 1938). This led to organisms,

humans included, being treated as what Church (2001) calls Abstract Machines,

whereby the output (behaviour) depends on the input (stimuli). This approach has

been called 'black box' Psychology because it treats the cognitive aspects of

behaviour as essentially unknowable and, therefore, beyond the scope of Psychology.

A problem with this theory in its simplest form, however, is that it does not

actually allow for animals to learn. According to a simple stimulus-response pairing,

the same stimulus will always result in the same response. This is clearly not the case

and this realisation led to the inclusion of a "state" in the above model, such that input

(a stimulus) is read through the state's lens and the appropriate ouþut (response) is

then delivered. A reference to the "state of a system", in this case, was generally taken

to refer to "instinct" (in classical conditioning) or to "associations" built up in the

brain and reflected directly in the behaviours of the organism by means of

"reinforcement" (in operant conditioning).

An example of this is Pavlov's (1927) classical conditioning of a dog to

salivate on hearing a bell, by repeated pairings of that sound with the presentation of
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food. In the first instance, food is the stimulus and salivation the output, due to the

dog's natural or instinctive state that acts to prepare the body to eat when food is

presented. Pairing food with sound alters the system's state such that the dog will

salivate in response to either of these two stimuli. Despite the protestations of hard-

line behaviourists, this behavioural model bears a striking resemblance to the models

used in human cognitive psychology (Church, 2001). The only real difference lies in

the complexity attributed to the system's state. The models of mind constructed by

current Cognitivists are arguably abstract machines, but with multiple states reflecting

psychological entities such as perceptual and mnemonic systems. Thus, some

researchers (Zentall,2001) have begun to suggest that the study of animal behaviour

would be enhanced by the inclusion of cognitive models for behaviour akin to those

developed for humans.

l. 2. 3 Disjunctive Arguments

Disjunctive arguments are those made by researchers who wish to establish a

clear demarcation between humans and other animals as regards cognitive abilities. In

the face of our common ancestry with other animals, it is necessary for there to be a

proposed behaviour or evolutionary path that has led to the differences between

humans and animals that they wish to maintain. The existence of a behaviour or set of

behaviours that has no analogue in the animal kingdom would go some way to doing

this and, thus, this has been the focus of many arguments.

One such argument, used until quite recently, revolves around the making and

use of tools. It was argued that this was a purely human activity that differentiated us

from other animals and was reliant on (or responsible for) our superior cognitive

abilities (Barash, 1979). Work with other animals, however, began to cast increasing
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doubts on the validity of this belief from the 1960s onward. A number of bird spectes

have been observed to use cactus spines or twigs as tools to reach into places they

otherwise could not and even to manufacture twig tools for specific tasks (Jones &

Kamil, 1973; Millikan & Bowman,196l). Similarly, the tool making and using

abilities of our near relatives - the apes - are now widely known, following a greater

emphasis on field studies (Boesch & Boesch, 1990; Brewer & McGrew, 1990;

Goodall, 1968; Kortlandt, 1989; Rogers & Kaplan, 1994).

Another, often quoted, cognitive difference between humans and other animals

is our capacity for language use. While other species certainly communicate, there

seems little comparison between the 20 to 40 sound/display vocabularies of most

mammal species and the eighty+housand morpheme vocabulary of the average

Westem adult (Miller & Gildea,1987). Of course, if the difference were only in the

number of 'words', this would be evidence for a continuous distribution of

cognitive/linguistic ability. What is generally argued, however, is that our use of

language somehow separates us from other animals'

For many people, the sheer volume and complexity of language implies that

there is a qualitative difference between human and animal communication. However,

work done by researchers investigating the linguistic capabilities of non-human

species seems not to support this feeling. Researchers working with chimpanzees

(Gardner & Gardner, 1984 Savage-Rumbaugh, 1994) and an African Grey Parrot

(Pepperberg, 1990) have argued that their linguistic abilities, while certainly less than

those of humans, are similar in regards to their manner of use. That is, despite the

huge difference in vocabulary between humans and the species studied above, the

manner in which those species use and combine the small vocabularies taught to them

seems to indicate that they rely upon the same underlying 'rules' or 'thought-
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processes' that humans apply to their very much larger vocabulary to verbalise a

thought.

Another possibility, raised by MacPhail (1982), is that our greatly increased

linguistic capacity underlies our general intelligence. This is an argument from

complexity, where an increase in one aspect of cognitive ability leads to qualitative

changes in terms of the emergence of other, dependent, cognitive abilities. This seems

a reasonable suggestion, in that so many of the tasks we regard as requiring

intelligence are embedded in language; problems are explained to us and we think

through them in words. This is supported by studies of subvocalisation which have

indicated that silent statement and restatement of instructions occurs during motor

tasks (Rondel, 1973) and that intemrption of this subvocalisation adversely affects

counting (Logie & Baddeley,1987) and memory (Pynte, 1975) tasks in addition to

linguistic comprehension.

This is not always the case, however. Carroll's (1993) factor analysis of

human cognitive abilities, which arguably has provided the most comprehensive

psychometric model for intelligence developed thus far, found that linguistic abilities

emerged in only two of the eight2"d order factors (those factors derived from the

factor analysis of primary mental abilities). This indicates that language proficiency is

no more closely related to general intelligence than any of the other six 2"d order

factors. If MacPhail (1982) was coffect, then one would expect linguistic ability to

correlate far more strongly with general ability than the other factors - or possibly

even be the basis for the general factorg (which emerges from a factor analysis of the

2nd order factors and represents the tendency of people who score highly on one 2nd

order factor to likewise score highly on the others).
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A related argument is based on the existence of brain lateralisation and its

consequences, which include features such as handedness and left hemisphere

language specialisation. If, as has often been asserted, only the human brain were

sufficiently lateralised to allow specific functions to develop in each hemisphere, then

that would mark a qualitative difference in our cognitive abilities when compared to

those of animals (Eccles, 19S9). This assertion is not supported by recent evidence,

however. Brain lateralisation has been found in all manner of species - with hand/foot

preferences observed from apes (Hopkins & Morris, 1993; Rogers & Kaplan, 1996),

through parrots (Rogers, 1980), to toads (Bisazza, Catalupo, Robins, Rogers &

Vallortigara,lgg6) - while hemispheric specialisation for vocalisation is common in

songbirds (Nottebohm, 1989), rats (Fitch, Brown, O'Connor &Tallal,1993) and

primates (S awaguchi, 1992).

While there remain dissenting views regarding much of the evidence put forth

above (see, for example, Corballis [1991] for arguments regarding the uniqueness of

brain lateralisation and language in humans) it does seem that, at the least, the

disjunctive position is not as strong as many have previously assumed and that a case

can be mounted for treating research into cognitive abilities in humans and animals as

belonging essentially to the same field.

L3 Cognitive Abilities Research

Research into cognitive abilities can be divided into a number of broad

categories according to whom or what the researchers see as the appropriate subjects

for their investigations. The first, major division that can be seen in the literature

distinguishes within-species analyses from between-species analyses (Warren, 1977).
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The assumptions underlying each area will be examined below, along with an

overview of major findings in the field.

l. 3. I Between-Species Comparisons

Between-species comparisons are the basis of the field of Comparative

Psychology. The primary assumption within this area is that at least some

information, derived from observing one species, can be applied across species'

boundaries to make meaningful comparisons. Researchers of cognitive abilities

accepting this assumption and conducting comparisons of this tlpe can therefore be

said to hold a continuous rather than a disjunctive position as regards the distribution

of those abilities.

In the case of cognitive abilities research, between-species comparisons are

generally assessments of what is called, for want of a better word, intelligence, which

is assessed in a number of ways, both hypothetical and experimental, in order to

explicate cognitive and brain functions or to place species in an overall ranking

scheme from least to most intelligent. Such research can be divided into behavioural

studies, where learning and other forms of intelligence are tested or observed directly,

and anatomical studies, where the structure of the brain is analysed and likely

consequences are predicted or correlations with behaviour made'

1 . 3. 1. 1 Behavioural Studies

The behaviourist tradition has long treated between-species comparisons as a

relatively simple matter. Following Pavlov's (1927) work on classical conditioning in

dogs, it was realised that this form of learning had enormous scope, being observed in

such diverse species as humans (Kimble, 1961), rats (Rescorla &Holland,1977),blue

gourami (Hollis (1989) and the nematode C. elegans (Wen, Kumar, Morrison &
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Rambaldiní, 1997).It was also argued that any pairing of conditioned and

unconditioned stimuli would be equally effective in conditioning an animal; this is

referred to as the equipotentiality principle (Pavlov, 1927). This led later learning

theorists to regard laboratory animals as tools that could be used to establish near-

universal laws of behaviour, without reference to their species.

This 'species-free' approach to classical conditioning, however, has been

undermined by further work on conditioning where the inherent biological constraints

of various species have been shown to affect learning. Garcia and Koelling(1966)

provided an early example of this, wherein they demonstrated that rats would

associate an induced bout of illness with saccharine water but not with a light or

sound. Conversely, they learnt to associate an electric shock with a light or sound but

not with the flavoured water. The conclusion drawn from this was that rats have a

native bias or tendency to associate illness with food or drink but to associate extemal

pain with light and sound - which makes sense in evolutionary terms because illness

is most likely to result from food or drink, whereas pain is likely to result from a

physical assault accompanied by sound and movement (changes in lighting).

A related finding, known as instinctive drift, that affects operant conditioning,

was reported by Breland and Breland (1961), following their attempts to train a

number of animals to perform for film and television advertisements. Here they found

that animals taught to perform actions not identical but nevertheless somewhat similar

to those they would perform in nature, would 'misbehave'. This misbehaviour took

the form of actions by the animal that grew stronger, despite not being reinforced and

actually delaying reinforcement for the task at hand. The reason for this seemed to lie

in the similarity between the arbitrary action the trainers were trying to reinforce and

the instinctive behaviour of the animals. For example, a raccoon, trained to drop a
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coin into a container would instead dip the coin into the container, rub it against the

side and then pull it back out. This behaviour is strikingly similar to raccoon feeding

behaviour where the animal washes food before eating by dipping it in water and

rubbing it. This description was the basis for the term "instinctive drift", whereby the

behaviour for which training is attempted "drifts toward" or is somehow influenced

by the animal's instinctive response.

This research has clearly indicated some of the problems inherent in cross-

species comparisons of cognitive ability. For example, if one were to attempt to

determine the relative cognitive ranking of various species according to the speed at

which they could make associations under an operant conditioning schedule, then care

would have to be taken not to advantage or disadvantage apafücular species by

choosing a Conditioned Stimulus-Unconditioned Stimulus (CS-US) pairing that was

particularly easy or hard for them to learn. lndeed, it has been argued, that

comparisons across species boundaries are doomed to failure. Warren (1977)

performed an experiment designed to show this, wherein Paradise fish, Leghorn

chickens, cats and three strains of mice were tested on equivalent apparatus. The mean

number errors ìwere recorded for each species (and strain) and compared to those of

the other species. According to a simple, phylogenetic view of intelligence, wherein

more animals from more recently evolved Classes are more intelligent, the cats should

have the highest intelligence (lowest error rate), then the mice, the chickens and,

lastly, the fish. The results did show this predicted order but the mean number of

errors for the fish, chickens and mice were 361,347 and342 respectively. Only the

cats, with a mean of 67 errors, were significantly different from the other species. The

most important aspect of the results, however, lay in the separation of the mice data

into their three strains. One of the strains of mice, C3H/Crgl, scored a mean 488 errors
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- the worst performance of any group. Thus, the variability within a species can

overwhelm, at least in some cases, any differences between the species on a cognitive

task.

Despite this, there was a clear difference between the cats and the other

animals in this experiment, indicating that some order of ranking maybe possible. Of

course, given the above, it is important to understand natural tendencies, within a

species, and adapt any experiments to them. This "tuning" of the apparatus is a

process performed implicitly by many researchers but rarely made explicit. It is also

important to attempt to "level the playing field" by making note of tasks that one

would expect certain species to find easier or more difficult due to their natural

behavioural repertoire.

1. 3. I. 2 Neuro-Anatomical Studies

Another means commonly used to make comparisons across species involves

the study of the brain and its parts. It is a commonly held belief that more intelligent

species have larger brains and, to an extent, this seems reasonable in that a larger

brain contains more neurons and thus has the potential for a gteater number of, and

hence more complex, connections.

A better predictor, however, is thought to be the ratio of brain weight to body

weight, because larger animals need greater brain mass just to run their autonomic

functions and control their muscles (Rogers,I99l). Plotting brain to body weight on a

graph results in relatively straight lines for related groups of animals but the lines for

different groups of animals are displaced from one another. As shown in Figure 1.1,

the slope coefficients are markedly similar but the intercept parameters show

considerable variation. Thus primates, for example, have somewhat more brain per
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unit body weight than other mammals, which have more brain by weight than birds,

which do better than both fish and reptiles (Jerison, 1973). This outcome accords well

with our intuitions about the relative intelligence of these groups.

Figure 1.1 Regression lines for Brain versus Body weight by animal Class/Order.
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Cognitive abilities, however, are more complex than predicted by a simple

gross weight measurement. Studies of both humans and animals suffering from brain

lesions have aided in localising certain brain functions to certain brain structures

(Kolb & Whishaw, 1990) and thus, where possible, one needs to look at the brain

structure related to the cognitive ability in question.

For example, hippocampal lesions have been shown to impair rcdial-maze

performance in both C57BL|6 andDBN2 strains of mice, while amygdaloid lesions

only impair the C57BL|6 mice (Rossi-Arnaud & Ammassari-Teule, 1994). Ir lesion

free mice, the C57 mice perform better on this task. The conclusion drawn has been
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that the hippocampus is central to spatial learning, while part of the amygdala has

been 'recruited' in the C57 mice to aid in this task, resulting in superior performance.

Similarly, birds that store their food and therefore, presumably, require superior

spatial skills, have been found to have larger hippocampi than related birds that do not

store food (Krebs, Clayton, Healy, Cristol, Patel & Jolliffe, 1996). This pairing of

hippocampal damage with impaired spatial ability is one of the most reliable findings

in the area, with performance on a range of spatial tasks affected (Deacon'

Bannerman, Kirby, Croucher & Rawlins,2002)'

Thus, by looking at the structure of the brain, predictions can be made

regarding the expected level of a particular cognitive ability in one species, compared

to another. Of course, such comparisons are limited to fairly closely related species,

so as to avoid large differences in brain structure that render comparisons problematic.

Attempting to compare brain structures across different zoological classes is

unworkable because the brains of, for example, birds and mammals are constructed

differently. Thus, the convoluted neocortex of mammals has no equivalent in avian

brains, wherein the forebrain is formed from an elaboration of the paleocortex

(Rogers, 1997).

1 . 3. 2 Within-Species Comparis ons

rüithin-species analyses dominate behavioural research into both animal and

human cognitive abilities. However, looking at the two areas, one sees each in turn is

dominated by a different approach or focus. Research into human cognitive abilities is

largely focussed on individual differences, whereas animal research abounds with

comparisons between different strains of the same species'
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This stark divide seems to result from two distinct problems that discourage

research into group comparisons in humans and individual differences in animals. The

issue of group, or race, differences in humans has resulted in wide and bitter

controversy around human rights issues, with the result that many researchers would

rather avoid becoming embroiled in the field. Those who do continue to research in

this area have their results called into questioned by those who sometimes appear to

assume that prejudice lies at the heart of such research (Fraser, 1995).

The absence of literature on individual differences in species other than

humans, on the other hand, seems to spring largely from a belief that there are none to

be found. Researchers like Warren (1977) have argued that there is no evidence of any

individual animals performing consistently above the level of their peers. This belief,

however, has been repeatedly contradicted by respected animal researchers from

Kohler (1925) onward, who have claimed to be able to identify clear differences

between individual animals in terms of their 'intelligence''

An assertion like Warren's is also logically flawed, in that strains are

composed of individuals and thus strain differences ultimately necessitate individual

differences to some degree. To clarify this point, one must understand that the various

strains of a species used in psychological research are all derived from the same wild

population. Thus, any differences in the cognitive ability of two strains also exist

between some of the individuals within the wild population (baning strain specific

mutations). If strain differences, reported in the literature as stable and replicable, do

exist, then clearly there must be individual differences within the species from which

these strains were derived.

A similar argument can be made in terms of Darwinian theory in that, if it is

agreed that different species possess different cognitive abilities, then it must be the
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case that individual differences in those cognitive abilities existed within the precursor

populations from which those species were derived. This is because evolution

operates by the mechanism of natural selection, which requires there to be heritable

differences in a trait that confer an evolutionary advantage. Thus, in order for

speciation to occur, the original population must have had members who differed on

whatever trait was selected for by the environment.

Take, for example, humans and chimpanzees. Our nearest coÍìmon ancestor is

estimated to have lived 5-6 million years ago (see, for example, Horai, Hayasaka,

Kondo, Tsugane and Takahata,1995) and to have been more like the modern

chimpanzee than humans (due to our faster evolutionary rate since that time). In this

initial population, in order for intelligence to be selected for, there must have been

individual differences in intelligence.

Given the relatively smaller differences between chimpanzees and this

ancestor ape, it is also likely that individuals within the population of modern

chimpanzees possess individual differences (as do humans). This conclusion is

supported by research on chimpanzee behaviour, wherein certain individuals have

been held to be superior in problem-solving and learning tasks (Gill & Rumbaugh,

197 ;Kohler, 1925). This conclusion does not apply solely to our near relatives,

however; it can be made af any point of speciation on the evolutionary tree where

differences exist between the resultant species' cognitive abilities.

The ability to selectively breed a species for a particular trait is also indicative

of the existence of heritable individual differences within a population and this has

been done both in rats (Martin & Baettig, 1980) and mice (Kvist & Selnader, 1990)

for aspects of learning resulting in what have been dubbed 'maze-bnght' and 'maze-

dull' strains (Stewart, 1961).
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If one accepts the above arguments then the question becomes not 'Are there

individual differences in species other than humans?' but rather 'How do we test for

individual differences in species other than humans?' - given that researchers seem to

have had so little success thus far.

ln the absence of a sound theoretical objection to the existence of individual

differences in animals, it is asserted here that this a question that deserves more

thought, particularly by those psychologists interested in the biological bases of

cognitive ability. An answer to the question: 'Are individual differences in animals

structured in the same way as those of humans?','when combined with research from

other'fields, could provide valuable answers to useful questions regarding the origins

of and structures underlying many cognitive abilities. If the positive manifold of

correlations between cognitive abilities, perhaps the most robust finding in all of

psychology (Deary, 2001), was not replicated in other species, this would imply a

qualitative difference in our cognitive abilities perhaps akin to arguments from

MacPhail (1982) or Eccles (19S9) based on complexity (refer to Section 1.2.3).If,

conversely, a factor structure similar to that found in humans were found, this would

allow targeted research into specific and general intelligences in animals, an approach

that allows for a wider range of experimental procedures than is possible using human

subjects.

1.3.2.1 Strain Dffirences in Cognitive Abilities

The assertion that certain strains of a species will be brighter than others

would be unlikely to raise any eyebrows in a public forum - dog and cat owners long

having asserted the relative intelligence of their favoured breeds. Similarly, in

psychological research, there seems little disagreement with the idea that certain
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strains of those species favoured as psychological subjects will exhibit superior

performance at certain cognitive tasks.

Of the cognitive abilities known to exist in humans, the one researchers seem

most comfortable hypothesising to exist in animals is spatial learning - seemingly a

necessity for mobile creatures. For this reason, mice (Jamot, Bertholoet & Crusio,

1994), rats (Prior, Schwegler & Duecker, 1997) and pigeons (V/ilkie & Wilson, 1995)

have all been used in investigations of strain differences in spatial abilities, combined

with neuro-anatomical analysis of their brain structures. The general outcome from

these studies has been to show that strains that perform better on spatial tasks differ in

their hippocampal size and structure, compared with their less spatially-skilled

relatives.

Other cognitive abilities looked at in different strains of animals have included

habituation to novelty, memory (Tang, Shimizu, Dube, Rampon, Kerchner, Zhuo,Liu

and Tsien, 1999), and reasoning (Anderson, 2000)'

1.3.2.2 Individual Dffirences in Cognitive Abilities

The literature on individual differences in cognitive abilities is, to a large

extent, the study of psychometric intelligence. This is not to say that there are not

studies of brain size and functioning but rather that most of the results of these studies

are then used to shed further light on human intelligence. The reason for this is the

centrality of intelligence to life outcomes in Western civilisation, it being the best

available predictor of educational and vocational achievement (Sternberg, Grigorenko

& Bundy, 2001).

Perhaps the central finding in the field is the positive manifold of correlations

between cognitive abilities. Regardless ofjust how different unrelated cognitive tasks
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appear at the level of test items, they are always found to correlate positively with one

another (Deary, 2001). This outcome is consistent with the theory, first proposed by

Spearman (1904) that there exists a general intelligence (gr) that affects any cognitive

task we undertake, in addition to the specific intelligences or abilities that only impact

on certain groups of tasks - like the spatial learning tasks mentioned in the above

section.

Figure 1.2 Hierarchical Model of Intelligence
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The grey bars beneath the 8 facto¡s represent the various primary mental abilities (PMAs) that load on said factors

For example, under Gt (Processing Speed) one grey bar represents Reaction Time as a primary mental ability. For

each of the 8 factors, there are mo¡e PMAs than would be reasonable to include here.

The structure of cognitive ability in humans has been further elucidated

by Carroll's (1993) mammoth undertaking of a factor analysis of over 400 quality

psychometric data-sets from mental ability research. This resulted in a hierarchical

model of intelligence (see Figure 1.2) with the general factor I' as the single 3'd order
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factor, above eight 2"d order factors representing broad mental abilities such as

memory and leaming (Gy), visual perception (Gv) and fluid intelligence or reasoning

ability (GÐ. At the next lowest level (i.e. l't order factors) were a very large number

of primary mental abilities, themselves defined by specific mental tasks such as the

scales found in IQ tests.

As outlined above in section l.3.2,there has been little interest in research on

individual differences in the cognitive abilities of animals but there are signs that this

may be changing. Recent studies by Anderson (1992.) using rats and by Locurto and

Scanlon (199S) using mice have shown evidence of consistent individual differences

between their subject animals, allowing the researchers to extract higher order

cognitive factors.

1.4 Biological Bases of Cognitive Ability

V/ithin psychology, there is a long tradition of attempting to uncover the

biological bases of behaviour - beginning with the intuitive idea that bigger brains

might work better and continuing on to the neuro-electrical techniques available today

(Deary, 2001). Some of these techniques and the insights derived from them will be

examined in this section.

1.4. I Neuro-Anatomy and Intelligence

The use of neuro-anatomical studies in between-species research has been

mentioned above but this approach has also been a mainstay of individual differences

research. Comparisons of brain size and weight began the trend in the 19th century and

recent work has indicated that the intuitions on which this work was based were at

least partially correct, even if available methodologies were flawed' Modest

correlations between IQ (as measured by the WAIS) and brain volume, of 0.3 to 0.4,
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have been observed, using the latest magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) technology to

take three-dimensional pictures of living brains (Andreasen, Flaum, Swayze &

O'Leary, 1993). This conclusion was supported by Wickett, Vernon and Lee's (2000)

meta-analysis of 11 similar studies, which found a correlation of 0.4 between brain

volume and scores on cognitive ability tests.

L4.2 Electrical Properties of the Brain

In addition to looking at the structures of the brain, modern technology has

allowed researchers to examine its functioning - particularly the electrical properties

of the nervous system. Electro-encephalograms (EEGs) provide an amalgamated

picture (from the scalp) of the electrical activity of the brain at a given point in time,

although the brain's response to any particular stimulus is impossible to see.

Researchers have thus devised a way of isolating responses to particular stimuli, by

averaging the EEG readings over a great many trials, within which a particular

stimulus was administered (Eysenck & Barrett, 1985). By averaging the EEG

waveforms that follow the desired stimulus, general brain activity is filtered out,

leaving only the waveform that is the brain's response to the stimulus administered by

the researcher - the event related potential (ERP).

Research of this tpe has attempted to link attributes of the ERP to cognitive

abilities in a number of ways. Suggestions that smarter people might have greater

amplitude waveforms (Alcom & Morris, 1996) or more complex waveforms

(Hendrickson & Hendrickson, 1980) have been tested with mixed results. Amplitude

of the P300 peak of the waveform has been reported to correlate weakly to moderately

with mental test scores. A relatively sturdy finding is that the P300 peak occurs
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slightly sooner following stimulus onset in people with higher intelligence (Deary,

2001).

This result is consistent with intuition embedded in our language, in that we

often associate intelligence with mental speed. Less intelligent people are 'slow'

while intelligent people are 'quick'. Of course, when people use such descriptors they

are often referring to speed of learning rather than any identifiable brain activity and

this is more a function of number of repetitions required rather than any sort of truly,

timed measure. That is, it is a measure of how many repetitions are required for the

brain to cement in new pathways, rather than how fast information is being processed

through the system. Thus, there are two distinct ideas of mental speed here.

"Speed of processing" is a concept being examined by researchers looking at

ERPs; and this construct has also inspired a related field of inquiry that looks directly

at the speed at which nerye impulses travel through the body and brain' Nerve

conduction velocity (NCV) has been predicted to correlate with intelligence by

proponents of the intelligence as processing speed theory (Deary, 2001) and numerous

experiments have attempted to demonstrate this link.

While many of these studies have used peripheral nerves rather than those

within the central nervous system, it has been argued that similarities between the

nerves allow useful inferences to be made (Reed, 1993). Reed and Jensen (1991;

1992;1993) conducted three studies of this tlpe and found significant correlations

between NCV and intelligence in two of them while Vernon and Mori (1992) found

correlations between NCV and both intelligence and reaction times. Taken together,

the above studies seem to indicate that there is some aspect, at least, of intelligence

that is dependent on the speed of information transfer. Recent work has also shed light

on our second concept of speed - the speed of forming associations.
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Work in mice has indicated that an extra copy of a gene known as NR2B

results in greater activity at the NMDA (N-methyl-D-aspartate) receptors in neurons

and faster learning and better memory (Tang, et a1.,1999). This is due to what is

called "plasticity''- a measure of the capacity of neurons in the brain to form new

connections and thus memories - which is high in young animals and people but

decreases in older specimens (Bliss, 1999). The possible relevance of this idea to the

gradual decrease in fluid abilities that is known to accompany old age in humans, is in

need of investigation.

1.4. 3 Behaviour Genetics

Behaviour genetics is the name given to research that attempts to understand

behaviours in terms of its genetic bases (Plomin, DeFries, McClearn & Rutter, 1997).

This field has a number of powerful tools at its disposal and a great many advantages

to offer researchers interested in cognitive abilities'

' The last study mentioned in the previous section (Bliss, 1999) is an example of

one \May in which genetics and psychology can inform one another. By examining the

role of genes thought to affect aspects of cognitive functioning, it is possible to see

which genes and alleles (versions of the same gene) have beneficial and which

deleterious effects on intelligence. In a similar manner, ateam of researchers recently

identified the first gene associated with intelligence in humans (Chorney, Chorney,

Seese, Owen, Daniels, McGuffin, et al., 1998).

Despite this success, there are problems with such approaches, arising from

the nature of intelligence itself. Like height and weight, intelligence is what

geneticists call a quantitative trait - that is, a trait wherein the variation takes the form

of a continuous distribution rather than discrete phenotypic classes (Griffrths, Miller,
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Suzuki, Lewontin & Gelbart, 1993). This distribution results from multiple genes,

called quantitativ e trait loci (QTLs), all contributing to or affecting the same trait

(either directly or indirectly). In the experiment by Chorney et al. (1998), the gene

associated with intelligence was estimated to contribute only approximately 2o/o of the

variance in IQ within the sample; and only 460/o of the high intelligence group

actually had the superior allele of the gene. This outcome suggests something of the

magnitude of the task involved in finding all of the genes that might, under differing

environmental conditions, affect intelligence. (Some researchers (Rose, 2001) would

go even further, and argue that attempting to isolate the genetic and environmental

components of variance is impossible due to the homeodlmamic interactions between

the environment and genes.)

A further problem, with both the human and animals studies mentioned above,

is that they rely on prior knowledge of the gene to be assessed. Tang et al. (1999)

actually spliced extra copies of their 'suspect' gene into mice to observe the effect,

while Chorney et al. (1998) used allelic association to compare the frequencies of

alleles of known genes within high and low intelligence groups. These techniques are

powerful tools when a candidate gene is presenting itself but such has not thus far

often been the case. Instead, a technique known as linkage analysis is often used to

identify the genes associated with observable phenotlpes - be they physical or

behavioural. Linkage analysis is a statistical technique used to determine how close

together on a chromosome a known and an unknown gene are' It does this by

assessing how often they segregate together (Griffiths et al., 1993) and predicting the

unknown gene's location from those data. A drawback of this technique is that its

power is limited by sample size - large samples of multigenerational data are required

to take advantage of this technique, but these are rarely available to researchers
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interested in human behaviours. For this reason, linkage analyses are more commonly

used in non-human species, where large litters and short generation lengths are

observed.

Finally, it should be noted that, as is most often the case, there are dissenting

opinions from those above, arguing that the interactions between genes and the

environment are too complex to be meaningfully separated (Gould, 1981; Kamin,

I974; Rose,2001).

1.4.3.1 Heritability of Cognitive Ability

Of course, the application of behaviour genetic techniques to the study of

cognitive abilities is dependent on certain assumptions regarding the nature of those

abilities. The primary assumption is that cognitive abilities are heritable; - that is,

there is a genetic basis to intelligence.

As mentioned above (Section 1.2) therc are good theoretical reasons for

accepting that cognitive abilities are heritable, particularly if one wishes to assert

human intelligence as an evolved trait. There is also a plethora of research pointing to

the fact that human intelligence (as estimated by IQ tests) is, to a significant degree,

an inherited trait. Bouchard (1997), in a summary of the literature onlÙlf'Z (identical)

twins raised apart (TRA), reported a correlation between the siblings' intelligence of

0.75. Even given the restricted range of environments adopted children are commonly

raised in, this is an impressive correlation, implying that a genetic approach to

intelligence could be fruitful.

Of course, this is not to deny the profound effects that environment can have

on intelligence. A correlation of the strength reported above (0.75) indicates that

around 75%o of the variance in intelligence can be accounted for by differences in
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genetics - leaving 25o/o of Íhe variance as due to environmental effects. This remains a

sizeable portion, particularly in light of the fact that the majority of twin studies have

been conducted within relatively homogeneous Western middle class environments.

Further, a high heritability estimate for intelligence does not necessarily preclude

large environmental effects on intelligence - such as the phenomenon of rising IQs

dubbed the Flynn Effect - as explained by Dickens and Flynn (2001) in terms of

reciprocal causation between the environment and phenotypic IQ, which enables even

small environmental differences to produce large changes in IQ'

1.4. 3. 2 Comparative Behaviour Genetics

The above behaviour genetic studies all have had one thing in common. They

have all been examples of within-species analyses. This is not the only possibility for

behaviour genetic research, however. Genetics has advanced as fast as it has, in part at

least, due to what is called synteny homology - the tendency for related species to

have in common many of the same sequences of DNA (Plomin et a1.,1997).

Chimpanzees, for example, share 98olo of our DNA; and even species with which we

share more distant ancestors (more than 45 million years in the case of rodents) still

share 50olo of our DNA. This is the result of the inherently conservative way in which

DNA is passed down through generations. Certain genes - particularly those coding

for essential organs and growth sequences - need to be passed on to produce viable

offspring and these genes often occur physically close together, as is the case with the

homeobox genes that control differentiation of cell tlpes in the foetus (Griffiths et al.,

1993). Thus entire segments of DNA in one animal species have homologous

segments in others. Figure 1.3 indicates which chromosomes of the mouse genome
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have been shown to have homologous genes in the human genome and upon which

human chromosomes these lie.

Figure 1.3 Chromosomal locations of homologous genes in Mice and Humans
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For example, the first row of the Figure indicates that genes homologous to

those found on the human chromosome t have been found on chromosomes 1-6, 8,

11-13 and the X chromosome of the mouse. The upshot of this fortunate state of

affairs is that a gene found in one species has a fair chance of having a corresponding
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gene in the genome of another species. Further, the location of that gene may be

mapped simply by seeing in what area of the genome it is found in the first species

and searching the equivalent area in the second.

L5 A Synthesis: Wy Take a Comparative View of Cognitive Abilities?

With the completion of the first stage of the Human Genome Project, the stage

has been set for a renaissance in comparatíve psychology. While all of the genes on

the human genome have now been mapped, the function of the majority remains

unknown. The role awaiting psychologists in the field is to conduct studies into

complex aspects of behaviour that can then be linked to genetic studies to isolate the

genes contributing to those aspects of behaviour (Plomin et al',1997).

Comparative psychology's strength lies in the many advantages animal

research has over human studies in genetic terms - large litter size and relatively short

generation lengths, which allow analyses of gene linkage over multiple generations,

under controlled conditions. Thus, to the extent that the findings from animal studies

can be applied to human behaviour, genetic research into the biological bases of

behaviour can be accelerated by preliminary work done on laboratory animals. While

less well known than the Human Genome Project, there are a number of other genome

projects focussing on commonly used genetic model organisms, such as Drosophila,

the Mouse and C. elegans - ensuring animal researchers have available a pool of data

comparable to that of researchers focussing on humans.

Given the shared genetic history of humans and other species and in light of

the observed similarities in brain structure and function described in Section L3.l.2,it

seems clear that genes akin to those responsible for determining brain structure and

function in humans will also be found in other species. From this point, it is only a
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small step to argue that any individual differences in the structure and functioning of

the brain are likely to be reflected in individual differences in cognitive abilities too

and that this is equally likely in other species than humans.

1.5.1 Goals and Possibilities

From the foregoing, it seems clear that the greatest disparity between animal

and human research lies in the treatment of individual differences. Human individual

differences in cognitive abilities, or intelligence, is a field considered central to

psychology, whereas the existence of stable individual differences in animals is

doubted by many. Others, however, including often-cited researchers in the field like

Jensen (1998) have called for more work to be done in this area.

This, then, will be the goal of this thesis - to attempt to elucidate the structure

of cognitive abilities in a non-human species, by analysis of individual differences on

an afray of cognitive tasks. This structure can then be compared to that extracted by

Carroll (1993), to consider the areas in which animals might be used to look for the

genes underlying cognitive abilities. This includes not just a general factor - which

might stem from global brain functioning or structural differences between

individuals - but also any genes affecting only specific cognitive abilities (Pedersen,

Plomin & McClearn, 1994).

This research is essential because it is only by making known the structure of

cognitive abilities that it becomes possible to tease apart the effects of general and

specific abilities. If one were to look only at the spatial abilities of a species, then the

behavioural phenotype being used to perform a linkage analysis would be a conflation

of the effects of genes affecting both general cognitive performance and spatial
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cognitive performance. The better the structure of the cognitive abilities is known, the

finer the focus can be, leading in turn to enhanced power during any genetic analyses.

Of course, if the positive manifold of cognitive abilities observed in humans

cannot be extracted from animal research, this too will tell us something of great

interest - that there is a qualitative difference between human intelligence and animal

cognitive abilities. Note, however, thal a failure to find a positive manifold would not

necessarily imply a lack of individual differences but rather the lack of any clear

pattern in those differences.

L5.2 Model Organisms: the Right Mousefor the Job

As rnentioned above, there are a number of species that geneticists consider

good subjects for their experiments involving linkage analysis. Short gestation length

and large litters allow multigenerational data of the sort needed for linkage analysis to

be generated quickly. In addition to these requirements, if one wishes to avail oneself

of the advantages of synteny homology, the animal needs to be a relatively close

relative of humans. Of the commonly used genetic model organisms, the most closely

related to humans is the mouse.

Fortunately, the mouse is also a regular psychological subject - not used as

frequently as its cousin the rat but still possessing a sizeable body of literature to draw

upon. There is ample research on spatial abilities of mice (Deacon & Rawlins,2002;

Stasik, L97};Upchurch & Wehner, 19S9) and it was by using mice that Locurto and

Scanlon (1998) extracted a spatial learning factor following an analysis of individual

differences in two strains.

Another advantage of the mouse is the abundance of inbred strains - wherein

the mice have been bred brother to sister for multiple generations until all of the
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individuals in a strain are almost genetically identical (Griffiths et a1., 1993). Sex

differences aside, all of the individuals of a particular strain can be treated as identical

twins, allowing far more powerful assessments of heritability than in humans. Not

only can the equivalent of fratemal and identical twin assessments be carried out on

the progeny of a given female (mated with a member of her own strain or another

strain respectively) but comparisons can be made between those animals and the

progeny of any other female of the same strain - effectively providing an unlimited

number of twins to work with. V/orking with animals, it is also much easier to control

the environment of the animals during pregnancy and in early life - allowing a clearer

estimate of heritability.

L5.3 A Model of Mouse Intelligence

If mice are to be used as model organisms for the study of the genetic

determinants of human intelligence, it is incumbent on researchers to ensure that the

model of mouse intelligence reflects the human one as much as possible. The question

here is: which aspects of behaviour in mice can legitimately be postulated as

analogous to human intelligence?

When attempting to answer this, Carroll's (1993) factor analysis of human

cognitive abilities can be used as a starting point. The question then becomes: which

of the eight2"d order factors, reflecting specific cognitive abilities, could be expected

to have analogous abilities in mice and which of these could be most easily tested?

Looking, then, at Figure 1.2 above, one sees a number of abilities that could

conceivably be tested in animals: Visuo-Spatial (Gv); Auditory (Gu); Processing

Speed (Gt); Memory and Learning (Gy); and Reasoning (Gf).
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Tuming to the literature on the psychological testing of mice, one sees that

spatial tasks have commonlybeen employed- as described above in Section 1.5.2.

Tests of memory and learning have also been administered (Bateson & D'Udine,

1986; Tang et a1.,1999) as well as the administration of conditioning schedules to

assess learning (Freund & Walker, 1972) while threshold discriminations have been

demonstrated in rats (Slotnick, 1982; Youngentob, Hornung & Mozell, 1991)' V/hile

there are other experimental traditions, these are well-established and relatively easy

to replicate.

Thus, our model of mouse intelligence will begin with three predicted factors ,

following Carroll's ( 1 993) descriptions:

Gy- Memory and Learning: reflecting the speed of learning and the ability to

recall past events.

Gv- Visuo-Spatial: reflecting learning of spatial tasks.

Gt- Processing Speed: reflecting speed on elementary cognitive tasks such as

reaction and inspection tasks.

The specific tasks chosen to try to extract these factors will be discussed, at

length, in the next four chaPters.

1.6 Overview of the Research Program

1.6.1 Subjects

Mice were chosen, in preference to the alternative rats, for two reasons. First,

they were more often used in genetic research; and second, having decided to use

inbred strains so as to enable heritability estimates (as described in Chapter 8) it was

noted that Laboratory Animal Services at Adelaide University carried three inbred

mouse strains but only one inbred rat strain. Of these three strains, the BALB lc and
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CBA were chosen on advice that the third was averse to handling. From these two

strains, an Fl hybrid strain was bred in the laboratory, which, in turn, gave rise to an

F2 progeny strain (see Section2.2.l).

1.6.2 The Experiments

In order to examine all of the questions of interest in this area, the research was

conducted over three generations. Each generation of mice (the BALB lc and CBA,

the Fl and finally the F2) was required to undertake experiments in the same four

apparatuses. These were the Open Field (Chapter 2), the T-Maze (Chapter 3), the

Radial Maze (Chapter 4) andthe Skinner Box (Chapter 5). The experiments

undertaken in each of these apparatuses were designed such that one or more of the

three hlpothetical murine cognitive factors (see Figure 1.3) would be reflected in the

measures derived therefrom.

This allowed assessment of the stability of individual differences in cognitive

abilities (underlying performance on these tasks) by means of comparisons between

the performances of mice on these different tasks and factor analysis to indicate any

structure underlying murine cognitive perfromance (see Chapter 7). In addition to the

measurement of individual differences, strain differences were assessed (Chapter 6) in

order to assess the choice of strains because the relatively recent divergence of many

laboratory strains (Atchley & Fitch, 1991) has resulted in relatively low allelic

diversity between some strains (see Copeland, Jenkins, Gilbert, Eppig, Maltais,

Miller, Dietrich,'Weaver, Lincoln, Steen, Stein, Nadeau & Lander, 1993).

Finally, the presence of three generations of mice, between which the genetic

relationships were clearly known, enabled assessment of the heritability of the
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emergent factors underlying performance on the range of tasks described in Chapters

2 to 5 (see Chapter 8).

L6.2.1 Methodological Note - Order Effects

All of the mice undertook sessions in the four apparatuses in the same order -

Open Field, T-Maze, Skinner Box and Radial Maze. (Chapters 2 to 5, relating the

nature and findings of these four experiments were originally conceived of as running

in the same order. However, problems with the Skinner Box experiment resulted in it

being relegated to the last experimental Chapter (5), so as to improve the flow of the

argument.)

The fact that the order of experimentation remained the same for all mice,

however, raises the question of order effects in the data. While this is rarely

commented upon in the animal behaviour literature where a behavioural battery is

used, there is clear evidence that training animals on specific tasks or even merely

keeping them in enriched environments (with stimuli to investigate) impacts on their

performance on other tasks and even their brain size (Henderson , 1977 ; Rosenzweig

& Bennett, 1977). This being the case, in an ideal experiment, aLatin Square design,

or alternate order correction would be employed.

Given the restrictions on the sample size herein (for reasons outlined in the

Preface), however, this was not a feasible option; fuither dividing, as it would, the

already portioned sample. This being the case, the remaining option was to ensure, as

far as possible, equal treatment in terms of experimental participation and thereby

subject all of the subjects to the same order effects through maintenance of a strict

experimental schedule.
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L6.3 Implications

If the experiment is successful in extracting a factor structure from the

cognitive abilities of mice, this can be used as a springboard into further research. A

factor structure clearly resembling that of humans could be taken to indicate that mice

will make a good model organism for behaviour genetic research into intelligence.

Linkage analysis, greatly empowered by the increased litter size and shorter

generations of mice, could then be used to find the genes associated with both the

general and specific cognitive abilities of mice. Success should then permit analogous

genes on the human genome to be identified via synteny homology.

Alternately, if the expected factor structure was missing, or bore little

resemblance to that of humans, this would indicate that mice are an inadequate model

organism for human intelligence, due to too great a divergence from our common

ancestor. Of course, this would not rule out the use of other, more closely related

species for such experiments; but would nonetheless make it unlikely that one could

be found possessing all of the advantages of the mouse - suggesting perhaps that

animal models may not be helpful in the quest to understand intelligence.
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2. Experiment 1 - the Open Field

2.1 Introduction

2.1.1 Overview

The Open Field has been widely used to examine the behavioural tendencies

of rodents. Therefore, only a brief description of the apparatus and the purposes to

which it is commonly put is included here. Instead, this section focuses on the ways in

which such approaches can be adapted to answer the current theoretical questions

regarding individual and strain differences in murine cognitive abilities.

2.1.2 The Open Field

"Open Field" is a generic term for an apparatus consisting of little more than

an open area of floor, generally bounded by walls or raised to prevent escape, which

subjects are allowed to explore for a period of time. This has been used for decades to

assess the 'emotionality' of rodents (Hall, 1934) within the anxiogenic (fear inducing)

environs of the apparatus. In general terms, low levels of activity and high levels of

defecation observed in animals, when placed within the Open Field, have defined high

'emotionality'. These two measures have been shown to correlate reliably at between

-0.6 and -0.8 (DeFries & Hegman,1970; Talbot, Nicod, Cherny, Fulker, Collins &

Flint, 1999), indicating that either can be used as a predictor of emotionality.

In terms of cognitive research, the Open Field has commonly been used as a

measure of reaction and habituation to novelty, these behaviours being accepted as

indices for aspects of memory and non-associative learning (Contet, Rawlins &

Deacon, 2001; Crusio, 2001). In such experiments, changes in the activities of the

subjects have been tracked, with the assumption that faster habituation to an
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environment reflects better recall of the environment, particularly across multiple

SESSIONS.

The Open Field has also been used to examine the responses of subjects to

novel objects placed within the apparatus (Ehrlich & Burns, 1959; Bateson &

D'Udine, 1986; Renner, Bennett & White, 1992) and thereby to test the subject's

ability to recall previously seen objects (Tang et al., 1999). The assumption

underpinning this research has been that, when animals are introduced to two objects,

one previously seen and one new, animals that recall the previously seen object will

spend a greater proportion of their time examining the novel object, whereas an

animal that does not recall the previous object will split its time between the two more

or less evenly.

For the purposes of the current experiment, a pre-existing Open Field

apparatus, previously used for rats, was employed, along with a pair of objects to be

used in novel and recalled contexts. No lighting beyond the standard room lighting

was employed because the intent was to avoid a severely anxiogenic environment -

rodents finding brightly lit, open areas stressful (Turri, Talbot, Radcliffe, Wehner &

Flint, 1999).

2.1.3 Researclt Aims and Hypotheses

2.1.3.1 Research Aims

In terms of the model of mouse intelligence constructed in Section 1.5.3, the

intention was to use the Open Field to test for the hypothesised Gy factor underlying

cognitive abilities reliant on memory and learning.

The presence of this hlpothesised factor was tested in two separate

experiments. The first of these introduced the animals to the Open Field and tracked
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changes in activity over a number of sessions, providing measures of habituation to a

novel environment. The second experiment introduced novel objects to the Open

Field and then tracked changes in the subject's behaviours before and following the

inclusion of a second object. The aim was, therefore, to test the animal's recall.

If, as is predicted by the model of mouse Intelligence in Section 1.5.3, there is

a single memory and learning factor underlying performance on tasks of these sorts,

then all of these measures should be positively intercorrelated (i.e., where superior

performance on one predicts superior performance on the others). In addition to this

analysis of individual differences in memory and learning performance, differences

between the four strains on the measures extracted from Open Field perforlnance \Mere

also examined, with the expectation that this would shed light on the heritability of

these traits. (These results will be discussed fully in Chapters 6 and 8).

2.1.3.2 Hypotheses

The following hypotheses \Mere tested by means of the Open Field.

I Differences in performance exist between the four strains on the seven

measures extracted from the Open Field experiments.

II Mice that perform better on a given variable will also perform better on the

other Open Field variables; that is, individual differences will be stable across

variables.

2.2 Method

2.2.1 Subjects

Subjects were 70 mice, 35 male and 35 female, of the four strains described in

Section 1.6.1, as follows:
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. T\ryelve mice from the BALB/c (4 male and 8 female) and 10 from the CBA (6

male and 4 female) strains. An initial group of 16, four of each strain*sex

combination, was obtained from Laboratory Animal Services at the University of

Adelaide's Medical School at age 8 weeks and maintained in the laboratory for a

further 2 weeks before testing, to allow acclimatisation. The mice were housed

communally in same sex cages as described in Section2.2.2.l, to follow. The

additional four female BALB/c and two male CBA mice were obtained from the same

source at alater date and were treated identically with the initial mice. These six mice

were obtained primarily as a breeding group but were tested prior to breeding.

o Twenty five mice (I2 male and 13 female) of the Fl progeny strain derived by

mating male CBA and female BALB/o mice in the laboratory. These mice were

weaned at 3 weeks and sorted into same sex cages. Testing began at age 10 weeks.

o Twenty three mice (13 males and 10 females) of the F2 progeny strain derived

by mating male and female Fl mice. As with the previous group, these mice were

weaned at 3 weeks and sorted into same sex cages, with testing beginning at age 10

weeks.

2.2.2 Apparatus

2.2.2.IHousing

Animals were kept communally, in same-sex groups of two to six animals, in

type 50F (980cm2 floor space) polypropylene boxes from Crestware Industries with

stainless steel lids (see Figure 2.1). The boxes' floors were covered with sawdust and

shredded paper was included for nesting. Cardboard rolls were also placed in the

boxes as chewing and play material. The laboratory was maintained on a 12 hour
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light-dark cycle, with testing taking place during the light phase. Temperature v/as

maintained at 22"C and humidity at 60%o

Figure 2.1 Individual (10F) and Group (50F) Mouse Cages

2.2.2.2 Food and Water

The communal cages were stocked with Barastoc Mouse Breeder Cubes. This

diet was occasionally supplemented by small numbers of Noyes Formula F 20mg

sucrose pellets in order to acquaint the animals with these reinforcers. 
'Water was

freely available through a standard water bottle.

2. 2. 2. 3 Video Equipment

The video cameraused throughout the series of experiments was a Logitech

QuickCam Pro Internet Video Camera running on QuickCam 5.0 software. This was

screwed onto a custom built stand that allowed the camera to be positioned above the

apparatus to provide a bird's-eye view of the entire Open Field area. The camera v/as
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attached to a computer, allowing either live-action viewing from the computer

monitor or recording to the computer's hard drive for later viewing.

2.2.2.4 The Open Field

The Open Field apparatus consisted of a 5x6 grid of grey, metal squares, each

measuring 15.5cm along each side, within a white, open-topped box 50cm high (see

Figure 2.2). Aclear plastic sheet covered the metal floor during experiments to allow

for easier cleaning between sessions. A digital video camera was mounted on a pole

directly above the Open Field to allow video footage of session to be captured.

Figaie2.2 Overhead view of the Open Field

Note: I squrire:15.5 cm

Objects used in conjunction with the Open Field during experiments were a set

of chains hung from a metal frame and a small see-saw (see Figure 2.3).

I
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Figure 2.3 Objects used in Novel and Recalled conditions in the Open Field.

2.2.3 Procedures

2.2.3.1 Novel and Recalled Environment

Run in the Open Field, this experiment was designed to assess baseline

activity levels, exploratory tendencies and memory. Each mouse completed three

sessions.

For the first session, the subject was placed into the Open Field and the video

camera began recording at arate of 1 frame/second for a period of 10 minutes. During

this time, the experimenter was behind a screen, out of sight of the mouse, watching

on a monitor.

The video film record was later used to locate the position of the mouse in

each of the 600 recorded frames. This was done using a computer program, written by

the author for this purpose (see Appendix A), which recorded how long the mouse had

spent in each of the 30 squares of the Open Field and calculated how far it travelled

during the session.
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This procedure was repeated, for each mouse, 24 hours after the initial session

and then again after a further 72hours, to assess changes in behaviours and activity

levels between sessions. This was done to enable comparisons between the behaviour

of each animal in a novel and a recalled environment, with the expectation that mice

would be nervous and, thus, relatively inactive at first; but would become more

explorative as they habituated to the environment. Each mouse was taken directly

from its communal cage to begin a session and returned there upon completion.

Prior to each mouse being placed in the Open Field, the plastic sheet covering

the floor of the apparatus was wiped down with disinfectant to eliminate odour cues

from previous animals.

2.2.3.2 Novel and Recalled Objects

Also run in the Open Field, this experiment was designed to elucidate changes

in exploratory behaviour, resulting from the addition of objects to a familiar

environment. This required that each animal complete three sessions in the Open

Field, with the second and third sessions scheduled 24 hours following the one

preceding. In the first session, the mouse was placed in the Open Field without any

objects being present and its movements recorded for 10 minutes. This was to

establish baseline activity in the now-familiar environment for each mouse with which

the pattern of movements from the later sessions could be compared'

Prior to the second session, one of the two objects shown in Figure 2.3 (above)

was placed in the Open Field at the corner of four squares (see Figure 2.4,wherc

Object 1 demonstrates the position of the first object introduced). The choice of object

was alternated from mouse to mouse such that, within each strain and gender
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grouping, equal numbers of mice received each object. (This was done to enable an

analysis of how intrinsically'interesting' each object was to the mice.)

The procedure for the session was then exactly as described above, in Section

2.2.3.l,with the mouse being placed in the Open Field and allowed to explore without

distraction while being videoed for 10 minutes. The expectation was that behaviours

accompanying the inclusion of the novel object in the environment could be

discerned, by comparison with the baseline exploratory behaviours extracted from the

prior session.

Figure2.4 Novel and Recalled Object Placement in the Open Field

Objecl 1 . Oþjecl 2

Note: The 5x6 grid in the above figure represents the camera's view ofthe floor ofthe Open Field enclosure as

seen in Figure 2.2.The objects were placed at the intersection offour squares as shown.

In the third session, the original, now familiar, object and a new object (the

second of the pair), were placed in the Open Field (as shown in Figure 2.4,whete

Object 2 demonstrates the position of the second object introduced). This
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manipulation permitted examination of how the subject's interactions with the two

objects differed. Of particular interest was the question of how much time a subject

would spend investigating each object, the expectation being that the novel object

would be more "interesting" to those mice that better remembered the other object

from the previous session (Latane, Poor & Sloane, 1972).

2.2.4 Scoring

2.2.4.1 Novel and Recalled Environment

From the video record of a session, and using the Openfield computer program

(Appendix A), the experimenter recorded the location of each animal at each of 600

one-second intervals across the session. The location of the mouse was judged from

the position of its nose, for two main reasons. Firstly, judging which square an

animal's nose lay in was more reliable for verification (as established by pilot work;

see Section 2.3.1, below,) than any measure requiring that aproportion of the animal

be located within a given square. Secondly, because the nose is the sensory centre of

the mouse (used for investigation of objects using both olfactory and tactile senses

and additionally indicating the mouse's binocular field of vision), it was regarded the

best indicator of the focus of the animal's attention.

From the entered data,the computer program calculated a 'distance travelled'

measure, using the side-length of the Open Field squares (15.5cm) as units, before

converting to metres (see Figure 2.5). The second measure was a 'location ratio'

measuring the amount of time spent in the central (non-edge) squares of the Open

Field. This was calculated by adding the scores recorded for each of the 12 intemal

squares and dividing the result by 600 (the total number of one-second data points).
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This score was then converted to a percentage - that is, the percentage of time the

animal spent in the interior of the Open Field.

2.2.4.2 Novel and Recalled Objects

These tasks were scored as describedin2.2.4.l, above, but also included

comparisons between the squares in which the novel/familiar objects had been placed.

Because each of these objects was placed at the corners of four squares, the total

amount of time spent in those four squares, across the session, represented the amount

of time spent in proximity of a given object.

2.2.5 Data Transþrmation

From the raw data, collected as described above (Sections 2.2.4.1 and2.2.4.2),

seven experimental measures \Mere calculated, as follows:

OFactivity The mean activity across the three Novel and Recalled

Environment sessions. 
'Where activity refers to the distance

travelled by a mouse within a session.

OFhabituate(activity) Habituation to the Open Field as measured by the percentage

increase in activity between the first and second sessions

therein.

OFhabituate(location) Habituation to the Open Field as measured by the percentage

increase in the proportion of time spent in the centre of the

apparatus compared to the edge.

OFlatency(novel) The time taken to approach a solitary novel object.

OFlatency(recalled) The time taken to approach a novel object that was paired with

a recalled object.
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OFprefer(latency)
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Preference for novelty as calculated from the amount of time

spent in the vicinity of the Novel object, as a percentage of time

spent in the vicinity of either object, in the Novel and Recalled

Object session.

Preference for novelty calculated by comparison between the

latency to approach the novel object compared to the latency to

approach the familiar object in the Novel and Recalled Objects

sess10n.

Fuller explanations of these are to be found, together with their methods of

their extraction, in Appendix B. All, however, were calculated such that a high score

reflected 'better' performance; that is, faster habituation and gteater preference for

novelty.

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Reliability Measure

To check the reliability of the measures taken in the Open Field experiments

(see Section2.2.4.1, above), two people scored several videos recorded during pilot

work and the resultant measures were compared. By viewing the continuous data

saved by the Openfield program (see Appendix A) each video's 600 one-second data

points were directly compared for both observers. Agreement was 97 .8o/o for the

location of the animal across a session. For the extracted measures, agreement was

99.3% on the distance travelled measure - reflecting the conservative nature of the

program's calculations - while agreement for the location-ratio measure was 98.1%.

Consequent to this highly reliable outcome, the author's observations have been used

throughout.
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2.3.2 Sex and Strain Differences in Open Field Activity

2. 3. 2. I Distance Travelled

Open Field data were collected for all70 subjects. Figure 2.5, below, shows

the distance (metres) travelled by the mice across their first three sessions in the Open

Field apparatus (the Novel and Recalled Environment experiment described in

Section 2.2.4.1). This Figure represents part of the raw data from which the

experimental measures defined above in Section 2.2.5 (and described fully in

Appendix B) were calculated. The comparisons shown indicate the differing patterns

of behaviour exhibited by the four strains in this experiment.

Figure 2.5 Mean Distance Travelled (+SE) in Three Novel and Recalled

Environment Sessions by Strain
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Note: The above indicates the average distance (in metres) covered by mice ofthe four strains in each ofthe three

sessions during the Novel and Recalled Environment portion of the Open Field experiment. The second and third

sessions followed 24 hours and 96 hours after the first, respectively.
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Figure 2.5 indicates that the four strains behaved quite differently in the Open

Field in their first three sessions. The BALB/c mice, for example, were clearly the

most active (and thus the least "emotional" by Hall's U934] definition) in the first

Session, covering more than 40 metres, on average. Their mean activity levels,

however, changed little over the three sessions, whereas the Fl mice, the least active

in the first session, were the most active by their third session in the Open Field. This,

it is argued, indicated increasing habituation to the environs of the apparatus. Of the

four strains, only the F2 mice showed a decrease in activity between first and second

sessions and, thus, it is argued that all three remaining strains showed habituation to

(and thus memory of) the environment between the first and second sessions.

These strain differences were tested by means of a Repeated Measures

ANOVA. In light of the inclusion of both sexes of mouse in the experiment, sex

differences in distance fravelledlactivity in these three sessions were also tested for at

this point, resulting ina2 x 4 x 3 (Sex x Strain x Session) Repeated Measures

ANOVA. This confirmed that there was an overall increase in distance travelled

acrossthethreesessions(asignificantmaineffectofSession, F(2,62):12.761,p<

.001). Strain'smaineffectwas also significant, F(3,62):6.286,p < '001, aswereits

two-way interactions with both Sex and Session, F(3,62¡ : 3.352, p < .05 and F(6,

62) : 1 1.038, p < .001. Finally, the interaction between Session and Sex was also

significant, F(2, 62) : 4.709, p <.05.

A Bonferroni post-hoc test indicated that the Strain difference was due to the

greater distance travelled by the BALB/o mice compared to the Fl andF2 mice, while

Figure 2.5 indicates the probable cause of the Strain x Session effect - the relatively

stable performance of the BALB/c, CBA and F2 mice compared to the sharp increase

in distance travelled by the F1 mice.
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The cause of the significant interaction effects between Sex and the other

variables can also be seen, in Figure 2.6.The BALB/c males are more active than

their female equivalents in each session but this pattern is reversed in the other three

strains, except only in the first session where the CBA males were also more active

than the females. Across the three sessions, the female mice, as a group, also

exhibited a sharper increase in distance travelled, accounting for the Sex x Session

interaction.

Figure 2.6 Mean Distance Travelled (+SE) in Novel and Recalled Environment

Sessions by Strain and Sex

2

Session

I BALB/c male

I F1 male

H BALB/c female ICBA male

I F1 female I F2 male

f CBA female

W F2 female

Note: the above indicates the mean distance travelled (in metres) for each sex+strain subgroup across the three

sessions of the Novel and Recalled portion of the Open Field experiment. The otder of the subgroups within each

session category a¡e in the same order as is shown in the legend as read from the top left.

2. 3. 2. 2 Location- Ratio

In addition to the distance travelled measure, the Openfield program

(Appendix A) also returned an indicator of the amount of time spent in the central

(non-edge) 12 squares as a percentage of the total time spent in the 30 squares of the
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Open Field. This percentage was predicted (see Appendix B) to reflect emotionality

given that mice are thigmotaxic (preferring to walk near walls rather than in the open)

and is indicated, as a percentage, in the following Figure 2.7, for each of the four

strains of mice across the three Novel and Recalled Environment sessions.

Figure 2.7 indicates a general increase in the amount of time spent in the

centre of the Open Field across the three sessions, although no strain stood out across

all three sessions as clearly more active in terms of crossing the centre of the Open

Field.

Figure 2.7 Mean Location-Ratio (+SE) in the Novel and Recalled Environment

Sessions by Strain
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edge) squares ofthe Open Field enclosure in each ofthe three sessions comprising the Novel and Recalled
Environment portion of the Open Field experiment (i.e., Location-Ratio).

Correlations between this and the above distance-travelled measure are
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measure was also reflecting Emotionality (Ha11, 1934) as was expected during its

design (see Appendix B).

The relevant comparisons - distance-travelled versus location-ratio for

sessions I,2 and 3 of the Novel and Recalled Environment experiment - are shown in

the shaded cells of Table2.l. All were observed to be above 0.6 and highly

statistically significant. Recalling that the correlation between Open Field Activity

and Open Field Defecation (the two most commonly used measures of emotionality)

is between -0.6 and -0.8 (Talbot et al., 1999), the correlations here of around 0.7

indicate that the location-ratio measure is an equally valid measure of emotionality.

Table2.l Correlations between Distance-Travelled and Location-Ratio for

Sessions 1 to 3 of the Novel and Recalled Environment Experiment

Session

Distance Travelled

12

Location-Ratio

2 3

ËE
E9(/)(U
õÈ

Icoo
oo
8øJ

I

2

3

*** .742

*** .441

*"* .749

**' .390

.117

*** .690

*** .522

"** .644

*** .422

3

.219

*** .579

*** .716

"** .449

.124

2

3
*** .655

Nofe; N = 70.
*** Correlation is significant at the 0.001 level (2-tailed).

2.3.3 Object'Interest'

As noted in Section 2.2.3.2, above, the order of presentation of the two objects

used in the Novel and Recalled Objects experiment was changed for every second

mouse such that, within each group of mice, half had the 'Chains' as their first object
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and half the 'See-saw' (see Figure 2.3). This was done to allow assessment of and

correction for any preference shown by the subjects for one object over the other,

prior to experimental analysis.

To test the 'interest' of the objects, an independent samples l-Test compared

the Location-Ratio in the Novel Object session according to which object was

presented. This indicated that the 'Chains' were significantly more interesting than the

'See-saw' when presented as a Novel Object, /(68) : 2.036, p < .05, with subjects

spending, on average,16.70/0 of their time in proximity of the 'Chains' but only 10.3%

in proximity of the 'See-saw'.

This effect was also seen in the Novel and Recalled Object session, where

those subjects seeing the 'Chains' as their first object gave the novel 'See-saw' 58.0%

of their attention, while those seeing the 'See-saw' first treated the 'Chains' to 73.5o/o

of their attention. This difference was shown, by means of an independent samples /-

Test to be highly significant, /(68):4.185,p <.001.

Given these results, it was concluded that the differing levels of interest'

required correction, prior to further analysis. The correction chosen was taken from

the difference between Location-Ratio in the Novel Object session, which indicated

that the 'Chains' received approximately 1.62 times the attention of the 'See-saw'.

This ratio was therefore used to correct for this effect when calculating the

experimental measures, as described in Appendix B.
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2.3.4 Sex and Strain Dffirences on Experimental Measures

2. 3.4. I Strain Dffirences

The performances of each strain on the seven experimental measures derived

from the Open Field are shown below, in Figure 2.8, following their conversion to z-

scores to allow all of the disparate measures to be compared in the one Figure.

V/ith Figure 2.8, it becomes possible to assess Hypothesis I, which held that

strain differences would exist between the four strains on these seven measures.

Looking, for example, at the cluster representing the perfonnance of the four strains

on OFprefer(latency), the final measure shown in Figure 2.8, it seems clear that the

Fl mice were far superior to the remaining three strains and were the best-performed

strain on a further three Open Field measures.

Those measures on which the Fl mice were not 'superior' were OFactivity,

OFlatency(novel) and OFlatency(recalled) - those argued (in Appendix B) to

primarily reflect emotionality rather than cognitive abilities and therefore not assigned

a direction in terms of whether a high or low score \Mas, in fact, superior. Thus, in

terms of the goals of the overall thesis, these are less important than the measures

presumed to be cognitive in nature.
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Figure 2.8 Open Field Experimental Measures Performance (+SE) by Strain
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F(3,66): 6.046,p < .001, resulting from the shorter latencies for the Fl mice to

approach a novel object; and OFprefer(latency), F(3,66):7 .541, p < .001, resulting

from the superior performance of the Fl mice over all of the remaining three strains.

Thus, on the four measures of gteatest interest from the seven above, the F1

mice showed superior performance on all and this superiority was significant in three

of four cases, which is interpreted as clear evidence of the cognitive superiority of one

strain over the others. The fact that this was the Fl hybrid strain, however, indicated

problems with the choice of subjects, which will be discussed further in Section 2.4.3.

Given concerns relating to the difference in group size between the four

strains, Levene's test of Equality of Variance \Mas undertaken for each of the seven

Open Field measures. This found violations of the assumption of equal variance on

two measures - OFlatency(novel) and OFprefer(latency). Therefore non-parametric

Kruskal-Wallis H tests were undertaken for each of these to confirm the results of the

ANOVAs, finding significant results in each case, 1'13¡ : 18.411 and20.16l,

respectively, p <.001 in each case.

2.3.4.2 Sex Dffirences

V/hile the discovery of sex differences was not a primary goal of this thesis,

the inclusion of both sexes has necessitated such analyses in order to ensure that sex

effects are not altering the strain effects observed above. This was regarded as of

particular importance following the discovery of sex differences in Open Field

activity (see Section2.3.2). Although those experimental variables thought to be

primarily cognitive in nature were calculated in such a way as to limit the effect of

differences in activity per se (see Appendix B), it was regarded as important to

establish whether the measures still exhibited sex differences. Figure 2.9, below,
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sho'ws the mean performances of the two sexes on each of the seven experimental

measures extracted from the Open Field.

Figure 2.9 Open Field Experimental Measures Performance (+SE) by Sex

I Male

tr Female

Experimental Measure

Note: the above shows the standardised performance of the each sex of mice on the seven experimental measures

calculated f¡om the behaviours observed during the Novel and Recalled Environments and Objects porlions ofthe
Open Field experiment.

Figure 2.9 indicates differences between the sexes on a number of the

measures, most spectacularly on OFhabituate(location),with the females scoring

higher than the males in all but one. Independent samples t-tests indicated that these

differences were significant in only tlvo cases, however: OFactivity, /(68) :2.271, p <

.05; and OFhabituate(location), /(68) :4.771,p < .001. These differences indicated

that the female mice were signif,rcantly more active than the males and that they

showed a proportionately larger increase in their movement across (rather than around
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the edge of) the Open Field - possibly indicating faster acclimatisation to the

apparatus, which could be indicative of better memory.

In addition to these effects, it was determined that any interaction effects

between sex and strain should be exposed and, to this end, a2 x 4 (Sex x Strain)

ANOVA was run for each of the Open Field experimental measures, to examine such

effects. These analyses found only a single significant interaction between sex and

strain - on OFactiv, F(3,62¡:3.352, p < .05. This interaction is the same one

commented upon in Section 2.3.2.I, above, and resulted from the higher level of

activity among the male BALB/c mice, compared with their females equivalents, the

opposite ordering of sexes to that observed in the three remaining strains.

2.3.5 Individual Dffirences on Experimental Measures

To test Hlpothesis II, regarding the stability of individual differences between

the experimental measures (and the relationships amongst the measures as predicted in

Appendix B), the following correlation matrix was produced (Table 2'3)'

Of the 2l correlations, one can see that 8 were both significant and in the

predicted direction (i.e., positive, see Appendix B for explanation). The strongest

correlations, at around 0.7, were between OFprefer(comparative) and

OFprefer(latency)and OFlatency(recalled), all of which measure some aspect of

preference for novelty. As was expected, OFactivity, measuring mean activity level of

the mice, correlated significantly with both of the latency-in-approaching-novel-object

measures, OFlatency(recalled) and OFlatency(novel), indicating that more active

mice take less time to approach novel objects. By comparison, the îeaÍ-zero

correlations in Table 2.2 were found primarily between the measures argued to be



reflecting emotionality and those argued to be reflecting cognitive abilities

(specifically memory).

TabIe2.2 ExperimentalMeasures CorrelationMatrix

OF OF
latency latency
(novel) (recalled)

6l

OF OF OF
habituate prefer prefer
(location) (com parative) (latency)

OF OF
habituate
(activity)

activity

OFactivity

OFlatency
(novel)

OFlatency
(recalled)

OFhabituate
(activity)

OFhabituate
(location)

OFprefer
(comparative)

OFprefer
(latency)

*"" 0.372

* 0.245 *** 0.557

-0.049 -0.047 0.092

0.220 0.107 " 0.309 *"* 0.423

0.054 -0.094 *** 0.699 *** 0.440 0.042

-0.164 *"* -0.475 0.133 0.139 0.159 *** 0.700

Nof¿.' N : 31 for OFprefer(comparative) due to the exclusion of animals that spent no time in proximity of either

object. N: 70 for all other measures.
*** Correlation is significant at the 0.001 level (2-tailed).
+* Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

The only unexpected relationship in Table 2.3 was the significant, negative

correlation between OFprefer(latency) and OFlatency(novel). Mice found to prefer

novelty ìù/ere expected to have approached novel objects faster in session 3 of the

Novel and Recalled Objects experiment (see Section2.2.3.2) but the opposite was

observed. This negative correlation, then, is evidence against the presumed nature of

the measures, which requires further discussion.
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2.4 Discussion

2.4.1 Overview

In light of the above results, it seems clear that support has been provided for

each of the two experimental hypotheses. Significant differences were shown to exist

between the strains on two of the seven experimental measures and a generally

positive correlation matrix was found amongst the experimental measures of primary,

theoretical interest.

2.4.2 Strain and Sex Differences in Open Field Perþrmance

Looking at the Strain differences results from Section2.3, above, one sees that

the Fl mice were responsible for all three of the significant Strain effects and, further,

that they were the best-performed Strain on another measure. Their superiority in the

tlpes of learning being assessed by the Open Field experiment vras re-emphasised by

the fact that the measures on which they under-performed, OFactivity,

OFlatency(novel) and OFlatency(recalled), all reflected emotionality (activity

level/explorutory tendencies), rather than, or in addition to, leaming per se.

OFactivity measured the average distance covered by a mouse in its first three

sessions in the Open Field and OFlatency(novel) reflected the amount of time taken

by an animal to approach a novel object. These two measures correlated significantly

together (see Table 2.3, above), indicating that more active animals approached

objects faster than less active ones. ln terms of 'emotionality' (Hall, 1934), less

emotional animals were less cautious and explored more readily and would, therefore,

contact a novel object before a more emotional animal.

The third of the measures on which the Fl strain did not exhibit superior

performance was OFlatency(recalled), another latency measure measuring the time
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taken to approach a novel object but, in this case, also reflecting memory, in that both

a novel and a recalled object were available to be chosen between. Thus, this measure

would seem to reflect both learning and emotionality and the results supported this

prediction, with Fl performance hereon being aveÍage (see Figure 2.8) and with this

measure correlating significantly with both the learning and emotionality measures

(see Table 2.3).

By comparison with these measures, the remaining four all attempted to assess

the memory and learning ability of the mice, by comparing their responses to different

objects or under different circumstances. On all of these, the Fl mice were the best

performed group. Thus, although little can be said with clarity regarding the relative

performance of the other Strains, the hypothesis that differences would exist between

the Strains on the measures assessed herein has been supported by the general

superiority of the Fl mice.

The fact that the best performance on the learning measures was by the Fl

mice deserves comment, however, because this is not what would be expected, given

a purely additive genetic basis to learning in the Open Field. If the genes underlying

memory and learning of the type used in the Open Field tasks were purely additive,

then the performance of the F1 mice would be expected to lie exactly between that of

the two parental strains. The fact that it did not indicates the likely presence of

dominant genes or, more precisely, overdominance,which describes a situation where

a hybrid is superior to both of its parents, generally due to the elimination of

deleterious, recessive gene combinations.

The clarity of the above strain effects was, however, somewhat muddied by

the inclusion of both sexes in the experiment. Not only vras a clear Sex difference in

OFactivity and OFhabituate(location) obsewed but Sex also interacted with Strain in
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determinin g OFactivily performance. The fact that the effect of Sex was significant in

only three of the 14 possible main and interaction effects, however, indicates that the

inclusion of both sexes has not resulted in marked complication of the data.

This contention is further supported by the fact that two of the three instances

where Sex was observed to have an effect were on OFactivity, which, as argued

above, is not primarily a measure of learning. Thus, in terms of the four primary

leaming measures, the only significant effect of Sex was the interaction between it

and Strain on OFhabituate(location)and the overall conclusion drawn from the data

was that Sex plays a minimal role in determining murine learning in the Open Field.

One potential environmental cause of the above sex and strain differences

should be considered at this point. This is differential treatment of young by mothers -

whether treating males and female pups differently (Moore,1982) or differences in

maternal behaviours between the strains. To elucidate these effects further, a more

complex, cross-fostering experiment would have been required but some light is shed

on the matter by the current results. Specifically, the fact that both the BALB/o and F1

mice were all raised by BALB/o females (as described in Section2.2.l) allows the

comparison of these groups to see if clear matemal effects emerge.

The fact that the BALB/o mice differ significantly from the Fl mice but not

from the CBA mice would seem to provide little support for strong matemal effects.

Similarly, the reversal of the standing of the sexes in each of the Fl and BALB/o

strains provides no clear evidence for sex-dependent maternal effects.

2.4.3 Individual Dffirences

The matrix presented as Table 2.3largely supports Hypothesis II, predicting

that individual differences would be stable across the experimental measures, because
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8 of the 2l correlations were significant and positive, while only one was significant

and negative. Using the distinction made above (Section 2.4.3), regarding the

difference between the measures assessing learning and those thought to be measuring

emotionality, this support is strengthened because the sole statistically significant,

negative correlation was between OFprefer(latency), a learning measure, and

OFlatency(novel), a measure of emotionality.

Similarly, all of the non-significant negative correlations in Table 2.3 were

found between the two measures of emotionality and the five learning measures

(including OFlatency(recalled), which reflects both emotionality and learning). The

conclusion drawn from this relationship was that emotionality, as measured by

OFactivity and OFlatency(novel), may possibly have a (small) negative impact on

aspects of learning in the Open Field and that the distinction between the two groups

of variables needs to be kept in mind during analyses in later chapters.

Looking only at the five leaming measures (including OFlatency(recalled) due

to its overlapping group memberships), the correlation matrix presented as Table 2.3

contains l0 intercorrelations, all of which are positive and 5 of which are significant,

which supports the hypothesis that individual differences would be stable across the

measures

2.4.4 Implications

The results from the Open Field do tend to indicate the possibility of a

memory and learning factor in mice, analogous to Gy in humans, although care needs

to be taken to exclude the effects of emotionality, as described in Section 2.4.4, on

performance on these tasks. Whether this factor does emerge and how it relates to

murine performance on other cognitive tasks will be examined further in Chapter 7.
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The strain differences data presented in Section 2.3, above, indicated the need

for further work, particularly in terms of drawing out the differing effects of Strain

and Sex. The strength of the overdominance effect indicated that the purposes behind

this section of the experiment may have been better served by the use of outbred

strains of mice, thereby avoiding the presence of recessive gene combinations. This,

however, would have limited the assessments of heritability to be carried out in

Chapter 8, for which reason inbred strains were initially chosen (see Section 1.5.2).

As an alternative, using less closely related inbred strains might have allowed better

differentiation between the BALBIc arrd CBA strains and hence between the resultant

progeny strains.

2.4.5 Limitations

Some of the limitations affecting the assessment of memory and learning in

the Open Field have been acknowledged. These include: small sample size,

exacerbated by the need to split the sample into eight groups along sex and strain

boundaries for analysis; a lack of phenotypic variance between the chosen parental

strains; and the fact that emotionality appears to affect learning in the Open Field.

2.4.6 Research Directions

In light of the above results and problems, a number of future research

directions suggest themselves. Firstly, an experiment using more distantly related

strains of mice, either inbred or outbred, could be undertaken in order to lessen or

avoid the problem of overdominance. A series of experiments could also be used to

assess Strain and Sex differences in isolation from one another, thereby establishing

their stability across the range of Open Field measures. Finally, given the conflating

effect of activity/emotionality on the Open Field learning measures, it would seem a
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worthwhile goal to attempt to remove this effect. For example, the Open Field Novel

and Recalled Environment sessions could be run in a darker and quieter environment,

thereby lessening the anxiogenic qualities of the apparatus and thence, presumably,

the effect of activity/emotionality on the learning tasks.

Other research directions resulting from the results of the Open Field will be

examined in Chapter 6, in conjunction with the results from the remaining three

apparatuses.

2.4.7 Conclusions

Despite some problems, the Open Field experiment supported not just its own,

specific hlpotheses but also, more generally, the hypothesis underlying the research

program as a whole. While the activity of the mice has affected certain of the

experimental measures, this has not altered the fact that the five leaming measures

correlated positively (and often significantly) with one another. As a general rule,

then, it seems that superior performance on one measure of memory and learning

indicates superior performance on other measures, thereby indicating the likely

existence of an underlying learning factor akin to Gy. M analysis of all seven

measures would, presumably, also extract a factor reflecting emotionality onto which

the two non-learning factors would load. This expectation will be tested in Chapter 7.

The strain differences results were less helpful, being clouded by poor

differentiation between three of the strains and an overdominance effect Nonetheless,

these results still indicated that at least some strain differences do exist on the Open

Field measures, the implications of which will be discussed further in Chapter 6,

along with results reflecting strain differences from the three remaining pieces of

apparatus.
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The lack of phenotlpic variance between the parental strains on the

experimental measures may also go some way toward explaining the relatively low

correlations between certain of the experimental measures (see Table 2.3). Given the

recent divergence (Atchley & Fitch, 1992; Copeland et. a1.,1993) of the BALB/c and

CBA strains, it seems likely that they represented only a small fraction of variance in

the wild population, thus resulting in a truncated performance range and lower

correlations than might be observed in a less homogenous sample.
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3. Experiment2 - the T-Maze

3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Overview

The use of the T-Maze to assess strain differences in cognitive abilities would

not be regarded a contentious choice by most researchers, having been, in its various

forms, a mainstay of animal research into spatial learning since the early 1900s. Thus,

this chapter will focus more on the reasons for choosing the particular version of the

T-Maze used herein than in a justification of the T-Maze as a whole. A brief overview

of the tlpes of research questions appropriate to this apparatus will follow, before the

presentation of hypotheses to be tested and a description of the experiment in detail.

3.1.2 The T-Maze

T-Mazes have commonly been used to assess spatial and place learning in a

diverse range of species - from cockroaches (Wilson & Fowler, 1976) to water

snakes (Kellogg & Pomeroy , 1936) and rats (Ruch, 1930). "Spatial learning" refers to

the ability of an animal to leam spatial rules - such as 'turning right' - whereas

"place leaming" refers to an animal's learning of places within amaze - irrespective

of the path required to get there (Tolman, Ritchie & Kalish, 1946).Themaze has also

been used to assess the relative strengths of various forms of

motivation/reinforcement on learning (Connelly, Connelly & Nevitt,1977; Kellogg &

Pomeroy, I936;Kendler, 1947). The consensus of such studies has been that water-

escape and food-reinforcement seem to be equally good motivators in rodents (Dunn,

1935; Ruch, 1930) while foot-shock seems to be a better motivator than either of

these (Tolman & Gleitman,1949) - increasingly so with increased shock levels

(Connelly, Connelly & Nevit, 1977).
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Having noted the above, however, one of the primary considerations in

choosing the T-Maze for inclusion amongst the set of apparatuses to be used for

testing cognitive abilities in mice was availability. Apparatus that already existed in

the Psychology Department's laboratory, or which could easily be fabricated, was in

all cases preferred, given the limited budget available for postgraduate research

projects. This limited the range of equipment available because the only previous

rodent work done in the Department had used rats as subjects; with the result that

most of the equipment was oversizedfor use with mice.

The T-Maze was an example of this, with one available but far too large for

use with mice. A short period of pilot work (see Appendix C) using the original T-

Maze found that mice would wander from side to side and around in circles in the

open (to them) expanse of maze floor, rather than running themaze. A new version of

the maze therefore had to be created.

From the literature, it was clear that some researchers (Hyde, Hoplight &

Deneberg, 1998; Locurto & Scanlon, 1998) have indicated a preference for water

versions of these mazes because these do not require that subjects be food deprived

and they provide no odour cues to aid animals in leaming the mazes - ensuring they

use only spatial skills to solve the mazes - although the foot-shock versions are

arguably superior training methods (Connelly, Connelly & Nevitt, 1977). The creation

of such mazes from scratch, however, was deemed too expensive a proposition and a

simpler, food-reinforced version was settled upon and subsequently built, as described

in Section 3.2.2.3 below, with the expectation that the choice of maze type would not

significantly alter any results, given the long history of food reinforcement in animal

behaviour.
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This being the case, it also became necessary to include food-deprivation, as

described in Section 3.2.3.1, in the experimental schedule, in order to increase the

effectiveness o f food-reinforcement (M azur, I 99 4).

Continued pilot work with this food-reinforcedmaze, however, indicated

further problems (see Appendix C) in that the reinforcers being used seemed to be

insufficient motivators. Thus the mice seemed more interested in exploring the maze

than gaining the food reward. Another observation from the pilot work was that the

mice appeared to dislike having to back down the tubing and thus, it was decided to

use this as the reinforcer to motivate the mice to learn themaze, as described in

Section 3.2.3.1, below.

3.1.3 Research Aims and Hypotheses

3.1.3.1 Research Aims

With the T-Maze version settled upon, is was then possible to determine what

aspects of cognitive abilities could reasonably be expected to be amenable to testing

with this apparatus.

The obvious answer was spatial and or place learning, as described above, but

learning of this sort can further be divided into working and reference memory. The

former refers to the sort of short-term memory used by an animal to retain knowledge

of its surrounds within a single session, whereas the latter refers to longer term

memory, applyng to spatial rules or places, for example (Honig, 1978), and retained

between sessions.

Reference memory for example, canbe assessed by seeing whether an

animal'sy'rst entry into the maze, on the initial trial of sessions following its first

session, is correct or incorrect. If the subject has remembered the spatial rule (or
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cognitive map) from prior sessions then it will be more likely to choose correctly on

the first trial within subsequent sessions. Working memory, conversely, would be

indicated by a tendency to perform at chance levels early within a single session (i.e.,

choosing the correct arm 50Yo of the time) but improving this percentage as that

session progresses.

The goal of Experiment2, therefore, was to attempt to find measures

reflecting these various aspects of learning within the T-Maze and to assess any

differences between the four strains under consideration on these measures. These

measures were expected to reflect distinguishable aspects of cognitive abilities but to

still correlate - as do human cognitive abilities - due to putatively shared bases.

3.1.3.2 Hypotheses

The following hypotheses were tested by the T-Maze experiment

I Differences in performance exist between the four strains on the four

measures extracted from the T-Maze,

II Mice that perform better on a given variable will also perform better on the

other T-Maze measures. Le., individual differences will be stable across

variables.

UI Measures of learning in the T-Maze that require reference memory will be

more closely related to one another than to those relying only on working

memory.

3.2 Method

3.2.I Subjects

The subjects were the same 70 animals described in Section 2'2'1.
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3.2.2 Apparatus

3.2.2.1 Housing

Animals were maintained as described in Section2.2.2.l.

3.2.2.2 Food and Water

The communal cages were stocked as described in Section 2.2.2.2.

3.2.2.3 T-Maze

A mouse-sized T-Maze was constructed within alarger,rutT-Maze using

clear plastic tubing and barriers to restrict movement (see Figure 3.1). Three 27cm

lengths of clear plastic tubing with an internal diameter of 26mm were connected to a

plastic T-junction placed in the T-junction of the larger maza The other ends of the

lengths of tube were inserted into holes cut through metal barriers that otherwise

completely blocked the originalmaze. The tube size was chosen because it allowed

mice to move through the tubing with relative ease but was small enough that they

could not turn around inside it.

Black vinyl flaps were hung over the metal barriers in the arms of the maze to

prevent the mice seeing what was beyond them until it was pushed aside by an

entering mouse, whereupon the flap would fall back into place, preventing the mouse

from returning to the tubing. Where an ¿Irm needed to be blocked entirely, these flaps

were replaced by black metal coverings that prevented egress'

Finally, a wooden block that completely filled the original maze's l2cmx

1Ocm passage was placed in the entry arm so as to define a small start area.
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Figure 3.1 The T-Maze

vlce versa.

li

I

3.2.3 Procedure

3.2.3.1 T-Maze

Immediately prior to its first session, each mouse was designated as either

'right-turning' or'left-tuming' according to which arm of the T-Maze would be their

goal. V/ithin each strain and gender grouping, equal numbers of mice were assigned to

these designations and, during experimental periods, mice were run in an altemating

pattern such that a 'right-turning' mouse always followed a 'left-turning' mouse and

In response to observations made during pilot work (see Appendix C) it was

predicted that blocking the end of the incorrect arm (and thereby forcing the mouse to
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back along the arm to the T-junction where it could tum around) would serve as a

punishment and hasten learning. This also necessitated blocking the entry arm after

the mouse entered so as to prevent an attempt to return there from the T-junction.

Animals would, thereby, be forced to exit the T-Maze through the correct arrn, even

where they had made an incorrect decision according to the standard above. (A

similar method is used to teach alternation, by varying which arm of the maze is

blocked (Dember & Fowler, 1960; Reynolds, 1950; Rothkopf & Zeaman,1953),)

Thus, a black metal barrier replaced the black vinyl flap over the end of the

non-goal arm and five sessions v/ere run for each subject. For these sessions, the

animals were kept in their communal cages with ad lib access to food and water,

because it was deemed unnecessary to food deprive them in the presence of this

alternate reinforcer.

3.2.4 Scoring

In this experiment, each mouse ran the maze l0 times per session. A mouse

was said to have chosen an arm if its entire body (excluding its tail) was beyond the

opaque T-piece and in the clear arm extending thence. This was the most easily

judged criterion from the experimenter's vantage point and led to complete reliability

(100% agreement between experimenters over several sessions during pilot work) due

to its lack of ambiguity. Scoring was simply a matter of recording whether the choice

made was coffect or incorrect for each of the 10 trials.

3.2.5 Data Transþrmation

In addition to the raw data, collected as described in section 3.2.4 above, four

experimental measures were calculated. These were chosen to reflect overall
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perfoûnance, improvement across sessions, achievement of criteria by the subjects

and reference memory (recall between sessions).

These variables ìwere:

TMcorrect: the mean number of correct choices made by a mouse per session.

TMimprove: the mouse's mean improvement across the five sessions. A mouse that

failed to improve thus received azero while one that became

progressively worse would have a negative score. In order to minimise

an expected ceiling effect, a maintenance bonus was included, herein,

for mice showing consistently high performance (and therefore no

improvement).

TMcriterion'. the number of sessions, of the five, spent at or above the criterion level

of performance. Criterion level, for this task, was defined as 8 correct

choices from 10 within a given session (see Appendix D).

TMfirst: the number of correct first choices made by the mouse, i.e., the number

of sessions after the first where the mouse chose correctly on its first

trial.

A fuller explanation of these outcome variables is found, along with their

method of their extraction, in Appendix B. The four measures were designed,

however, to be of two distinct types, with TMimprove and TMfirst both assumed to

reflect reference memory rather than working memory while TMcorcect and

TMcriterion were assumed to be primarily dependent on working memory.

Additionally, all measures were designed such that a higher score reflected superior

performance.
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3.3 Results

3.3.1 Sex and Strain Dffirences in T-Maze Acquisition

3.3. 1. I Strain Dffirences

The performance of each mouse was recorded at each of the five sessions run

in the T-Maze and the strain means calculated from that data are presented in Figure

3.2, below to indicate the relative success of each strain in acquisition of the T-Maze

task.

Figure 3.2 Mean T-Maze Performance (+SE) by Strain across Sessions

3

Session

trBALB/c ICBA trF1 BF2

Note'the above indicates the mean number of correct decisions recorded for each of the four strains of mice across

the five sessions of the T-Maze experiment. Each session consisted of l0 trials, thus making the maximum number

of correct decisions I 0.

Figure 3.2 indicates that all four strains showed improvement in the T-Maze

across the four sessions such that, by the fifth and final session, all members of all

four strains were (on average) performing above the criterion level of 8/10. There are,

however, apparent differences between the four strains in the strength and speed of

acquisition of the T-Maze. Notably, the F2 mice are best-performed in four of the five
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sessions and missed by a tiny fraction being best performed in every session. The Fl

andF2 strains both show superior performance to the BALB/o and CBA mice in the

last three sessions, where each averages more than9lI0 correct.

These differences between the strains inmaze acquisition were tested for

significance by means of a 4 x 5 (Strain x Session) Repeated Measures ANOVA. This

indicated that the sample, as a whole showed significant improvement in the T-Maze

(main effect of Session, F(4, 66) :27 .837,p < .001) but also significant differences

between the different strains, F(3,66):8.387, p < .001. A Bonferroni post-hoc test

indicated that this difference resulted from the superiority of the F2 mice when

compared with both the BALB/c and CBA mice. Finally, the interaction between

Strain and Session was significant, indicating that the strains leamt the task at

different rates. Retuming to Figure 3.2, one sees that the F1 andF2 mice exhibited

sharper learning curves (i.e., faster increases in T-Maze performance), thereby

explaining this result.

3.3.L2 Sex Dffirences

To assess the existence of any sex differences in T-Maze acquisition, the mean

performance of each sex at each session was calculated and plotted to create Figure

3.3, which indicates that there was little difference between the sexes, as a whole, on

the T-Maze - either in tenns of overall performance or speed of acquisition. This was

confirmed by means of independent samples /-tests run for each session, comparing

the performance of the two sexes, which found no significant results, /(68) < 1 .1, in

every case.
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Figure 3.3 Mean T-Maze Performance (+SE) by Sex across Sessions

lMale
E Female

5

Session

Note; the above indicates the mean number ofcorrect decisions recorded for each ofthe two sexes ofmice across

the five sessions of the T-Maze experiment.

In light of the observed interaction between sex and strain on the previous

experiment (see Section 2.3.4.2), however, it was deemed necessary to also assess any

possible interaction of these factors on the acquisition of the T-Maze. To this end, the

mean performances (across all five sessions) of each strain*sex combination were

calculated and are presented in Figure 3.4, below.

Figure 3.3 indicates that the relative performance of male and female mice on

the T-Maze reversed according to which strain was being considered. Thus, in the

BALB/o and Fl mice, the females displayed superior performance across the five

sessions while in the CBA and F2 mice, the males were superior. This was confirmed

by means of a2 x 4 (Sex x Strain) ANOVA which indicated a significant sex*strain

interaction, F(3, 62) : 5.282, p < .01.
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Figure 3.4 Mean T-Maze Performance (+SE) by Sex and Strain

IMale
EI Female

BALB/c CBA F1 F2

Strain

Note: the above indicates the mean number ofcorrect decisions made by each sex*strain subgroup averaged across

all five sessions of the T-Maze experiment.

3.3.2 Sex and Strain Dffirences on Experimental Measures

3. 3. 2. I Strain Dffirences

The performances of each strain on each of the four experimental measures

derived from perforTnance in the T-Maze are presented in Figure 3.5, below,

following conversion of these to z-scores to allow direct comparisons to be made

between them and, thereby, to assess Hypothesis I, which stated that significant strain

differences would exist between the strains.

Figure 3.5 indicates that the Fl andF2 strains performed better than either of

the parental strains on all four experimental measures, as was expected following the

superior acquisition shown by these strains (see Section 3.3.1). Oneway ANOVAs

performed on each experimental measure to detect differences between the strains

indicated that these differences were significant for each measure, F(3,66):5.155,

18.828, 8.387 and 13.267 for TMcriterion, TMfirst, TMcorcect and TMimprove

respectively, p <.01 for the first and .001 thereafter. Bonferroni post-hoc tests
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indicated that the F2 strain performed significantly better than the CBA strain on all

five measures and better than the BALB/c mice on both TMfirst and TMimprove. The

Fl strain was similarly found to be superior to the CBA strain on the last two

measures.

Figure 3.5 T-Maze Experimental Measures Performance (+SE) by Strain

1.5

1

0.5

0

-0.5

-1

-1.5

TMcorrect TMfirst

trBALB/c ICBA trF1 @F2

Note: the above indicates the standardised performance ofeach strain ofmice on the four measures calculated from

behaviour in the T-Maze. Within each cluster (corresponding to a single experimental measure)the strains are

ordered as indicated in the legend as read left to right.

Given concerns about the different sizes of the four strain groups, Levene's

test of Equality of Variance was run for each experimental measure. This indicated

violations of the assumption of equal variance on both TMcriterion and TMfirst.

Therefore, non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis H tests were run to confirm the results of

the ANOVAs on these measures, finding significant results in both cases, X"2Q):

11.187 and28.8l7,p < ,05 and .001, respectively.
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3.3.2.2 Sex Dffirences

Figure 3.6, below shows the performance of each sex on the four experimental

measures.

Figure 3.6 T-Maze Experimental Measures Performance (+SE) by Sex

lMale
tr Female
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Note: the above indicates the standardised performance of each of the two sexes of mice on the four measures

calculated from behaviour in the T-Maze experiment.

The differences seen in Figure 3.5, between the male and female mice, are

noticeably smaller than those presented in Figure 3.4, which showed the differences

between the strains. Four independent samples /-tests confirmed this observation,

indicating no significant differences between the sexes on any of the four

experimental measures.

A2 x 4 (Sex x Strain) ANOVA'ù/as, however, run for each experimental

measure, in light of the interaction effect observed above (Section 3.3.L2). These

analyses indicated that significant sex*strain interaction were present for both

TMcriterion and TMcorrect, F(3, 62) : 4.324 and 5,282, respectively, p < '01. The

cause of this effect is shown in Figure 3.3, above, which, as an average performance

across the five sessions, is equivalentto TMcorrect. Thus the reversal of ranking of

TMcriterion TMimprove

Experimental Measure
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males and females in the four strains observed above has carried through to two of the

four experimental measures.

3.3.3 Experimental Measures

The relationships between the four experimental measures were examined to

test: Hypotheses II, that individual differences would be stable across the measures,

thereby resulting in a positive correlation matrix; and Hypothesis III, the degree to

which the four measures were interchangeable or whether they reflected different

aspects of learning in the T-Maze. The correlations are presented in Table 3.1, below.

Table 3.1 Correlation Matrix of T-Maze Experimental Measures

TMcorrect TMimprove TMcriterion TMfirst

TMcorrect

TMimprove *** .441

*** .900

*** .414

TMcriterion

TMfirst * .267

Nole.'N: 70.
*** Correlation is significant at the .001 level (1-tailed)
** Correlation is significant at the .01 level (1-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the .05 level (1-tailed).

The above matrix (Table 3.1) reflected the expected results, with all four of the

T-Maze measures correlated positively and significantly with one another. Similarly,

the relationships between the four variables reflected the expected differences

between the measures as discussed in Sections 3.1.3.1 and3.2.5; TMfirst, predicted to

reflect only reference (between session) memory correlated most highly with

TMimprove, another measure of between session recall, rather than with either of the

other measures, which were expected to reflect both types but primarily working

** .335

"** ,473
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(within session) memory. The working memory measures, TMcorrect and

TMcriterion were also observed to correlate most strongly with one another.

As a final note, the strength of the relationship between TMcorrect and

TMcriterion (aconelation of 0.9) indicated that they are, to alarge extent, measuring

the same entity and that, therefore, only one of these may be required in later

analyses.

3.4 Discussion

3.4.1 Overview

On the basis of the above results, the three hlpotheses under examination can

all be affirmed. It is certainly the case that strain differences in T-Maze performance

have been found - although perhaps not where there might have been expected.

Likewise, the stability of individual differences across the four measures taken from

the T-Maze has been demonstrated by the moderate to strong significant correlations

seen in Table 3.1, above.

Finally, the hypothesised relationships between the experimental measures

have been supported by the data, supporting the distinction drawn between working

and reference memory and indicating that appropriate measures have been extracted

to examine these. This relationship will be tested further by means of Factor Analyses

in Chapter 7.

3.4.2 Strain Dffirences in T-Maze Perþrmance

The pattern of strain differences observed in the results presented above is

certainly clear but does not conform to preconceptions. The marked superiority of the

F1 and F2 mice on the four T-Maze measures (seen in Figure 3.4) is indicative of

overdominance (Gnffiths, et al., 1993) where aheterozygote has an advantage over its
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homozygous parents. This effect - also called hybrid vigour - has been observed

amongst inbred strains of mice and, although its mechanisms are not always clear

(Wahlsten, Lassalle & Bulman-Fleming, l99l), would seem to result from the

elimination from the genotype of deleterious recessive gene combinations that impair

the Parental strains performance.

Such an effect was also observed in Chapter 2,the Open Field experiment,

where the Fl mice exhibited superior performance to either parental strain, with the

F2 mice falling midway between parental and Fl performance (see Section 2.4.3).In

the case of the T-Maze,however, the situation is more complex again, because it is the

F2 mice that were clearly superior rather than the Fl mice (although the Fl

performances v/ere still superior to both parental strains). Thus, further explanation is

required.

It is difficult to conceive of a direct genetic cause underlying such a pattern of

results so other possibilities must be considered. One is that the physical traits of the

F2mice might have affected leaming in the T-Maze. Although this may seem unlikely

at first consideration, it must be remembered that the reinforcer used to train mice in

the T-Maze was the blocking of the non-goal arm, which forced the animal to back

along the tubing to escape the maze. This being the case, the larger the mouse, the

more difficult this would be and, presumably, the more aversive the stimulus.

To test support for this theory, the weight data collected in response to

problems observed with the Skinner Box experiment (see Chapter 5 for details) was

examined and it was found that the F2 males, the best performed group in the T-Maze

overall, were also the heaviest mice, on average. It should be noted that the weight

data were incomplete, not having been collected for the majority of the parental strains

(for reasons outlined in Chapter 5) but this evidence does indicate a possible
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connection between physical traits and learning within the specific training paradigm

that might account for the observed pattem of results in conjunction with the effect of

overdominance.

Another effect clouding the strain differences, observed above, derived from

the inclusion of both male and female mice in the experiment. While this was

necessary from a purely practical point and could also be argued for theoretically, it

added to the confusion surrounding the effects of strain on performance by interacting

- as was noted in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 and pictorially represented in Figure 3.3 -

with strain, although no main effect of sex was observed on any of the meàsu.es.

The data would perhaps best be summed up by concluding that, although

strain differences certainly existed between the four strains under examination, they

were not as expected.

3.4.3 Other Hypotheses

In contrast to the results pertaining to Hlpothesis I, the implications from the

data for the remaining hypotheses were clear. Hypothesis II predicted that all of the

measures would correlate positively with one another. This was in direct opposition to

the view, outlined in Section 1.3.2, that no stable individual differences exist in non-

human species. The argument often levelled against studies that purport to show such

differences (that the measures are all of the same entity (Warren, 1977)) is countered

by the results bearing on Hypothesis III herein. If, as has been argued, a clear

distinction can be made amongst the measures as regards what it is they are

measuring, then they are not measuring the same underlying entity. Thus, the

correlations reflect something deeper, that being that mice that are superior on one
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aspect of cognitive behaviour are likely to be similarly good at others, in the same

way that human performance on a raîge of cognitive tasks forms a positive manifold.

Hlpothesis trI - that the measures extracted from T-Maze performance would

reflect differing cognitive abilities - was borne out by the pairing off of the four

measures in accordance with the predictions made regarding what underlying aspect

of memory (reference or working) they should be measuring, This is despite the fact

that only one of the measures (TMfirst) approached a level of independence from the

others, with the others all being calculated (in differing ways) from the total number

ofcorrect trials per session.

3.4.4 Implications

The above results have shown that the hopes pinned to the eventual exposition

of the underlying factorial structure of murine cognitive abilities were not in vain. The

performance of the mice across the four measures was stable enough to produce

highly significant, moderately strong correlations - indicating that stable individual

differences exist, at least in aspects of spatial learning and memory. This being the

case, it no longer seemed farfetched to imagine that other cognitive abilities, of the

sorts measured by other experimental apparatus, would likewise correlate amongst

themselves and also with the T-Maze measures to produce a positive manifold of

cognitive abilities, from which could be extracted a hierarchical factor structure (this

will be tested in Chapter 7).

The existence of hybrid vigour, conversely, was worrisome for the planned

assessment of heritability (see Chapter 8) because it rendered intransigent assessments

of heritability reliant on comparisons between the Parental and F1 strains. Given the

equivalent performance of the Fl and F2 strains, however, it was still hoped that a
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comparison of their scores would shed some light on the heritability of the cognitive

abilities underlying such performance.

3.4.5 Limitations

This study has been limited in power in a number of ways. It suffered from a

small sample size. More specifically, the need to divide the sample into small groups

along strain and sex lines has made it difficult to extricate interaction effects from

differences in variance.

The failure of this experiment to distinguish between the Parental strains on

any of the measures may, in some part, be due to this problem but is also likely to be

due to the previously mentioned fact that the various inbred laboratory strains are

quite closely related to one another and thus may not be all that different from one

another in terms of performance (Copeland, et al., 1993). Given the limited range of

inbred mice available at time of testing, it is arguable whether another combination

would have been more successful but the gene tree in Atchley and Fitch (1991) seems

to indicate that using the C57BL/J6 strain (the only other strain available in the

University) rather than the CBA might have been more reflective of the genetic

variance in the pool of inbred strains and thus, potentially at least, of the phenotypic

variance also. The extent of overdominance, however, may indicate that comparisons

of any inbred strains are unlikely to be helpful in assessing heritability of cognitive

abilities.

3.4,6 Research Directions

The above experiment has suggested a number of directions in which research

might head but the discussion of the majority of these has been left until Chapter 6,
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where an overvie\4/ of the Strain Differences data from the four experimental arenas

has been undertaken.

The success of the forced-choice training paradigm, developed herein to train

mice on the T-Maze, however, suggests it to be a suitable mechanism for future

experiments. Future experimentation could, therefore, assess its relative efficacy,

compared with the more technologically dependent water- and foot-shock- versions of

the T-Maze commonly used in animal research'

3.4.7 Conclusions

The fact that all three experimental Hypotheses have been supported by this

experiment seems indicative of the potential fruitfulness of this approach to the study

of cognitive abilities in mice. It is still too early to draw overall conclusions - with

two experimental arenas still to be assessed (Chapters 4 and 5) - but the T-Maze

results are entirely consistent with an individual differences approach to the study of

murine co gnitive abilities.
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4. Experiment 3 - the Radial Maze

4.I Introduction

4.1.1 Overview

As was the case with the T-Maze, the use of the Radial Maze to assess spatial

abilities in laboratory animals - rodents in particular - is unremarkable. Thus, this

chapter will provide only a brief history of such research before continuing to a

description and justification of the experiment at hand.

4.1.2 The Radial Maze

The Radial Maze was originally developed by Olton and Samuelson (1976) as

a means for testing spatial abilities in rats. The reason that both this and the T-Maze

were included within the battery of tests being administered as part of this experiment

is that the two depend on differing spatial strategies for successful solving (Olton,

Handelmann &'Walker, 1980). The T-Maze described in Chapter 3 requires a "win-

stay'' strategy whereby a successful subject returns to the same place within the maze

repeatedly within a single session. The Radial Maze, conversely, requires a "win-

shift" strategy where solving the maze requires a subject to seek out previously

unvisited places within themaze. Thus it can be argued that the two mazes, while

both assessing 'spatial learning', are actually measuring somewhat different abilities

that might be supported by differing cognitive processes.

As explained above, the Radial Maze was originally used to test the spatial

abilities of rats. It has, however, since been used to test mice as well - despite an

inauspicious start, with Mizumori, Rosenzweig and Kermisch (1982) failing to

demonstrate learning of the Radial Maze by CD-l strain mice.
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At the most basic level, the Radial Maze consists of eight arms radiating from

a central area. Variants on this, successfully used to train mice, have included

elevated mazes (Rossi-Amaud & Ammassari-Teule, 1994), enclosed mazes (Jamot,

Bertholet & Crusio, 1994) and water mazes (Hyde, Hoplight & Denenberg, 1998).

For the purposes of this experiment an enclosed design was settled upon, this

form being easier to construct than a water version and posing less of an escape risk

than the elevated mazes. (Although the laboratory was 'mouse-proofed' prior to

testing, there was enough apparatus in the area to provide a mouse with cover if it

made it to the floor). Food-reinforcement was chosen as the training technique, being

commonly used in all but the water-escape variants of the maze described above.

One concern raised at this point was the ability of rodents to use scent cues to

aid in solving an apparently spatial task (Wallace, Gorny & V/hishaw ,2002). For this

reason, water mazes are sometimes preferrbd but, as described above, this was not

feasible here. It was therefore decided to attempt to measure the strength of this effect

in the Radial Maze.

4.1.3 Researclt Aims and Hypotheses

4.1.3.1 Research Aims

With the Radial Maze chosen as one of the forms of apparatus to be used,

decisions were made regarding the aspects of cognitive abilities that could reasonably

be extracted from an animal's performance on this maze and how the maze should be

set up to best capture these. As mentioned above, the Radial Maze is traditionally used

to measure spatial abilities. These spatial abilities, however, are not thought to be

supported by a single cognitive ability but by a small number of related abilities. This

makes sense if one considers the hypothetical performance of a subject in the maze.
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Good performance within a session could result from at least two distinct learning

mechanisms (Honig, 1978).

The first of these is called 'working memory'- reflecting leaming within the

session under examination. Thus, a mouse could, by remembering which arms it has

entered previously in this session and only entering unvisited ones, achieve a good

score. Just wandering down an arTn without any motivation would result in the animal

finding food and a 'win-shift' behavioural pattem would do the rest.

'Reference memory', by comparison, refers to memory across sessions, such

as might result in the mouse commencing a session with a spatial rule "in mind". For

example, a mouse that has learnt always to turn left after exiting an arTn and to enter

the next arm will also solve themaze successfully. V/ith the application of this rule,

working memorybecomes less important as the mouse does not need to recall which

arms have been entered as the rule results in solving themaze without this

information.

These two distinct forms of memory can be separated in a number of ways,

often by providing reinforcement in only certain arms of the maze. They can also,

however, be separated by comparing performance with improvement, across a number

of sessions. This is because improvement between consecutive sessions reflects

learning from one session applied to another - that is, 'reference memory' - which

cannot be accounted for in terms of 'working memory'. Similarly, performance in the

first session can only reflect 'working memory', because the animal brings no prior

knowledge of the maze to the session'

The goal of Experiment 3, then, was to extract measures from the performance

of mice on the Radial Maze that would shed light on not only the overall 'spatial
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learning' ability of mice but also on whether this ability was unitary or multivariate in

nature.

Finally, the abitity of mice to solve the Radial Maze using scent-cues rather

than spatial learning needed to be assessed in order that any 'cognitive' ability arising

from observations in the Radial Maze not be conflated with individual differences in

the acuity of the mice's sense of smell.

4.1.3.2 Hypotheses

The following hlpotheses were tested by means of the Radial Maze.

I Differences in performance exist between the different strains on the eight

measures extracted from the Radial Maze. Specifically, if RadialMaze

performance is dependent on additive genetic effects, then the F1 progeny

strain will lie between the two parental strains.

¡¡ Mice that perform better on a given measure will also perform better on the

other measures - i.e., individual differences are stable across measures.

¡¡I These differences in performance reflect theoretically distinguishable

cognitive abilities underlying Radial Maze performance'

IV The use of olfactory cues will result in superior performance to that expected

from spatial skills alone.

4.2 Method

4.2.1 Subjects

The subjects were the same animals as described in Section2.2.l. The size

difference between these samples resulted from the deaths o12 male mice, one each

from the BALB/g'and CBA strains. These losses occurred before testing on the Radial

Mazebegan, leaving 68 mice in total.
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4.2.2 Apparatus

4.2.2.1 Housing

Animals were housed as described in Section2.2.2.I, above, except during

food deprivation, during which they were housed individually in 350cm' flootspace,

Type 10F cages (see Figure 2.1). The floors of these cages were covered with sawdust

and shredded paper was provided as nesting material. All cages were kept in the same

laboratory which was maintained at 22oC and 60% humidity on a 12 hour light-dark

cycle with all testing taking place during the light phase.

4.2.2.2 Food and TVater

Access to food and water v/as as described in Section 2.2.2.2, above, except

during food deprivation, where the animals were allowed ad lib access to water but

not to food.

4. 2. 2. 3 Video Equipment

The Logitech QuickCam Pro digital camera described in Section 2.2.2.3 was

mounted above the Radial Maze and set up to provide live streaming to the

eiperimenter's monitor for scoring of sessions'

4.2.2.4 Radial Maze

The Radial Maze consisted of a central, 15cm high by 15cm diameter cylinder

from which extended eight 15cm long arms with an internal diameter of 30mm,

leading to eight smaller, !2cmhigh by 1Ocm diameter cylinders containing food

(Noyes 20mg sucrose pellet). Both the cylinders and the aÍns were made of clear

plastic. A square board was fitted with projecting pegs to hold the cylinders in place
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and the holes drilled for the arms were made snug so as to prevent slippage during

sessions (see Figure 4.1)

Figure 4.1 The Radial Maze

4.2.3 Procedures

4. 2. 3. 1 Food Deprivation

Mice were food deprived before each session undertaken in the Radial llif.aze.

This required that, during the first 24hottr period of deprivation, the animals were

given no food, following which they undertook a session in the Radial Maze. At the
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end of this session, the animals were returned to their individual cages and given

900mg of Noyes Formula A1 rodent pellets for the next24 hour period.

At the end of the second 24penodof food deprivation, each animal undertook

a second session in the Radial Maze before being retumed to their communal cages

for a recovery period of at least 48 hours, with ad lib access to both food and water,

before food deprivation could begin again.

4.2.3.2 Radial Maze

The schedule imposed by food deprivation resulted in subjects running for two

days and then resting for two days over the experimental period of 10 sessions. Prior

to each session, the maze was prepared by baiting each of the eight arms with a single

Noyes Formula F 2}mgsucrose pellet and the video camera was set up overlooking it.

The mouse was placed in the central cylinder by the experimenter who then retreated

behind a screen to watch the session on a monitor, to reduce distraction to the animals,

For the first four sessions, the subjects remained in the Radial Maze for a full

five minutes, regardless of how many or few aÍns were entered, to allow the animals

to acclimatise. After these four sessions, the subjects completed another six sessions,

wherein they were removed from the maze upon 'solving' it - that is, after a mouse

had entered all eight arms at least once each. If a mouse did not solve the maze within

20 arm-entries it was removed (20 being the number at which the probability of a

mouse having solved themazeby chance alone exceeds 50%; see Appendix D.

Prior to a mouse being placed in the Radial Maze,themaze was wiped down

with disinfectant in order to minimise odour cues from previous animals.
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4.2.4 Scoring

Entry into an aÍn was designated as having occurred when the mouse's entire

body (excluding the tail) was within the arm. This was chosen as the criterion because

of its simplicity to judge from the overhead view provided by the camera. At each

arm-entry, the experimenter recorded the arm entered until the mouse's time ran out

(for the first four sessions), or it solved the maze, or exceeded 20 arm-entries without

solving themaze.

4.2.5 Reliability

Two researchers observed the five of the same sessions in order to calculate

the reliability of the judgements made regarding the entry of an animal into the arms

of the Radial Maze. Agreement on whether or not an animals had entered an arrn was

found in98o/o of cases. Thus, the author's observations rwere used for all sessions.

4.2.6 Data Transþrmation

Three basic measures were taken from the data for each session; the number of

choices needed to solve the maze, the number of correct choices from the first eight

arm-entries and the number of consecutive correct arm-entries from the beginning of a

session.

From these eight experimental Radial Maze measures were calculated, as

follows:

kMsolve Mean number of turns to solve the Radial Maze across the 10

sessrons

Mean improvement between sessions in number to solve RadialRMimprove

Maze
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kMcoruect Mean number correct from the first 8 trials within each of the

10 sessions.

RMimprove(corr) Mean improvement between sessions in number correct from

first 8 turns.

RMconsecutive Mean number of consecutively correct trials from the start of

each ofthe 10 sessions.

kMimprove(cons) Mean improvement in number consecutively correct from start

of session.

RM2criterion Number of sessions required to reach criterion performance

level of 10 or fewer turns to solve the Radial Maze.

kMcriterion Number of sessions at criterion performance level.

Given the expectation, based upon the reasoning in Appendix B, that certain of

these variables would be Low rather than High scoring, it was also decided to simplify

the correlation matrices to be generated from them, by converting all of the measures

to High scoring by means of a simple sign change. Hence, all of the correlations

amongst these measures are predicted to be positive. Full descriptions of the

mechanisms of extraction of these variables are given, along with the reasoning

behind them, in Appendix B.

Given the derivations of these measures, it was not expected that they would

be entirely independent. In particular, there are three measures each of performance

and improvement in the Radial Maze. These were included as it was thought they

would capture different aspects of Radial Maze performance and therefore allow

conclusions to be drawn about the manner in which the mice were solvingthemaze

(see Section 4.3.5).
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4.3 Results

4.3.1 Radial Maze Perþrmance

Radial Maze performance datawas collected for the 68 subjects. Figure 4.2

shows the number of arm-entries taken to solve the maze across the 10 sessions

according to strain.

Figure 4.2 Mean No. of Arm-Entries to Solve Radial Maze (+SE) by Session and

Strain
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Note; the above indicates the mean number of arm-entries taken to solve the Radial Maze (i'e., enter each of the 8

arms at least once) by each strain of mice. rùy'ithin each cluster (representing a single session in the Radial Maze,

the strains are ordered as indicated in the legend as read left to right.

Looking at the data presented in Figure 4.3, it seems clear that all four strains

of mice showed improvement across the 10 sessions, with the mean number of arm-

entries taken to solve the Radial Maze decreasing from around 18, in Session l,to 12,

in Session 10. Closer examination indicated possible differences between the strains'

performances on the Radial Maze.In particular, it was noted that the F1 mice were the

best performed strain in 6 of the 10 sessions and were the only strain never to finish a
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session as the 'worst performed strain. Additionally, they were seen to improve faster

than the other strains, reaching the aforementioned level of 12 arm-entries to solve the

mazeby the 5th session rather than the 10th (or not at all in the case of the F2 mice).

Testing of these observations was not undertaken at this point, however, being

delayed until the analysis of the experimental measures, derived from these data, in

Section 4.3.3.

4.3.2 Food Reinforcement

Following the completion of the experiment by the original 16 BALB/o and

CBA mice (see Section2.2.l) and bearing in mind the problems encountered with

food-reinforcement during pilot work for the T-Maze experiment (see Appendix C),

concerns were raised regarding the effectiveness of the food-reinforcement schedule.

Thus, for subsequent mice, in addition to the measures noted in Section 4.2.4, above,

the number of pellets eaten by a mouse during each session in the Radial Maze was

recorded. This new variable, kMeaten was therefore included in the analyses in

Section 4.3.4,below.

4.3.3 Sex and Strain Dffirences on Experimental Measures

4. 3. 3. I Strain Dffirences

In order that all of the measures could be presented within the same figure,

they were converted to z-scores to allow direct comparison between them. Thus,

Figure 4.3, below, shows the performance of the 68 subjects, divided into their 4

strains, on each of the 8 experimental measures derived from RadialMaze

performance.
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Figure 4,3 Radial Maze Experimental Measure Performance (+SE) by Strain
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from behaviour in the Radial Maze. Within each cluster (representing a single experimental measure) the strains

are ordered as indicated in the legend as read left to right.

The evidence fïom Figure 4.3 supports Hypothesis I, which posited

differences between the four strains on the eight experimental measures. The Fl mice

were the best performed strain on 7 of the 8 measures. To test the significance of this

observation, a series of One Way ANOVAs were undertaken, comparing the

perfonnances of each strain on each of the eight experimental measures. These

indicated significant differences between the strains on six of the eight measures:
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that these differences resulted from the superior performance of the Fl mice over one

or more of the other strains.

Given concerns about the differences in size between the four strain groups, a

Levene's test of Equality of Variance was undertaken for each of the eight measures

and indicated a violation of this assumption on RMcorrect and kMconsecutive. Anon-

parametric Kruskal-V/allis H test, however, confirmed the significant results of the

ANOVA on each of these measures, X2(3):17.900 and 10.647, p < .001and .05,

respectively.

4.3.3.2 Sex Dffirences

While sex differences were not of central interest to this thesis, it was

considered important to establish whether such differences did exist, because of the

impact that such differences would have on the inclusion of both sexes of mice in

further research of this kind. As stated previously (see Section 7.5.2), most animal

research that is undertaken without the specific goal of comparison between the sexes

has used only a single sex. Given that the experimental design, presented in Section

1.6, required the presence of members of both sexes for breeding pu{poses, all of the

experiments undertaken as part of the current research program have tested both sexes

with the assumption that any sex differences would be non-existent or, at least, minor

compared to the strain differences. To test this assumption, Figure 4.4 was prepared,

showing the performance of each sex on the eight experimental measures.
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Figure 4.4 Radial Maze Experimental Measures Performance (+SE) by Sex
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Note: the above indicates the standardised performance of each of the two sexes of mice on the eight measures

calculated from behaviour in the Radial Maze.

As was the case in the T-Maze results (see Section3.3.3.2), the sex differences

shown in Figure 4.4 are smaller than the strain differences observed in Figure 4.3,

above. Independent samples /-tests run for each of the eight experimental measures,

however, indicated significant effects on two - kMimprove(cons) and kMcorrect,

t(66):2.029 and2.300, respectively, p <.05. However, as can be seen in Figure 4.4,

this does not appear to be a pattern of superiority because in one case this difference

resulted from the superior performance of the males and in the other from the females.

As was done in previous chapters (2 and3), a2 x 4 (Sex x Strain) ANOVA

was performed for each experimental measure to examine the interaction effects

between these two factors. This indicated a significant interaction effect only on

kMcorrect, F(3,60) : 2.95I, p < '05. On closer examination, this appeared to be the
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result of the CBA males exhibiting superior performance to their female equivalents

whereas, in the remaining three strains, the females were the better performed.

4.3.4 Experimental Measures

In order to test the relationships between the experimental measures predicted

in Hlpothesis II and Section 4.2.5, the following correlation matrix was produced

(See Table 4.1).

Table 4.1 Correlation Matrix of Radial Maze Experimental Measures

RM RM RM RM RM RM RM RM RM

correct consec 2criterion criterion improve improve improve eatensolve
(corr) (co ns)

RMsolve

RMcorrect

RMconsecutive

RM2criterion

RMcriterion

RMimprove

RMimprove(corr)

RMimprove(cons)

RMeaten

*** .721

*** .679

*** .709

*** .832

** .282

*** .367

** ,347

* .266

*** .798

*** .484

*** .570

.158

* .278

.158

** ,385

*** .566

*** .580

** .352

*** .548

*** .557

.222

*** .778

.164 * .248

** .351 **" .414 ""* .446

*** .366 *** .408 *** .379 *** .809

.105 .074 .045 -.156 -.156

Nofe; N=68 for all comparisons excepting those with RMeaten for which N=54
*** Correlation is significant at the .001 level (1-tailed).
** Correlation is significant at the .01 level (1-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the .05 level (1-tailed).

In agreement with Hypothesis II, Table 4.2 demonstrates that, in general, the

Radial Maze measures were positively correlated with one another. ln fact, the only

exceptions to this predicted outcome lie in the bottom row - the correlations between

kMeaten and the other RadialMaze measures. Considering this measure, one

recalls that it was included to test the efficacy of food-reinforcement in the Radial
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Maze. Tuming to the correlations between it and the other Radial Maze measures, one

can see that it correlated weakly but significantly with two of the other measures -

kMsolve and kMcorrect. Of equal importance is the fact that its correlations with the

three improvement measures - kMimprove, kMimprove(corr) and kMimprove(cons)

- were effectively zeÍo or hinting at anegatíve relationship (although not significant).

This being the case, it seemed reasonable to conclude that food was not shown to be

as good a reinforcer for training in the Radial Maze as was expected. It accounted for

less than l5o/o of the variance in kMcorrect (its strongest correlation) and seemed

unrelated to any measure of improvement. An indication of this was seen amongst the

top four mice in kMsolve; the mean number of pellets eaten by these animals per

session varied from 0.9 to 6.7 from a maximum possible of 8.

Turning then to the remaining experimental measures, one can see that they

were all positively correlated (confirming the expectations regarding their respective

directions noted in Appendix B) and that the majority of these correlations v/ere

signif,rcant. An interesting result, exemplified by the particular layout of the above

matrix, is seen in the pattern of correlations amongst the experimental measures. The

performance measures - RMsolve, RMconect and kMconsecutive - were all

moderately-to-strongly related to one another and to kM2criterion and kMcriterion'

The weakest correlation between these five variables was .484 and this remains highly

significant. Similarly, the improvement measures - RMimprove, kMimprove(corr)

and RMimprove(cons) - form a cluster in the bottom right of the above matrix with

correlations of .379 and above - again all highly significant. The three non-significant

results, however, were all correlations between these two groups. As a general rule, it

also seems that even the significant correlations between these two groups were

weaker than those within the groups.
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This observation therefore seems to mark a division between the measures that

are most dependent on reference (between session) memory - the improvement

measures - and the remaining Radial Maze measures, as might be expected if Radial

Maze learning is supported by two related cognitive abilities as predicted by

Hypothesis IIL

4.3.5 Scent-Cues and Spatial Learning

As described above (Section 4.I.3.I), the olfactory capabilities of rodents are

well-known and to test the effect of scent cues on learning in the Radial Maze, a

statistical technique was employed, comparing different measures of performance in

themaze.

The premise underlying this calculation relies on the slight differences

between the three experimental measures of performance described in Section 4.2.5 -

kMsolve, kMcoruect and kMconsecutive. The first of these is the average number of

arm-entries taken to solve themaze (i.e., enter each arm once) and therefore has a

range from a perfect '8' up to 20. The second, by comparison, is the average number

of correct arm-entries (i.e., those into previously unentered arms) from the first eight

and therefore ranges from one to eight. Finally, the third is the average number of

consecutive correct arm-entries from the beginning of a session and also ranges from

one to eight.

Where a mouse has learnt the maze perfectly, it will therefore achieve scores

of eight, eight and eight on these three measures and they will be indistinguishable.

Where, conversely, an animal is yet to master themaze, these scores can be very

different. For example, an animal might have seven correct from the first eight but

have made its sole mistake after only one alrn entry and never actually solved the
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maze.Its scores on RMsolve, kMcoruect and RMconsecutive wouldbe'20' ,'7' and

'1', respectively. Thus, the argument made here is that differing scores on RMcorrect

and kMconsecutive can reflect different mechanisms for solvingthe maze.

The relevance of this distinction for the assessment of the use of scent-cues in

learning the Radial Maze is as follows: An animal can achieve seven out of eight

correct choices in seven different rways - each of which represents one possible value

of kMconsecutive.If a mouse is using scent-cues to solve themaze, which of these

was actually the case is irrelevant - the animal need only use its sense of smell to

determine which arm it has not yet entered and, therefore, the number of arm-entries

taken to solve themaze from that point will depend only on kMcorrect Conversely,

an animal with an kMconsecutive score oî'J' has entered seven arrns correctly before

making a mistake, indicating either that it has remembered which arms it had

previously entered or was using scent-cues from the beginning. In both of these cases,

the mouse would be more likely to successfully solve the maze faster than an animal

that achieved an kMconsecutive scote of '5'.

Thus, to the extent that kMconsecutive predicts RMsolve better than

RMcorrect, it canbe argued that scent-cues are not being used as the primary means

of solving the Radial Maze. To test this, the following Figure (4.5) was prepared,

indicating the kMsolve scores corresponding to the indicated scores (these being

ranges up to the given value) on both RMcorrect and RMconsecutive.

Figure 4.5 indicates that the two measures did differ from one another - with

the range of RMcorrecl scores being slightly offset from the RMconsecutive tange.

More importantly for Hypothesis fV, however, is the factthat, at every score where

the ranges overlap, mice that achieved that on kMconsecutive solved the maze faster

than those mice that achieved the same score on kMcorrect For example, taking a
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score of '7' from Figure 4.5, one sees that the mice that achieved a score in that range

(any score above 6.0 and up to and including 7.0) on RMconsecutive went on to solve

the maze in 12.7 arm-entries, on average, while mice achieving an equivalent score on

RMcorrect took 13.7 arm-entries, on average, to solve the Radial Maze'

Figure 4.5 Arm-entries to Solve Radial Maze(+SE) byNo. Correct andNo

Consecutively Correct

tr RMcorrect

I RMconsecut¡ve

3 4 56
Measure Score

7 8

Note; the above indicates the mean number of arm-entries (averaged across all I 0 sessions) taken to solve the

Radial Maze (RMsolve) by mice that achieved differing levels of perforrnance in terms of the number of correct

arm-entries from the first eight (RMcorrect) and the number of consecutively correct arm-entries within the first

etght (RMconsecutive). The measure scores (ranging from 3 to 8 on the x-axis) represent a range of scores. 8, for
example, includes data from all mice that achieved a mean performance of better than seven (i.e., >7 to 8).

Thus, in terms of the argument stated above, it would appear that the mice

were not relying primarily on scent cues to solve the Radial Maze.

4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 Overview

Given the above results, it seems clear that all but one of the hypotheses can

be affirmed. Strain differences existed between at least two strains on six of the eight

Radial Maze measures, although perhaps not where they might have been expected.

The data, while requiring further analysis in Chapter 6 in combination with results
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from the other experiments, do seem to indicate the existence of multiple, correlated

yet distinguishable, underlying cognitive abilities as predicted by Hypothesis [II.

The positive correlations obseryed between all of the Radial Maze measures

also indicate that individual differences in these cognitive abilities are, in fact, stable -

at least within the narrow confines of the Radial Maze. Finally, Hypothesis IV,

regarding the use of scent-cues to solve themaze cannot be affirmed given the

analysis of leaming in the Radial Maze presented above.

4.4.2 Strain and Sex Dffirences in Radial Maze Perþrmance

The pattem of strain differences described in Section 4.3.3, above, is not what

was predicted prior to testing but does bear some resemblance to that found in

Chapters 2 and 3 in the analyses of the Open Field and the T-Maze. Once again, rather

than falling midway between their parents, as would be predicted by an additive

genetic model, the Fl mice have outperformed both parental strains (on six of the

eight RadialMaze measures) and it is largely this effect that is responsible for the

significant Strain effect described in Section 4.3.3. As explained in Section2.4.3,

above, this pattern of results is indicative of overdominance resulting from the

elimination of deleterious recessive gene combinations in the hybrid strain.

An interesting difference between the Radial andT-Maze results is that no

clear pattern of sex differences was found here, whereas in the T-Maze results females

were the better performed strain in six of the seven measures. 
'Whether this indicates

an actual effect resulting from differences between the mice or is a statistical afiefact

is difficult to answer. As it stands, however, the existence of significant Sex*Strain

interactions on both theT-Maze and the Radial Maze is of interest, as explained

below.
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These results can be understood, in genetic terms, if certain of the genes

affecting the cognitive abilities being measured by these tasks are found on the X or Y

chromosomes that determine sex. A female, for example, can have two copies of a

beneficial gene found on the X chromosome while a male can only have one. The

same necessarily applies to deleterious genes'

Consider the hlpothetical case where two inbred strains of mice - Strain I and

Strain tr - differ in terms of the allele (version) of a gene affecting a cognitive ability.

Strain I has a beneficial allele 'A' atthe gene locus while Strain II has a detrimental

allele'a'.

If the gene locus is on the X chromosome (and all other gene effects are

assumed to be equal) then the expected ranking of the Strains and Sexes is as follows:

Strain I female, Strain I male, Strain II male and Strain II female. This shows a

Strain*Sex interaction where the females of one strain are superior to their male

equivalents but in the other strain males are superior. This results from female

receiving either two beneficial or detrimental alleles of genes on the X chromosome

whereas the males receive one and therefore exhibit less extreme phenotypes.

4.4.3 Other Hypotheses

The true test of whether the correlation matrix in Table 4.2 supports

Hlpothesis III, in reflecting two related cognitive abilities used in learning the Radial

Maze, will come in Chapter 7, where factor analysis will be used to assess the

relationships amongst and between the measures taken from the four sets of apparatus.

This said, the matrix does lend weight to such an argument, especially given that the

apparent pattern conforms so well with the expectations (discussed in Appendix B)

regarding the nature of the measures and their relationship to one another.
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As regards Hypothesis II, that individual differences would be stable across

the Radial Maze measures, this has been upheld, as is apparent in the positive

correlations comprising Table 4.2. Of course, this is not particularly surprising; all of

the measures \Mere calculated from three related measurements taken on the same

apparatus. Indeed, it is perhaps surprising, given their derivation, that some of the

correlations are as low as they are. Of greater interest, however, will be the analyses

undertaken in Chapter 7, where individual differences will be examined across the

four sets of apparatus.

Finally, Hypothesis IV, which held that the use of scent-cues would aid mice

in solving the Radial Maze,has not been supported. This is not, of course, to say that

míce could not use such cues but rather that there is no evidence amongst that

gathered herein that argues for them having done so.

4.4.4 Implications

The results of the Radial Maze, overall, appear very hopeful for the

experimental program as a whole. The apparent emergence of two underlying

cognitive abilities from the individual differences data aligns with predictions

regarding the nature of the measures and also bears some resemblance to the results

presented in Chapter 3 from the T-Maze'

Conversely, as was the case in Chapter 3, the strain differences data, are less

helpful, indicating that more divergent strains of mice may have been better subjects

to begin experimentation with, in order to avoid the problem of overdominance.

Finally, two methodological points should be raised. The first related to

Hlpothesis IV, the use of scent-cues, and is that this appears not to have been the

confounding effect that was feared. The second point is that the generally poor
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correlations between RMeaten, reflecting the number of reinforcers eaten by a subject

during the sessions, and the remaining Radial Maze measures, indicate problems with

the use of food reinforcement as a training technique for mice - as v/as also observed

in the Appendix C.

4.4.5 Limitations

The limitations affecting the Radial Maze results are the same as those

affecting the T-Maze results in Chapter 3. To restate briefly, these are small sample

size - amplified by the need to divide the sample amongst multiple strains and both

sexes - and the lack of phenotlpic variance between the Parental strains. The loss of

two mice between the T-Maze and Radial Maze accentuated the first problem because

the mice that died were from two of the smaller sub-groups.

4.4.6 Research Directions

The discussion of future research directions suggested by the results of the

Radial Maze experiment will be left until Chapter 6, wherein an overview of the

Strain differences data from Chapters 2-5 will be undertaken. One area of interest,

however, which applies solely to the Radial Maze, would be to examine the

performance of mice on the Radial Maze in the absence of food reinforcement.

This has been done in water versions of the maze (and is, indeed, one of the

primary reasons given for their use (Hyde et a1.,1998)) but in such cases an alternate

reinforcer - escape from the water - is used. The observation that some mice learnt

the maze to criterion while eating hardly any reinforcers (less than one per session on

average for one of the best performed mice) indicates that there is already another

reinforcer acting on their behaviour - possibly an exploratory urge that would result in

their entering arms and learnin g the maze in the absence of food deprivation.
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4.4.7 Conclusions

While the Radial Maze experiment did not yield the expected results,

revealing the same problems that afflicted the T-Maze in terms of Strain differences,

the overall results look promising in terms of the experimental research program as a

whole. The measures extracted from performance on the Radial Maze indicate stable

individual differences within Radial Mazeperformance and also appear to show

evidence of at least two underlying cognitive abilities affecting the form of spatial

learning required herein. This makes sense, both in terms of the predicted hierarchical

structure (see Section 1.5.3) and also in terms of the practical distinctions made by

researchers in the field regarding the differing forms of spatial memory used in

solving mazes (Honig, 1978).
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5. Experiment 4 - the Skinner Box

5.1 Introduction

5.LI Overview

'skinner Box' is a general term popularly used to refer to experimental

chambers used to conduct research into operant conditioning of animals, named for

B.F. Skinner who popularised their use in animal behaviour research. Given that these

have been in use, in various forms suited to differing species, since the 1930s there

seems little need to recapitulate the manner of their functioning. Instead, what will be

attempted here is a brief introduction to their use in research involving mice and the

potential uses of such a device in the current research program.

5.1.2 Mice and the Skinner Box

While the Skinner Box has, as noted above, been in constant use in animal

research for most of the past century, the literature on mice in the Skinner Box is

somewhat sparse. A search of the Psycinfo database yielded only 22 papers with this

convergence, the earliest dating from mid 50s (Kish, 1955). This is just one example

of the divide between medical and psychological science in terms of their favoured

subjects which results in there being a plethora of behavioural tests designed for rats

but, conversely, far more medical and genetic detail on mice (Contet et al., 2001).

Despite this, there seems to be good reason to believe that mice, as a species,

are well suited to research involving Skinner Boxes. ln addition to the apparent

behavioural similarities between mice and their larger "cousins rats", resulting from

their close phylogenetic relationship and similar wild behaviour (Flemíng,1979),

research has also been conducted with the specific goal of determining the suitability

of mice for operant conditioning - Freund and Walker (1972) found that, so long as
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the apparatus \ryas modified for mice, mice would learn under all of the standard

operant conditioning schedules used with rats.

5.1.3 Skinner Box Uses

Traditionally, the Skinner Box has been used to assess the speed and accuracy

of lcaming reinforcement schedules and this use is of interest herein. The speed at

which a given mouse learns under any given reinforcement schedule can be regarded

as coïresponding to some function of its memoty (Gy in the model of mouse

intelligence presented in Section 1.5.3, above). This is particularly the case where a

simple, continuous reinforcement schedule is used (i.e. where the mouse is rewarded

for every bar press), because this would seem to involve no other cognitive functions

beyond remembering the pairing of the bar-press and the arrival of the reinforcer' The

learning of more complex schedules, while still reliant on memory function, would

probably involve other cognitive abilities, such as basic reasoning, to deduce the rules

governing, for example, alternation of behaviours.

Another manner in which Skinner Boxes could potentially be used is in the

testing of elementary cognitive tasks (ECTs), such as reaction time and inspection

time. It is well established that such tasks correlate moderately with intelligence in

humans and load on the Speed of Processing factor (Gr) of Canoll's (1993) factor

analysis. It is therefore also expected that such measures would load on a similar

factor in any hierarchy of murine cognitive abilities.

Blokland (1998) has provided an overview of studies in which reaction time

measures have been conducted in rats and concluded that such an approach is fruitful

in examining brain-behaviour relationships. However, the problems with such an

approach are common to animal research and stem from the lack of meaningful
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instruction that can be given to animal subjects. As a rat (or mouse) cannot be told

how to respond, their natural tendency is to respond as fast as is necessary to gain

reinforcement rather than as fast as is possible, as a human subject would be

instructed to do. Thus, establishing the lower limits of reaction time in non-humans

relies on assumptions regarding the motivation of the animals - as do all attempts at

reinforcement. A further problem with reaction time measures is that they invariably

incorporate two distinct entities - decision and movement time, which are

differentially related to human cognitive functioning (Deary, 2001).

A possible way around these problems lies in an ECT that has yet to be

applied to animal research: Inspection Time (Deary & Stough, 1996; Nettelbeck,

1987). The advantages of inspection time for animal research lie in its being free of

any constraints on the time taken to respond to a stimulus. Instead, it depends on the

ability of the subject to determine, for example, which of two stimuli appeared first.

Given a Skinner Box with two levers and stimulus or cue lights, it becomes possible

to test for the smallest inter-stimulus period at which the subject can accurately

distinguish which light was illuminated first.

Starting at arelatively long inter-stimulus period, all human subjects can

achieve I00% accuracy on such a task, so the goal is to present the stimuli with ever-

decreasing intervals between them. Thus, after a certain number of correct trials, the

inter-stimulus period is decreased until a level is reached at which the observer can no

longer achieve 100% accuLracy; that is, the level at which an observer's brain is no

longer capable of processing the information at the speed at which it is presented,

making this a measure of cognitive processing speed. Generally, a person's Inspection

Time is measured according to a pre-determined level of performance: for example,
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the inter-stimulus period at which he/she can distinguish the first stimulus 80% of the

time.

Given the undoubted ability to train animals to respond to one stimulus in

preference to another, as shown by the threshold discrimination tasks using rats

(Slotnick, 1982; Youngentob et al., 1991), an Inspection Time measure in animals

would seem possible. Given the questions of motivation raised above, it would,

however, be necessary to first establish the ability of the subjects to respond

accurately on a task with a large inter-stimulus period. Once it was determined that

they were accurately distinguishing between the stimuli, the inter-stimulus period

could be reduced until a level was reached at which this ability began to fail.

5.1.4 Research Aims and Hypotheses

5.1.4.1 Research Aims

Given the above, the aim of this experiment was to test for differences in

leaming of operant conditioning schedules amongst the four strains of mice.

Additionally, however, an attempt was made to establish an Inspection Time task for

use with mice in the Skinner Box and to test same. This was undertaken by trying to

build more complex reinforcement schedules upon the basis of simpler ones until one

reflecting Inspection Time was accomplished.

It was assumed that the learning of the simpler conditioning schedules would

reflect differences in the mnemonic ability of the mice while any differences in

Lrspection Time would reflect differences in processing speed.

5.1.4.2 Hypotheses

The following hypotheses \ryere tested by means of the Skinner Box'
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I Differences in performance exist between the two strains on the five measures

extracted from training in the Skinner Box.

il Mice that perform better on a given measure will also perform better on the

other measures - i.e., individual differences are stable across measures.

UI An Inspection Time task can be constructed for mice utilising a Skinner Box

and differences in Inspection Time will exist between strains.

5.2 Method I

5.2.1 Methodological Note

During the running of this experiment, a number of problems vrere

encountered with the apparatus. This being the case, the experiment was run for the

initial group of 16 mice (see Section2.2.l) only. The outcome from this is presented

in its entirety, before the inclusion of subsequent mice. The reasons for the differential

treatment of the groups will be made clear subsequently, in Section 5.3.3.

5.2.2 Subjects

The sample consisted of the initial 16 BALB/c and CBA mice, 4 male and 4

females of each strain, as described in Section2.2.l. Following the Simple

Conditioning schedule and prior to the Choice Conditioning schedule, two male mice

died, one each from the BALB/o and CBA strains. Thus, for later analyses, N:14.

5.2.3 Apparatus

5.2.3.1 Housing

Animals were housed as described in Section2.2.2.l, above.

5.2.3.2 Food and Water

Access to food and water were as described in Section 2.2.2.2, above'
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5.2.3.3 The Skinner Box

A two-bar Skinner Box, previously used for rats was modified for use by mice

as follows. The floor was raised to 1.5cm below the bars and the mechanical switches

operated by the bars were replaced with more easily activated magnetic ones. This

resulted in an activation weight of 5gms (as measured by an RS Components Ltd 0-50

gram dial gauge). Stimulus lights, one above each lever and separate from the house

lights, were used to indicate when the levers were active. Finally, the feeder was

modified to provide 2}mgNoyes formula F sucrose reinforcement pellets, rather than

45mgformula A1 rodent pellets (see Figure 5.1). The experimenter-operated

reinforcement button remained unchanged, allowing shaping of behaviour.

Figure 5.1 Skinner Box ComPonents

Stimulus Light 1 Stimulus Light 2

Lever 1

Food
Chute Lever 2

140mm

220mm

Note: the above depicts the view ofthe Skinner Box's components as seen from the floor ofthe apparatus.
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The Skinner Box was attached to a computer terminal equipped to record its

output from a choice of three reinforcement schedules controlled by the LaserRat

computer program. These were as follows:

Schedule 1 - Simple Conditioning: Animals were rewarded for pressing either

lever when the lights above them were illuminated. Following a bar-press the levers

were inoperative and the lights off for a period of 15 seconds, to allow the animal time

to eat the pellet it had received.

Schedule 2 - Choice Conditioning: Here the light above one lever came on 0.5

seconds before the other, indicating that only this lever was active. The first light to be

illuminated remained on following the illumination of the second and reinforcement

was given only if the mouse pressed the lever beneath the light that was illuminated

first. Again, a period of inactivity v/as triggered by a correct choice.

Schedule 3 - Úrspection Time: As in Schedule 2, one light came on first and

reinforcement was given only for pressing the corresponding lever. Here, however,

the period between the two lights being illuminated was variable - reducing after an

animal made four consecutive, correct choices. This period between lights I and2

being illuminated is hereafter termed "stimulus onset asynchrony'' (SOA)'

5.2.4 Procedures

5.2.4.1 FoodDeprivation

Mice were food deprived, as described in Section 4.2.3.1, before each session

undertaken in the Skinner Box.

5.2.4.2 The Skinner Box

This experiment was conceived as consisting of three phases: simple

conditioning, choice conditioning and inspection time, each depending on a different
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reinforcement schedule, with the latter two dependent on the mouse successfully

learning the previous schedules.

During the simple conditioning phase, the lights above the two levers were

illuminated simultaneously to indicate that both levers were active. While the levers

were active, a bar-press using either lever resulted in a reinforcer being delivered - a

Noyes Formula F 20mg sucrose pellet. Following the delivery of a reinforcer, the

lights above the levers were turned off, indicating that the levers had been temporarily

disabled to allow time for the animal to eat the pellet. The attached computer recorded

all reinforcements and bar-presses for a 3O-minute session, in addition to recording

the length of time from the lights coming on to the next bar-press. Subjects completed

eight sessions under this condition.

In the next phase, choice conditioning, the two lights did not come on

simultaneously. Instead, there was a clear (0.5 second) delay, following the

illumination of the first light, before the second came on. Following this, only the

lever located under the first light illuminated was active. The computer, at each new

event, randomly determined which light was illuminated first. Although reinforcement

was given only for a 'correct' bar-press, the computer continued to record bar-presses

from both levers, to indicate whether the animal was learning to discriminate between

the levers based on the order in which the lights were illuminated or was instead

reacting as if in a variable-ratio schedule. Subjects completed eight sessions under this

condition also.

The third schedule was based on the inspection time procedure (Nettelbeck,

1987; Vickers, Nettelbeck &'Willson, 1972) used with humans. The procedure \ryas

designed to reduce the SOA between the lights being illuminated when the subject

responded correctly, in order to establish the shortest SOA at which the subjects could
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accurately distinguish which light was illuminated first. However, this attempt was

eventually abandoned, following poor performances by the subjects in learning the

precursive, second phase.

5.2.5 Scoring

The LaserRat progtam recorded a number of performance measures from each

subject's behaviours in the Skinner Box. These were: the total number of bar-presses

made during a session; the number of reinforcers delivered; and the animal's

Response Time - i.e. the time between the stimulus lights being illuminated and the

mouse pressing the bar.

5.2.6 Data Transþrmation

From these perfonnance measures, five experimental measures were

calculated as follows:

SBresponses Mean number of bar-presses per session in the Skinner Box, taken

across all sessions under each training schedule.

SBimprove Mean improvement between Skinner Box sessions, taken across all

sessions under each training schedule'

SB2citerion Number of sessions taken for a mouse to reach criterion level

performance in the Skinner Box.

SBcriterion Number of sessions at criterion level of perfromance in the Skinner

Box. Criterion level was set at20bar-presses per session.

SBresptime Mean Response Time in the Skinner Box.

A full description of these variables and their methods of extraction can be

found in Appendix B. All of these variables were calculated such that high scores

indicate better performance, in order to simplify subsequent analyses. Specifically,
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where the expectation (according to the reasoning given in Appendix B) was that a

low score would indicate superior performance, the measure was assigned a negative

value. Thus, all correlations between these experimental measures were expected to

be positive.

5.3 Results I

5.3.1 Simple Conditioning

5.3.Ll Perþrmance Data

Performance data from the Simple Conditioning schedule of the Skinner Box

were collected for all 16 subjects in order to allow analysis of the effectiveness of the

training procedure. The performance of the mice under this schedule is presented in

the following Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2 Mean Responses per Session (+SE) in the Skinner Box by Strain
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Note; the above indicates the mean number ofresponses (bar-presses) recorded for each ofthe parental strarns.
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Looking at the pattern of results shown in Figure 5.2, it seems clear that both

strains demonstrated learning in the Skinner Box over the 8 sessions. The mean

performance of each strain, by the last session, is above the criterion level of 20 bar-

presses. A Repeated Measures ANOVA assessed the effect of the training procedure,

indicating that the training produced a highly significant effect across the 8 sessions,

F(7 , 15) : 13.487 ,p < .001.

In this case, however, the significance of the effect was considered of

secondary importance to the overall adequacy of the training procedure - i.e., the

proportion of mice successfully trained to the criterion level of performance. This

assessment found that only 10 of the 16 mice reached criterion by the 8th session,

indicating problems with the procedure. These are discussed below, in Section 5.3.3.

There were, also, clear differences in the performance of the two strains,

which are reflected in Figure 5.2.Irrevery session after the I't, the BALB/o mice were

observed to respond more frequently than their CBA equivalents, reaching criterion

level perforïnance, as a group, by the 2nd session and maintaining it thereafter. The

strength of this difference was tested with Independent Samples /-tests at each session

and found to be significant for the 3'd, 4'n, 5tn and 6th sessions, t(I4):3.376,3.115,

2.316 and2.458,p <.01, .01, .05 and.05, respectively.

A similar analysis was conducted for the two sexes, with the expectation that

sex differences would be minor, and this was found to be the case, with only session 2

showing a significant difference between the sexes, t(14):2,787, p < .05. Division of

the strain data by sex, however, added a further layer of complexity to the emerging

picture as indicated in Figure 5.3, below.
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Figure 5.3 Mean Responses in the Skinner Box per Session (+SE) by Sex and

Strain
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Note: the above indicates the mean number ofresponses (bar-presses) recorded for each sex*strain subgroup

within the parental strains of mice.

As indicated in Figure 5.3, the superior performance of the BALB/o strain

observed above resulted primarily from the performance of the BALB/c males, which

were the best-performed group in every session following the 1't. By comparison, the

CBA males were the worst performed group in 4 of the 8 sessions and were the only

group not to reach criterion in any session.

5.3.1.2 Sex and Strain Dffirences on Experimental Measures

Figure 5.4, below, shows the performance of each strain by sex combination

on each of the five experimental measures (following conversion of said measures to

z-scores to enable all to be plotted on the same scale). These data allowed the testing

of Hypothesis I, regarding the existence of strain differences on the experimental
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Figure 5.4 Skinner Box Experimental Measures Performance (+SE) by Strarn
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As was the case with the raw measures discussed in Section 5.3.1.1, above, the

data in Figure 5.4 indicated the superior performance of the BALB/o males on each of

the five experimental measures. By comparison, the other three groups represented in

the Figure do not appear to differ dramatically from one another. A series of One Way

ANOVAs compared the performance of the four groups on each measure and

confirmed the conclusions drawn from Figure 5.4, indicating that significant

differences existed between the groups on four of the five measures: SBrespsonses,

SBimprove, SB2uiterion and SBcriterion, F(3,12) : 5.013 ,5.735,5.191 and 4.610,

respectively, p <.05 in all cases. A Bonferrroni post-hoc test confirmed that these

significant results were caused by the BALB/c males' superiority, over both CBA

groups.
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5. 3. L 3 Experimental Measures

The correlation matrix in Table 5.I sets out data to test Hy,pothesis [I,

regarding the predicted relationships between the experimental measures; in

particular, the stability of individual differences across measures'

Table 5.1 Skinner Box Measure Correlations

2criterion
SB

criterion lmprove
SBSB SB SB

resptime

SB2criterion

SBcriterion

SBimprove

SBresponses

SBresptime

*** .948

*:ß* .875 t,l'{< ,909

**t .938 **>k .934 {.** .909

* .552 * .562 332 * .444

Nofe: N = 16
*** Correlation is significant at the .001 level (1-tailed)'
* Correlation is significant at the .05 level (1-tailed).

The fact that the matrix includes only positive correlations supports the

predictions made regarding the directions each measure (see Appendix B). However,

the strength of the correlations, in particular those excluding SBresptime, may indicate

that only one of the first four measures is necessary, because they appear to be

measuring the same entity.

5.3.1 Choice Conditioning

5. 3. 2. 1 Perþrmance Data

Performance under the Choice Conditioning schedule differed from that under

the Simple Conditioning schedule. Interest went beyond improvement to the animals'
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performance in the number of responses registered, to include also whether the

subjects were learning to distinguish between the two levers in the Skinner Box when

responding. Thus, there were two measures of responding; (i) the total number of

responses; and (ii) the number of correct responses. The performance measure of

interest was, therefore, the proportion of occasions on which the subject chose the

correct lever in response to the illumination of the stimulus lights. The performances

of the 14 (see Section 5.2.2) subjects under this training schedule are presented in

Figure 5.5 in their strain and sex groups.

Figure 5.5 Mean Proportion of Correct Choices (+SE) by Strain and Sex.
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that the failure of the training procedure \Mas general rather than specific to a

particular strain, sex or combination thereof.

These observations were supported by results from a 2 x 2 x 8 (Strain x Sex x

Session) Repeated Measures ANOVA, which found no significant main or interaction

effects for any of the three factors. This indicated that neither the group as a whole,

neither sex nor either strain showed any significant improvement across the eight

SESSTONS,

5. 3. 2. 2 Experimental Measures

Given the failure of the subjects to improve their performance over the eight

sessions, and the lack of differences observed therein, further analyses of strain

differences and the experimental measures were put aside, in favour of isolating the

problems with the procedure and or apparatus.

5.3.3 Procedural Anølysis

A number of possible causes for the failure of the Choice Conditioning

schedule to train the subjects in the desired behaviour were considered. One, already

raised in Section 5.2,4.2 above, is that the animals responded to the Choice

Conditioning schedule as a variable ratio schedule, with a random number of bar-

presses required to earn reward.

As a first step in deciding whether this was the case individual results were

examined to assess whether any mice were leaming the desired behaviour under the

Choice Conditioning schedule. Using the probability table included in Appendix E,

the results for each mouse at each session were tested for significance. These results

are presented in Table 5.2, below.
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Table 5.2 Significant performances in the Skinner Box - Choice Conditioning

Subiect
Session

1 2 3 4 5 b 7 8

BALB/C Fl

BALBII f2
BALB/o ß
BALB/c f:l
BALB/c ml
B.ALBlcm2
BALB/o m3
BALB/o m4
CBA fl
CBA f2
CBA ß
CBA fil
CBA ml
CBA m2
CBA m3
CBA m4

XXXX

X

Note'. in the subject column, 'f indicates a female and 'm' a male. 'x' indicates performance si gnifìcantly above

chance levels -p<.Q5

The single significant result achieved by 'CBA ml' could be regarded as a

statistical aberration, particularly in light of the fact that, in that session (Session 6),

only 16 responses were made (12 of which used the correct lever). The performance

of 'BALB/ç m1', however, was sufficiently reliable to suggest learning under the

Choice Conditioning schedule. This mouse achieved significant performances in four

of the eight sessions. In those four, it achieved 670/o conect responses from an aveÍage

of 56 responses per session. This indicates that it is possible to train mice to respond

to the Choice Conditioning schedule differently than they would to a variable ratio

schedule. However, this single positive outcome begs the question: why did only one

mouse learn the task in this way? An observation from the simple conditioningdata

indicated a possible reason for this, as outlined below'
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5.3.3.1 Lever Bias in the Skinner Box

Retuming to the Simple Conditioning data to search for answers to this

question, an observation was made regarding the lever preference of the mice in the

Skinner Box. Although the Simple Conditioning schedule did not require separate

recording of 'left' and 'right' bar-presses, the LaserRat program provided this

information before calculating an aggtegate. Thus, it was possible to compare the

usage rates of the two levers across the sessions. The results of this comparison are

presented in Table 5.3, below.

Table 5.3 Lever preference in the Skinner Box

Mean and (SD) by Session
t234 5 67 8 Mean

Proportion Left
Bar-Presses

.143

(.378)

.097

(.0e1)

.199

(.265)

.165

(.265)

.096

(.122)

.103

(.067)

.040

(.051)

.077

(.087)

.112

(.0e7)

This table makes clear that the proportion of Left Bar-Presses never exceeded

0.2, indicating that the right lever was preferred in all sessions by a ratio of at least

four-to-one. In fact, the degree of right-lever bias was generally greater than that. The

average, proportional usage of the left lever was .1 12, indicating that the right lever

was preferentially used by the mice, overall, at a ratío of approximately 8 to 1 . This

was despite the inability of the dial pressure gauge to distinguish between the

pressures required to activate the two (see Section 5.2.3 '3).

This lever preference goes a significant way in explaining why the mice failed

to learn the Choice Conditioning schedule (and thus were unable to begin the

¡rspection Time schedule). It for whatever reason, one bar was prefered over the
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other under the Simple Conditioning schedule, then this bias, carried into the Chorce

Conditioning task, would make it more likely that the mice would respond as if under

a variable ratio schedule, pressing their preferred lever regardless of which stimulus

light was illuminated first and being rewarded about half the time.

Possible reasons for the observed preference are examined in the following

Section 5.4.

5.4 Discussion I

5.4,1 Simple Conditioning

A discussion of the results from the Simple Conditioning schedule will follow

in Section 5.T,inconjunction with results from the Fl andF2 mice tested in the

second part of this experiment - see Sections 5.5-5.6.

5.4.2 Choice Conditioning

Given the above results, it must be concluded that the Choice Conditioning

schedule failed to train the mice to differentiate between the levers, based upon which

stimulus light illuminated first. V/hy this was so is now considered further.

The discovery of lever preference exhibited by the subjects suggests a number

of possible explanations. First it may have been a result of bias when shaping the

animals. The right lever, as seen from the mouse's point of view, was nearer the front

of the Skinner Box and thus more easily seen by the experimenter. This could,

therefore, have resulted in the right lever being reinforced more often during shaping,

leading to a preference. After the event, however, there was no v/ay to check this

possibility.

An alternate, although not necessarily exclusive, explanation arose from

consideration of the two mice that achieved significant results in the Choice
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Conditioning task. Both were male and, thus, significantly larger than their female

counterparts. While the levers were both weighted at 5grams, it was noted that this

was between one quarter and one eighth of a normal mouse's weight of 20 to 40

grams and thus, a smaller variation than could be measured with the calibrating tool

could result in one lever being more easily pressed. If the left lever were slightly

heavier than the right, and both were near the limit of what an average mouse could

press, then the left lever might be manoeuvrable only by larger/heavier mice'

5.4.2.1 Implications

The two explanations for the observed lever preference discussed above have

different implications for future research in this area. If the lever preference was the

result of shaping then the way to correct it is to reaffange the Skinner Box

components such that the levers are equally visible by the experimenter. One way to

achieve this would be to provide an eagle's eye view of the box rather than the side-

on view that was available here. It would also be useful to ensure that an experimenter

is ful|y aware of this possibilitybeforehand, such that an active attempt to minimise

shaping bias could be made.

If, alternately, the lever preference results from differing weights of the levers,

this could be solved with more accurate calibrating instruments. The need to adapt a

pre-existing Skinner Box for use with mice limited the apparatus available for use in

this case and required the lever press-weight to be around 5 grams to allow the levers

to reset but, if no such constraints were in place, it would be possible to construct

levers with a much lighter weight for use with mice, without fear of their sticking' The

calibrating tool used herein, the RS Components Ltd 0-50gm dial gauge, was the most

acctxate available within the Department, with lgm gradations. Subsequent to the
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discovery of lever bias, a request was also made to the Division of Health Sciences

mechanical workshop for a more accurate tool but none was available.

Finally, it should be noted that the lever preference effect could be the result of

a combination of the two hlpothesised causes or of another, unspecified cause; and

only further experimentation can shed light on which of these possibilities is the most

likely.

5. 4. 2. 2 Further Research

In order to identiff possible causes of lever bias in the Skinner Box, a number

of approaches could be taken. Those mentioned in the prior section require redesign

of the apparatus but some steps toward resolving this issue are possible, using the

current apparatus.

One simple way of determining whether lever weight appears to be playing a

role in lever preference would involve weighing the animals at the time of training.

An animal's weight could be compared with its performance in the Skinner Box and,

in particular, with any lever preference shown. If lever weight affects performance,

then heavier mice should have an advantage over their lightweight counterparts in

overall performance and show less lever preference. Unfortunately, the subjects used

in this segment of the experiment had been removed before this conclusion was

reached and their weights had not been recorded. It was, however, decided to include

weight as a variable in analyses of the performance of the remaining subjects, as

discussed in the following sections.

5.5 Introduction II

ln response to the problems encountered with the earlier Skinner Box

experiment (see Sections 5.3-5.4), it was decided to test the hypothesis that the lever
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preference exhibited by mice in the Skinner Box results from differences in the

weights of the levers and mice and that weight affected the ability to learn the task

successfully.

5.5.1 Hypotheses

The following hypotheses were considered within this experiment.

I Heavier mice will find it easier to press the levers and thus perform better in

the Skinner Box.

II Heavier mice, being better able to press both levers, will exhibit less lever

preference than lighter mice.

5.6 Method II

5.6.1 Subjects

Given the limited scope of this experiment and the time consuming nature of

the Skinner Box experiment, it was decided to limit the number of mice being tested

herein. Thus, 12 Fl mice (6 male and 6 female) and 16 F2 mice (8 male and 8 female)

were randomly selected from amongst their strains to constitute the sample.

5.6.2 Apparatus

5.6.2.2 Housing

Animals were housed as described in Section2.2.2.l, above.

5.6.2.3 Food and Water

Access to food and water v/ere as described in Section 2.2.2.2, above'

5.6.2.4 The Skinner Box

The same Skinner Box used in5.2.3.3, above, was used, along with a further

two boxes modified in the same way. Every attempt was made to ensure that the

Skinner Boxes were identical and the original unchanged but workshop staff needed
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to disassemble the original box in order to replicate it (the addition of two further

boxes was called for in the original experimental plan to deal with the gteater

numbers of mice expected in theFl andF2 progeny generation and the box was

removed before the lever preference was identified in the data). Thus minor changes

in the weight of the levers may have resulted between the first and this experiment,

although the calibrating tool indicated that all levers required the same activation

weight of 5gms.

Only the Simple Conditioning schedule \Mas used because it was from this that

the necessary data regarding overall performance and lever preference could be

extracted. This schedule was also described in Section 5.2.3.3.

5.6.3 Procedures

5. 6. 3. 2 Food Deprivation

Mice were food deprived, as described in Section 3,2.3.7, before each session

undertaken in the Skinner Box.

5.6.3.3 The Skinner Box

The Simple Conditioning schedule was run as described in Section 5.2.4.2

except that only five sessions were completed for each subject, this being deemed

sufficient to indicate the effect if it existed.

5.6.4 Scoring

Scoring was done by the LaserRat program, as described in Section 5.2.5.

5.6.5 Data Transþrmation

Experimental measures were extracted from the LaserRat data as described in

Section 5.2.6 and Appendix B.
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5.7 Results II

5.7.1 Experimental Measures and Weight

Table 5.4 shows the relationships amongst the experimental measures

calculated from the five sessions and weight.

Table 5.4 Skinner Box correlations between experimental measures and weight.

SB
2cntenon

SB
criterion

SB SB Weight
improve responses resptime

SB

SB2criterion

SBcriterion

SBimprove

SBresponses

SBresptime

Weight

*** .939

*** .664 *** .834

857 *** ,91 1 *** .817

192 198 .317

.366 .374

249

.272 '* ,472 182

Nole: N:28.
*t(r( Correlation is significant at the .001 level (l-tailed)
** Correlation is significant at the .01 level (l-tailed)
* Correlation is significant at the .05 level (1-tailed)

Comparing this matrix with Table 5.1, the same pattem of results was evident.

All of the correlations were positive (as expected) and the first four measures

correlated strongly with one another. SBresptime was, in this case, not significantly

correlated with any of the other experimental measures but its correlation with

SBimprove approached significance (p:.066). The retention of these relationships

between the initial and current samples gave some reason to believe that the

correlations between the experimental measures and Weight would also remain stable
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across the experiments and thus that the results of this experiment could be used to

explain those of the previous experiment.

Turning to the correlations of 'tleight with the experimental measures, it was

observed that Weighl also correlated positively with all of the other variables and

significantly with three of the five. Thus, heavier mice were observed to do better on

all five experimental measures. Weight's strongest correlation, as expected, was with

SBresponses, the mean number of responses per session.

5.7.2 Weight and Lever Preference Dat

Lever preferences in each of the three Skinner Boxes were examined. The

results of this analysis are presented in Table 5.5'

Table 5.5 Lever preference by Skinner Box

Box la Box lb Box2 Box 3

Proportion of
Left Bar-presses

(SD)

N

170

(.27 2)

78

.386

(.463)

12

s66

(.347)

26

.253

(.33e)

36

Note: Box I is the box used in the earlier experiment, The column marked 'Box la' is the aggregate of
data from this and the prior experiment while column 'Box lb' includes only the current experiment. In

each case, N is the number of valid (non-zero) sessions undertaken in the box by the sample as a whole.

One-sample /-tests were run for each box to test whether the proportion of left

bar-presses was greater than would be expected by chance alone. With the inclusion

of the data from the first experiment, Box 1 was shown to be returning a lower

proportion of left bar-presses than would be expected, t(77) : 10.731, p < .001, as v/as

Box 3, t(35) : 4.379, p < .001. By comparison, Box 2, was not shown to be returning

more or less than the expected proportion of left bar-presses , t(24) : '972, p : .341'
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Due to recurrent problems with the feeder mechanism, Box 1 was used for

only a small number of mice during this experiment. However, as is apparent from

Table 5.5, the left bias exhibited herein was noticeably reduced compared to bias in

the first Skinner Box experiment (see Sections 5.2-5.4), The proportion of left bar-

presses in Box 1, taking into account only the small sample from the current

experiment (i.e., Box 1b), was not significantly different from that predicted by

chance alone, /(11) : .85I, p : .413.

An attempt was also made to assess the effect oî lleight on lever preference,

by correlating it with the difference between the actual proportion of left bar-presses

and the expected value of 50o/o. This was calculated as follows:

ModiJìed tbp : t/(Ibp - 0.5)t (where lbp is the proportion of left bar-presses.)

Thus, where lbp is equal to the expected 0.5 proportion, Modified lbp is zero

while deviation from the expected proportion in either direction results in a higher

Modified tbp, This variable was calculated in this way so as to be insensitive to the

direction of the lever preference, given that the three Skinner Boxes used differed in

the direction and degtee oftheir lever preference (as described above).

The correlation between Modified lbp and't4teight was not significant, r(74) :

-.lgg, p: .089, and, although in the predicted direction it accounted for very little of

the shared variance. Nonetheless, the negative correlation indicates that Weightier

mice tended to score lower on Modified lbp, (i.e., their lbp scores were closer to the

expected 0.5 proportion); and that this effect even approached significance, despite

only one of the three boxes being significantlybiased toward one lever over another

(see above), is food for thought. There is at least an outside chance that, had Weight
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measurements been taken for the initial 16 mice, which were tested in Box 1 under the

heaviest lever preference bias, the relationship between Weight and lever preference

(/óp) would have been clearer.

5.8 Discussion II

5.8.1 Overview

Leaving aside speculation about a relationship between lleight and lever bias,

it is clear from Table 5.4 that Ileight has played a significant role in determining

which mice learnt the Skinner Box task and the extent to which they learnt it. It also

seems possible that the failure of the majority of mice to leam under the Choice

Conditioning schedule was mediated by lever preference bias'

In light of these results, it is possible to evaluate the two alternate explanations

suggested for the existence of this bias. These were: shaping bias resulting from the

layout of the Skinner Boxes; and adifferential weight between the levers. If the first

of these were the case, one would expect all three boxes to exhibit the same lever bias,

because their layouts were identical. Lr fact, however, the degree and direction of

lever bias differed between the three boxes (as indicated in Table 5.5). Thus, the

second explanation seems the more likely - even though the expected negative

correlation found between l'tteight and lever preference bias was too small to be

reliable.

5.8.2 Implications and Further Research

These conclusions have a number of implications for research using mice.

Primarily they indicate the necessity of accurate measurement, on a scale appropriate

to the organism at hand. Using a 0-50 gram dial gauge with 1gm gradations to weigh

the levers gives a + 0.5 gram error in measurement and thus a potentially undetectable
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difference of 1.0 grams between two levers. Given the range of weights found in

laboratory mice (those in this sample ranged from20-39 grams with ad lib access to

food) and, in particular, the size difference between male and female mice (mean

weight of male mice was 33.1 grams with a SD of 3.16 comparedto 24.3 grams with a

SD of 2.75 for females), this difference in lever weight is likely to have a differential

effect on Skinner Box performance; and thus learning, as was found. It therefore

becomes necessary to find a more accurate way of measuring the lever weight in the

Skinner Box and also to reduce the weight of the levers further, such that all mice,

regardless of their weight, can easily press them. This is even more important when

one considers the effects of food deprivation on the mice, which resulted in up to a

15% weight loss after 48 hours on the food deprivation schedule described in Section

3.2.3.L More generally, the outcome from these experiments should serve as a

warning of the dangers involved in attempting to adapt equipment designed for one

animal for use by another. The failure of these experiments indicates that the short-

term benefits in terms of costs associated with mounting the research may be

outweighed by the long-term implications for the research program.

5.9 General Method

5.9.1 Methodological Note

The results presented in the following section reflect the combined dataset

from the two Skinner Box experiments described above. Given the differences

between them, only a limited range of data were available for analysis here, namely

from the first five sessions of the Simple Conditioning phase of the experiment (as

described in Section 5.2.4.2), which were the only sessions were completed by all of
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the subjects. The subjects and their treatment have been described in Sections 5.2 and

5.6, above.

5.10 General Results

5.10.1 Skinner Box Perþrmance

Figure 5.6, below, was generated from the combined data of the 44 subjects,

from four strains, that were trained under the Simple Conditioning schedule in the

Skinner Box and shows the number of responses in each session for each group.

Examining Figure 5.6, it appears that only the BALB/o males learnt the task

within the first five session (although Figure 5.3 indicated that three of the four

parental groups, excluding only the CBA males succeeded after the full eight

sessions). Most of the groups, however, showed some improvement following the first

session, indicating a degree of learning, although not to criterion.

Figure 5.6 Mean responses per session in the Skinner Box (+SE) by strain and

SEX

Session

I BALB/c Male

I F'1 Male

trBALB/c Female ICBA Male

lF1 Female IF2 Male

ICBA Female

tr F2 Female

Note: the above indiçates the mean number ofresponses (bar-presses) for each sex*strain sub-group in each ofthe
five sessions under the Simple Conditioning schedule in the Skinner Box. Within each cluster (representing one

session) the sub-groups are ordered as indicated in the legend as read Ieft to right.
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As a Levene's Test indicated the violation of the assumption of homogeneity

of variance in three of the five sessions, a non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis H test was

used to compare the results of the four strains at each of the five sessions, finding

significant strain differences in all but the first session, X2 
: 19.898 ,24.786,

15.870and 17.043, p < .001, for Sessions2-5, respectively. The mean rank data

indicated that these differences lay between the parental strains (in particular, the

BALB/o strain but also the CBA strain in sessions 2 and 3) and the F1 andF2 progeny

strains, confirming the impression gained from Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6 also indicated the existence of marked sex differences in two of the

strains -BALB/c and Fl - and lesser differences between the sexes of the F2 and

CBA strains. A series of independent samples /-test established that, in Sessions 1, 4

and 5, male mice performed significantlybetter, t(42):2.106,2'164 and2.382,

respectively, p <.05 for all. The differences between the sexes also approached

significance in Session 2 with the males again being superior, t(42) : 1.958, p : .06.

This is not surprising given that the female Fl and F2 mice show little evidence of

leaming at all by the end of the five sessions (see Figure 5.6), being the only groups

never to reach five bar-presses per session

5.10.2 Sex and Strain Differences on Experimental Measures

5.10.2.1 Sex Dffirences

V/hile the analysis of sex differences was not a central goal of this research

program, the significant differences between the perfoÍnance of the male and female

mice in learning the Simple Conditioning schedule indicates that the two sexes cannot

be treated equally in analyses. Therefore it was decided to test the differences between

the sexes on each of the experimental measures.
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Independent samples /-tests, for each experimental measure, indicated

significant (2{ailed) differences between the sexes on two of the five - SBresponses

and SBcriterion, t(42):2.238 and2.I5l, p < .05 - and a near-significant difference

on SBimprove, t(42) : 2.007 , p < .051. No difference \¡/as observed between the sexes

on SB2criterion or SBresptime. Given the findings presented in Table 5.4, regarding

the relationship betweenWeight and the experimental measures, an independent

samples /-test was also conducted to test the difference in weight between the sexes.

This found that males were significantly heavier, t(34) :8.988, p < .001.

5.10.2.1 Strain Dffirences

The existence of strain differences on the experimental measures vras a

primary concem of this experiment, stated as Hypothesis L ln order that all of the

measures derived from the Skinner Box could be presented in the same Figure for

comparison, the performances of each subject \Mere converted to a z-scores. Figure 5.7

shows the performance of each strain on each experimental measure.
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Figure 5.7 Skinner Box Experimental Measures performance (+SE) by Strain -

Simple Conditioning Schedule.

-1.5
-2

Experimental Measure

trBALB/c ICBA ElF1 @F2

Figure 5.7 appears to support Hlpothesis I in that clear strain differences

could be seen between the four strains on the experimental measures, particularly in

the case of the BALB/c strain, although little separates the Fl and F2 strains on any of

the measures.

A Levene's test indicated violations of the assumption of homogeneity of

variance on all of the measures except SBresptime. Therefore, a non-parametric

Kruskal-Wallis H test was used to assess the strain differences on each measure. This

indicated significant differences on all of the measures except SBresptime, X,'(3):

21.566,19.731,17.120 and2l.93l for SBresponses, SBimprove, SB2criterion and

SBcriterion, respectively, p <.001 for all. The accompanying mean rank data

indicated that this was due to the BALB/o strain's superiority in each case'
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5. 1 0.3 Experimental Measures

To test Hypothesis II, concerning the existence of stable individual differences

across the five experimental measures the five experimental measures were correlated

to produce Table 5.6.

Comparing this matrix with Table 5.1, it is obvious that both displayed the

same pattem of results. All of the correlations in Table 5.6 were positive, indicating

that the predictions regarding the direction of the measures were justified, and all

were significant. V/hile some of the correlations in Table 5.6 are lower than those

presented in Table 5.1, it should be noted that the former represented a restricted

range compared with the latter, containing data from five rather than eight sessions,

which might explain why the correlations in Table 5.6 were somewhat lower'

Table 5.6 Skinner Box Measure Correlations

Correlations
SB
crit criterion improve responses resptime

SBSBSBSB

SBcrit

SBcriterion

SBimprove

SBresponses

SBresptime

*** .906

* .313

726 *** .895

823 ***.918

.361

**" .927

** .434 "* .412

Nole: N :44 except for SBresptime where N: 40.
*** Correlation is significant at the .001 level (1-tailed)'
** Correlation is significant at the .01 level (l-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the .05 level (l-tailed)'

Beyond the high positive intercorrelations, the only other noteworthy feature

of Table 5.6 is the relative unrelatedness of SBresptime to the other experimental
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measures. While the other four have formed atight cluster with correlations of .7 and

above, indicative of a single factor, all correlations between them and SBresptime

were markedly lower, indicating that SBresptime is measuring something different.

This is tested by means of a factor analysis in Appendix E.

5.1 1 General Discussion

5.11.1 Overview

kr light of the problems encountered when running this experiment, it was not

possible to provide definitive responses to all of the hypotheses outlined in Section

5.I.4.2. Each will, however, be considered in terms of the data presented above and

their implications for work in the field.

5.11.2 Strain and Sex Dffirences in Skinner Box Perþrmance

The first hypothesis to be tested by this experiment was that different strains

would learn the reinforcement schedules at differing rates. 
'While, 

as it eventuated,

only one reinforcement schedule was completed, it was certainly the case that the

results found clear strain differences. In every case, the BALB/c mice were the best

performed - generally followed by the CBA mice and then the Fl andF2 strains

together, although the performance of the CBA mice was not significantly better than

the progeny strains.

5 . 1 1 .3 Inspection Time in the Skinner Box

Unfortunately, the Inspection Time schedule was not used, due to the

problems with the apparatus as described in Sections 5.5 - 5.7. Even so, there was

limited evidence that an Inspection Time task of the type designed could work. The

success of one mouse in learning the Choice Conditioning schedule, despite the

associated problems, indicates that this is a viable option for future research.
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Moreover, once this behaviour is established, all that would be required for an

Inspection Time task to be applied is a reduction in the SOA until this reaches a level

where the animals can no longer reliably discern which stimulus was illuminated first.

5.1 I .4 Individual Differences in the Skinner Box

The second hypothesis, regarcling the existence of individual differences

amongst the mice, has been clearly supported. Those mice that performed better on

any given measure were more likely to do likewise on the others. IVhile arguably this

was due to an overly close relationship between these measures, as regards their

derivation, the inclusion of SBresptime in the positive manifold lends support to the

idea that there is something more than this trivial relationship underlying performance

in the Skinner Box.

Of course, it could be argued that SBresptime conelates with the other

measures because a subject that responds faster actually ends up with more

opportunities to respond (due to the functioning of the LaserRat program) but, given

that all of the mice had at least 72 opportunities to respond per session and none

responded more than 54 times, it seems unlikely that this could account for the

correlations observed.

5.11.5 Implications

Given the comrption of the Skinner Box data by lever preferences and the

effects of Weight, it would be hard to justiff retaining the results for comparison with

the (presumably) untainted measures from the other apparatus. In particular, the

Choice Conditioning results are unlikely to offer any useful insights, given their

homogeneity. The Simple Conditioning results, while unaffected by lever bias, are

still affected by the relationship between Weight and performance in the Skinner Box
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discussed in Section 5.7 .1. This is particularly evident in the frequent sex differences

observed in the results from this experiment. Whereas the previous experiments (see

Chapters 2-4) found little by way of systematic sex differences, the difference in

weight between male and female mice has, it appears, actually prevented some female

mice from exhibiting any learning in the Skinner Box, presumably because they were

too light to exert the required pressure on the levers. It should, therefore, be assumed

that these results, interesting though some may be, can not be generalised beyond this

experiment. V/hat should, however, be taken from the results presented above is the

importance of correctly matching apparatus to organism.

Despite the above claim of non-generalisability, one result above requires

further comment in the light of the results of previous experiments; specifically, the

superiority of the Parental strains over the Fl and F2 progeny strains. This was the

opposite effect to that observed in the Open Field, Radial Maze andT-Maze where the

progeny strains outperformed the parental strains; and makes little sense in terms of

any genetic cause. These outcomes will be commented on further in Chapter 6.

5.11.6 Limitations

Obviously, the major limitation affecting this experiment has been the

suitability of the apparatus. As a result of the lever and weight bias, the experiment as

planned could not be finished within the allotted time, resulting in an incomplete

dataset, the implications of which cannot be generalised. Another limitation, shared

with the other experiments forming parts of the research program, was the relatively

small sample size, which then required division into eight groups in order to allow

analysis ofboth sex and strain differences.
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5.1 1 .7 Research Directions

A most interesting result from the Skinner Box experiments has been the

implication (admittedly based on a single instance) that mice can, in fact, learn the

Choice Conditioning reinforcement schedule that might lead to the creation of an

Inspection Time measure. If this could be done, it would provide a measure of Speed

of Processing (Gt) in mice unmuddied by issues of movement time and motivation to

respond. Such evidence of Inspection Time in a non-human species would also satisfy

the final criterion enabling IT to be established as a bio-marker of functional age

(Baker & Sprott, 1988), i.e., a simple behavioural measure capable of predicting

functional capacity better than does chronological age.

This being the case, continuation with this line of experimentation would be of

interest to the field and all that would be required is a more sensitive measuring

device and a Skinner Box designed specifically for mice, which are available. Of

course, once such apparatus was ready, it would also be of interest to determine

whether the Skinner Box measures derived herein remained similarly related to one

another and to test how they related to the measures obtained from other forms of

apparatus.

5.1 1.8 Conclusions

V/hile two of the three hypotheses could be answered in the affirmative, the

first experiment reported in this chapter must be regarded as a failure. In all, the

results of this experiment are possibly best taken as a cautionary tale on the problems

that can plague animal behaviour research. What would have been the most

interesting result from the experiment - the extraction of a measure of Inspection

Time - could not be completed due to problems with the apparatus and procedures.
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A promising aspect of the work is that both strain and individual differences

have been shown to exist within the sample on a Simple Conditioning task. However,

due to contamination, these results cannot meaningfully be compared with the

findings from the previous experiments (Chapters 2-4). Thus, the evidence pointing

toward a factor structure underlying learning of a simple conditioning task in the

Skinner Box will be undertaken in isolation in Chapter 7.
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6. Group Differences in Murine Cognitive Abilities

6.1 Introduction

6.1.1 Overview

Although sex and strain differences have been examined within the set of

measures extracted from each individual apparatus, this chapter will focus on the

overall pattern resulting from inclusion of all of the experimental measures from the

previous four Chapters in an overall analysis, in order to assess whether one sex or

one strain of mice can be said to be generally superior over another, across a wide

range of cognitive tasks.

6.1.2 Strain and Sex Differences in Murine Cognitive Abilities

Assessing group differences, between the sexes and strains used in the

experiments described in the previous four Chapters, allows certain suppositions to be

made regarding the nature of the entire range of cognitive abilities existing in

laboratory mice. If one strain is shown to be superior across ararlge of apparently

unrelated cognitive tasks, then this can be taken as evidence supporting the claim that

there is a general factor underlying cognitive performance in mice, as there seems to

be in humans. Conversely, if strain superiority varies according to the type of task

being undertaken, then this would argue for specific, rather than general, cognitive

abilities within the sample.

Such sweeping statements, however, need to be taken in context. As noted

previously (see Section2.4.8), using only two inbred strains results in only a fraction

of the population variance being reflected by the sample, This is a particular concern

where the BALB/c and CBA strains are concerned because both are descended from
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the Bagg albino (Festing, 1998a and 1998b) and are therefore less genetically distinct

than some other laboratory strains.

Also to be considered is whether the cognitive abilities under consideration are

actually distinct from one another. It has been argued ('Warren, 1977) that correlations

occur between performances by animals on cognitive tasks only where the tasks are

closely related to one another in terms of what they measure. However, the range of

tasks undertaken in the experiments presented in Chapters 2 through 5 were chosen to

avoid this criticism. Even in the case of the Radial andT-Mazes, arguments have been

raised to distinguish, at a theoretical level, between the different measures extracted

from perfornances in these tasks (see Section 4.1'2)'

Another possible problem arises from the conflation of physical and cognitive

effects, as was seen in Chapter 5 with the effect of [4teight on performance in the

Skinner Box. The physical attributes of a mouse can, therefore, profoundly affect

what was originally thought to be a cognitive task. Similarly, it has been shown that

timed measures, or latencies, often used as a measure of performance in mazeü can

reflect physical speed rather than superior cognitive performance (Contet, Rawlins &

Bannerman, 2001). Likewise, activity in the Open Field is dependent on both

emotionality (Hall, 1934) and physical speed, neither of which would be considered

"cognitive" according to most definitions'

Turning to sex differences in cognitive abilities, these, in humans at least, have

attracted a great deal of attention, particularly as regards the small but robust degree

of male superiority in a number of spatial tasks (Halpem 1986, Halpem & LeMay,

2000), which has also been observed in mice (Berger-Sweeney, Arnold, Gabeau &

Mills, 1995) and during development in rats (Cimadevilla, Fenton & Bures, 1999).
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With this in mind, the relative performances of the sexes on the tasks thought to

reflect spatial learning were examined in close detail.

The goal of this Chapter was not to establish, finally, whether there is a

general factor underlying cognitive performances across the range of tasks undertaken

herein or to determine the existence of sex differences in cognitive abilities. Instead,

in light of the foregoing discussion, the intention v/as to collate the results of the

previous experimental chapters so as to provide a clearer picture of the strain and sex

differences observed across the four different sets ofapparatus.

6.1.3 Research Aims and Hypotheses

6.1.3.1 Research Aims

The goal of the analyses undertaken here was to determine whether the strain

differences observed to exist in Chapters 2 through 5 were stable across apparatus.

That is, is the strain that performs best on the Radial Maze also the one that performs

best on the T-Maze and other apparatus? If so, this would indicate a strain of mice that

is cognitively superior overall than others, which would be expected if a general

underlying factor affected all of the cognitive tasks being examined herein.

Similarly, sex differences were assessed across the range of experimental

measures from the four apparatus, to determine whether one sex shows either a

general superiority or a specific aptitude for certain types of cognitive task - such as

those determined to be measures of spatial ability.

6.1 .3.2 Hypotheses

The primary hypotheses under examination were as follows:

I Strain rankings will be stable across differing cognitive tasks.

U Male mice will exhibit superior spatial learning.
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6.2 Method

All of the data used in the following analyses were collected during the

individual experiments described in Chapters 2 through 5 of this thesis. Details

regarding the Subjects, Apparatus, Procedures and Scoring for any particular measure

can therefore be found in the corresponding section of these earlier Chapters.

6.2.1 Measures

In all, 24 expenmental measures were used to make strain comparisons: 7

from the Open Field, 4 from the T-Maze, 8 from the Radial Maze and 5 from the

Skinner Box. Brief descriptions of these can be found in the Data Transformation

sections of the appropriate chapters (Sections 2.2.5,3.2.5,4.2.5 and 5.2.6

respectively) and full descriptions of their extraction from the raw datacanbe found

in Appendix B. All of these were then converted to z-scores to allow direct

comparisons to be made between them.

6.3 Results

6.3.1 Strain Dffirences in Perþrmance on Experimental Measures

To assess the stability of strain differences in performance across the 23

experimental measures, the following Figure 6.1 was constructed, plotting the mean

performance of each strain (calculated from z-scores) on each measure. Figure 6.1 is

thus a composite of data presented in Figures 2.8,3.4,4.3 and 5.7.
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Figure 6.1 Mean Performance on Experimental Measures by Strain
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Note. the above is an amalgam of the frgures showing the standardised performances of each strain of mice on the

experimental measures derived from each ofthe four apparatus. It thus shows the standardised performance ofthe
four strains on all 23 experimental measures and OFactivity. Within each cluster, the strains are ordered as

indicated in the legend as read from left to right.

The most striking feature of Figure 6.1 is the 'spike' observed in BALB/c

results across the first four Skinner Box measures. All of these results represent z-

scores approaching (and in one case exceeding) 1.5, whereas the majority of z-scores

for all strains across all23 measures lie between -0.5 and 0.5. Another fact of interest

is that, apart from these four Skinner Box measures (and the activity measure

OFactivity), BALB/c performance was generally poor compared with the other

strains.
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Given this and the problems encountered in the running of the Skinner Box

experiment (see Sections 5.3-5.4) it was decided to correlate the Skinner Box

measures against weight (as described in Section 5.7.1) and OFactivity as a measure

of activity in order to see the extent to which these non-cognitive variables were

affecting Skinner Box performance. These results are shown in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1 Skinner Box and Activity Measure Correlations

OF Weight SB SB SB
2criterion criterionresponses

SB
imorove

SB
resotimeactiv

OFactivity

Weight

SB2criterion

SBcriterion

SBresponses

SBimprove

SBresptime

**-.450

* .344

* .358

** .407

* .348

.258

.366

" .374

'* ,505

.272

-.036

*"* .906

*** .917

*** .726

* .336

*"* .914

*** .gg5

* .373

*** .919

* .377 " .397

*+* Correlation is significant at the 0.001 level (2{ailed)
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)'
n Conelation is significant at the 0.05 level (2{ailed)'

Examining the correlation matrix, one can see that both OFøctivity andWeight

were, as a rule, positively correlated with the Skinner Box measures, the only

exception being llteight*SBresptime, which was a îea:zero correlation. Six of these

10 correlations, between the Skinner Box measures and the two non-cognitive

measures, were significant, indicating that both heavier and more active mice

performed better in the Skinner Box. Of the five Skinner Box measures only

SBresptime was not significantly correlated with one or both of the non-cognitive

measures (although its correlation with OFactivity approached significance). Also to
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be noted is the fact that the correlation between Weight and OFactlvlfl themselves

was significantly negative, indicating that heavier mice were less active, despite the

fact that each measure correlated positively with Skinner Box performance.

The effect of these non-cognitive variables, in addition to the lever preference

problem noted in Section 5.3.3.1, has been taken as indicating that the Skinner Box

measures cannot be regarded as reflecting, in any clear manner, the hypothesised

cognitive abilities sought by this procedure. In light of these results, it was therefore

decided to 'firewall' the cognitive measures from the Skinner Box measures by

performing further calculations on two datasets - one including the Skinner Box

results and one excluding them. Table 6.2 indicates the mean performance of each

strain across all measures and the overall ranking of the strains according to such

calculations, along with the number of measures which each strain topped, for both

the complete set of 24 experimental measures and the reduced set of 19 measures

excluding the Skinner box measures.

As can be seen from the data presented in Table 6.2,the exclusion of the

Skinner Box and activity measures relegated the BALB/o from their position as

second best performed of the strains to third best, significantly worse than the F2 mice

and approximately equal to the CBA. The removal of the Skinner Box results also

renders the strain rankings as presented in Figure 6.1 more consistent, with both

parental strains, BALB/c and CBA, performing poorly on the cognitive tasks, when

compared to their progeny.
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Table 6.2 Overall Performance by Strain

Strain Mean
Performance
24

Mean Ranking
Performance 24
19

Ranking
19

No. of 1't
Rankings
24

No. of 1"t
Rankings
19

BALB/c

CBA

F1

F2

-0.036

-0,358

0.182

-0.048

-0.249

-0.258

0.298

-0.074

3

4

I

2

2

4

1

3

7

0

12

5

3

0

12

4

Note, Ranking 24 refers to the strain's rank across all 24 measures while Ranking I 9 refers to its rank calculated

without the excluded Skinner Box measures

on which that strain was the best performed.
and OFactivity. No. of I't Rankings refers to the number of measures

6.3.2 Sex Dffirences in Perþrmance on Experimental Measures

Sex differences were assessed in the same manner as the strain differences

discussed above (Section 6.3.1). Figure 6.2 indicates the relative performance of male

and female mice across the 23 measures under examination.

Examining this Figure, one can see that the differences between the sexes,

across the tasks, are much less pronounced than those observed between the strains in

Figure 6.1, with no task showing a sex difference exceeding one standard deviation.

One finds no clear pattern of superiority across the tasks and, when the overall

rankings of the sexes were calculated, the differences between them were found to be

minuscule across the23 measures and even smaller when the Skinner Box and

activity measures were excluded, as can be seen in Table 6'3.
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Figure 6.2 Mean Performance on Experimental Measures by Sex
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Note; fhe above is an amalgam of the figures showing the standardised performances of each sex of mice on the

experimental measures derived from each ofthe four apparatus. It thus shows the standardised performance ofboth
sexes on all 23 experimental measures and OFactivity.

Looking solely at the T-Maze and Radial Maze measures, as being

representative of spatial leaming, Table 6.3 also shows the comparative perforrnance

of male and female mice on spatial tasks. Once again, there are only small differences

and no clear pattern. A series of independent sample t-tests confirmed this impression,

indicating that male and female perfonnance differed significantly on only two of the

spatial measures - kMimprove(cons) and RMcoruect, t(66):2.029 and -2.300

respectively, p <.05 - with males significantly better on kMimprove(cons) and

females on RMcorrect.



Table 6.3 Overall Performance by Sex

Mean
Pedormance
24

Mean
Performance
19

Mean
Performance
Spatial

1't Rank
24

1't Rank
19

161

1't Rank
Spatial

Sex

Male

Female

0.025

-0.025

-0.035

0.036

0.022

-0.020

13

11

I

11

7

5

Nolet No. of I 
u RanktngJ refers to the number of measures on which that strain was the best performed; 24

indicates that all measures were included in calculations, l9 indicates that the Skinner Box measures were

excluded while Spatial indicates that only the Radial and T-Maze measures were used,

6.4 Discussion

6.4.1 Overview

The above results indicate that strain differences are stable across a range of

cognitive tasks and that sex differences within the sample are relatively minor. The

superiority exhibited by the F1 and (to a lesser extent) F2 progeny strains over the

parental BALB/o and CBA strains seems to indicate a general overdominance effect,

affecting all tested aspects of cognitive abilities.

6.4.2 Strain Differences in Cognitive Ability

With the Skinner Box measures excluded from the dataset, the pattern of

results in terms of strain rankings on the 17 remaining measures is clear. As can be

seen from Table 6.2, the Fl progeny strain is the best performed across the measures,

with the F2 progeny running a clear second. There is then a gap of similar proportion

between theF2 and the two parental strains, first the BALB/c in third position and

finally the CBA, although little separates these last two.

This pattern of results is the same as has been observed in Chapters 2,3 and 4

where it was described as a likely result of the effect known as overdominance.This

will not be further discussed here, except to note that it seems to be a general effect,
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i.e., all of the cognitive tasks used herein are affected in the same way. This would

seem to indicate that both of the parental strains may have recessive gene

combinations that result in poor cognitive performance, whereas the F1 hybrid mice

are heterogeneous at those loci, resulting in superior performance.

The intermediate performance of the F2 mice, falling almost precisely between

the Parental and Fl scores when averaged across the 17 measures, is also what would

be expected if this were the case. For each gene locus affecting cognitive ability of the

type described above, one half of the F2 mice will be heterogeneous and one half will

be homogenous. Thus, half of the F2 mice would be expected to perform as well as

the Fl strain and the other half as well as one of the two Parental strains. On average,

then, the F2 mice should perform intermediately between the Parental and F1 strains,

as was observed. This is shown in the following Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3 Performance (+SE) averaged across 19 Experimental Measures by

Strain
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Note; lhe above indicates the standardised performance ofeach ofthe four strains, averaged across the I 9

experimental measu¡es (following the exclusion of the Skinner Box measures). Thus, this indicates the overall rank

order of the strains in terms of the tasks undertaken herein.
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Also clarified by Figure 6.3 is the relationship between the performances of

the two Parental strains. V/hile both the BALB/o and CBA mice averaged around the

same level of performance across the 19 measures, the CBA mice were more variable

in their responses. Given the relatively small numbers of mice in each grouP,

however, it would be unwise to read too much into this.

6.4.3 Sex Dffirences in Cognitive Ability

Given the results presented in Section 6.3.2, it seems clear that no stable Sex

differences in cognitive ability have been demonstrated amongst the experimental

measures. While the male mice did rank first, on average, across the spatial tasks, the

difference between their performance and that of the female mice was of the order of

.04 standard deviations and was not stable across the 12 spatial tasks, with the females

ranking first on 5 of the 12. This is consistent with findings in the field that have

indicated that differences in spatial performance may result from differing cognitive

strategies between male and female rodents which work better or worse in certain

situations but that overall spatial ability is very similar (Bimonte, Denenberg,2000:

Bimonte, Hyde, Hoplight & Denenberg, 2000).

6.4.4 Implications

The results thus far do support the central hypothesis regarding the existence

of a genetic basis underlying a hierarchical structure of cognitive abilities in mice and

this argument will be continued in Chapters 7 and 8. The pattern of strain differences

observed, however, has a number of other implications for future research in the field.

Primarily, this concernsthe overdominance effect that indicates the probable

existence of deleterious, recessive gene combinations in the parental strains affecting
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cognitive abilities. However, also of concern is the lack of difference between the

parental strains.

As was noted in Section 6.I.2, these two strains of mice are relatively closely

related and it seems that there is little difference between the two on the range of

cognitive tasks undertaken herein. This requires that caution be exercised in drawing

conclusions regarding the applicability of the results of these experiments to the

murine population as a whole, as the BALBic and CBA strains reflect only a small

proportion of the total genotlpic and (presumably) phenotlpic variance in the

population.

Similarly, the effect of Sex may not apply equally to the population as it did

in this sample but the results do offer some evidence that either sex of mouse can be

used, without adversely affecting the range of ability available within the sample,

given the near equality observed across the range of tasks.

6.4.5 Limitations

The limitations of the experiments have largelybeen covered in the individual

chapters pertaining to each apparatus. In summation, however, it can be stated that the

major problems seem to have been the small sample size, exacerbated by the need to

divide the sample into sex and strain groups for analysis; and the lack of phenotypic

variance between the BALB/c and CBA strains.

The loss of the Skinner Box data, as a result of its contamination by non-

cognitive factors, also limits the power of future analyses in any attempt to extract

higher order factors from the experimental measures. Looking at the model of mouse

intelligence presented in Section l 5.3 and the description of the Skinner Box

experiment in Section 5.1.3, one sees that the results of the Skinner Box were
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expected to shed light on two aspects of the model of mouse intelligence - Gy and Gt,

Memory and Learning and Processing Speed. While the Open Field was also expected

to illuminate Memory and Learning, the Skinner Box was the only apparatus expected

to yield a measure corresponding to Gt,leaving only two of the three predicted

factors.

6.4.6 Research Directions

Following the above analyses, a number of research directions suggest

themselves. Firstly, the problems with the current experiments could be resolved in

terms of redesigning the Skinner Box so as to prevent or lessen the effect of physical

variables on performance therein. This should then allow the measurement of

Inspection Time, which, in and of itself, is immune to physical variables. This

measure of Gf could be further supplemented by reaction time studies, as per

Blokland (1998), in order to allow factor analysis.

Another track deserving attention is the inclusion of further strains of mice in

experiments of this kind, in order to better represent the full range of population

variance. This could include not only less closely related inbred strains but also

outbred and even inter-specific crosses in which the genotypic variance is much

greater (Copeland et al., 1993).

Finally, the model of mouse intelligence from Section 1.5.3 could be

reassessed in order to determine which other of Carroll's (1993) second order factors

could be tested in mice. As was noted there, at least two more of these seem testable

in theory - Gu, Auditory, and Gf, Reasoning. It is therefore a challenge to determine a

set of experiments to test for these abilities.
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6.4.7 Conclusions

The overall analysis of results from the previous four Chapters conducted in

this Chapter has indicated the potential fruitfulness of this approach to the study of

cognitive abilities. The stability of the strain differences, across a range of tasks which

have been argued to be relatively independent of one another (see Sections 1.5.3 and

4.7.2), seems indicative of a consistent level of cognitive ability within those strains.

While fuller analysis of this will be undertaken in Chapter 7, this could be interpreted

as being the result of the presence of a general cognitive factor affecting all of the

cognitive abilities called upon to solve the tasks included in this experimental

proglam.

The pattem of strain results, with the similarly poor performance of the two

parental strains and the superior performance of the progeny strains, also indicates a

probable genetic basis underlying these cognitive abilities, which will be discussed

further in Chapter 8. Finally, the lack of any clear pattern of significant differences in

cognitive abilities between the sexes indicates that further research could reasonably

be carried out on either gender, with the expectation that their ability to undertake the

necessary tasks is unlikely to differ greatly. This said, however, the interaction effects

observed between Sex and Strain, in the results presented in Chapters 2-5, indicate the

problems of excluding one or the other sex from analysis in a strain that has not

previouslybeen tested on a similar battery of tests, However, where genetically

determined sex differences are observed to exist within a strain, their mode of

inheritance can shed light on the segregation of genes and thus the inclusion of both

sexes allows approaches that cannot be duplicated with single sex studies,
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Before this could be attempted, however, aÍLy effect of differential treatment of

males and female pups by their mothers needs to be more fully examined. While it

was argued (in Section 2.4.2) that there was little to indicate that this might be the

case herein, the possibility should not be excluded without further investigation. Until

the presence or absence of such environmental effects is determined, the question of

whether sex differences are genetic in origin can not be answered.
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7, Individual Differences in Murine Cognitive Abilities

7.1 Introduction

7.1.1 Overview

The examination of individual differences in cognitive abilities is a common

occurrence in human research but has rarely been looked at in other species, for

reasons described in Section l.3.2.The determination of structure within these human

individual differences has resulted largely from the use of Factor Analysis, which is

similarly rare ín animal research. This Chapter attempts to redress this by examining

the individual differences in murine cognition exposed by this research program,

including Factor Analyses of performance outcomes, in order to elucidate any

structure underlying cognitive abilities in mice.

7.1.2 Individual Differences in Murine Cognitive Abilities

The background to this Chapter was laid out in the Irltroductory Chapter to

this thesis and will therefore not be repeated here. As was argued there (see Section

1r3.2), the existence of individual differences in the cognitive abilities of non-human

species is doubted by many researchers. Despite this, the arguments for the existence

ofsuch differences seem stronger than those against and recent research has lent

support to this position (Locurto & Scanlon, 1998).

If, as is the central hypothesis of this thesis, the cognitive abilities of mice are

structured in a way similar to those of humans (i.e., there is a general tendency for

individuals who perform well on one cognitive task to do likewise on another), then a

factor analysis should return multiple factors that are positively correlated with one

another or a single factor on which all cognitive tasks load.
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7.L3 Research Aims and Hypotheses

7.1.3.1 Research Aims

The goal of this Chapter was to examine the case for the existence of stable

individual differences in cognitive performance in mice and then to assess the factor

structure underlying any such differences.

7.1.3.2 Hypotheses

The followinghypotheses were tested in the following sections:

I Individual differences in cognitive performance will remain stable across

various forms of apparatus; i.e., performance on differing tasks will correlate

positively, allowing the extraction of a cognitive factor or factors.

II If multiple factors are extracted from the variables, these will correlate

positively, reflecting a general tendency for mice to be better or worse at

cognitive tasks on the whole - i.e., a general ability factor will emerge.

7.2 Method

7.2.I Measures

Of the variables described in Chapters 2-5,19 were included in this analysis.

These included eight from the Radial Maze, four from the T-Maze and seven

measures from the Open Field. The Skinner Box measures were excluded for the

reasons described in Section 6.3.1.

7.2.2 Data Transþrmation

7.2.2.1 Z-zcores

Each measure was recalculated as a z-score, to allow direct comparisons to be

made between measures.
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7. 2. 2. 2 Composite Measures

From these 19 variables, 6 composite variables were calculated according to

theoretical groupings among them. This was done for a number of reasons, including

to test the theory against observation in the form of factor analyses but, also, to

remove the advantage of numbers enjoyed by the more numerous RadialMaze and

Open Field measures over the four T-Maze measures, which might otherwise sway a

Factor Analysis. This was regarded as of particular importance for the Radial Maze

data because three alternate (but highly correlated) measurements each of

performance and learning were recorded in order to test a separate hypothesis

regarding the manner in which mice learnt to solve themaze (see Section 4.1.3.2).

Finally, by looking at six, rather than 19 variables in later factor analyses (Section

7.3.5), a better subject to variable ratio was achieved. While Barrett and Kline (1981)

argue that aminimum of only three observations per variables is required for factor

analyses and, with 68 subjects and 19 variables, the current study had around 3.5, it

was preferred to increase this ratio given the less than optimal number of subjects.

These composite variables, and the base variables from which they were

calculated, are shown in Table 7.1, below.
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Table 7.1 Grouping of Base Variables for calculation of Composite Variables

Radial Maze T-Maze Field

Memory

Performance

Emotionality

Note: Ihe 6 composite variables were derived from the 6 groups ofvariables above by averaging ofz-scores. The
experimental measures from each apparatus were dìvided into the 2 groups seen above according to whether they
were believed to be primarily measures of reference memory or not.

The mechanisms by which variables were sorted \Mere two-fold, with the set of

measures derived from each apparatus used as a primary division and then further

division made on theoretical grounds according to whether or not the specific

variables strongly reflected reference memory (i.e., memory between sessions).

Evidence supporting this distinction was presented earlier, in Sections 3.3.3 and 4.3.4

for the T-Maze and Radial Maze measures respectively. V/hile a distinction regarding

the reliance of the Open Field measures on reference memory was not made explicit

in Chapter 2, it seems reasonable to allow that those measures derived by comparisons

ofbehaviours across sessions are so reliant.

As an example of this process, consider the measures presented in the Table

7.1. First, the measures were arranged into columns in groups according to the

apparatus from which they were derived. Thus, all of the T-Maze measures, for

example, are found in the central column. Of these, it was previously argued (see

Sections 3.1.3.1 and 3.3.3), both the number of correct first trials across the sessions

RMimprove
RMimprove(corr)
RMimprove(cons)

TMfirst
TMimprove

O Fprefer(com parative )
OFprefer(latency)
OFhabituate(activity)
O Fhabituate(location )

RMsolve
RMconsecutive
RMcorrect
RM2criterion
RMcriterion

TMcorrect
TMcriterion

OFlatency(novel)
OFlatency(recalled)
OFactivityity
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(TMfirst) and the improvement in number correct shown across the sessions

(TMimprove) are necessarily dependent on the mouse remembering details about the

maze between sessions - i.e. reference memory. Therefore both of these measures

were included in the 'Memory' row of the Table. While the other T-Maze measures -

reflecting the mean number of correct trials per session (TMconect) and the number

of sessions spent at or above the criterion level of performance (TMcriterion) - are

potentially reliant on reference memory also, this relationship is not necessary to

explain good perforrnance on these measures; and therefore these were included in the

'Performance' ro\M which makes no claim regarding their cognitive basis.

The Radial Maze measures were similarly treated to the T-Maze measures

described above but the Open Field measures were labelled differently, because those

measures not obviously dependent on inter-session memory were also those that are

commonly thought to reflect the 'personality' variable of emotionality or neophobia

(Hall, 1934). The second OF composite measure was therefore labelled

'Emotionality', and was not expected to be strongly linked with the cognitive

measures.

Scores for each of the six composite variables were calculated by the simple

expedient ofaveraging the z-scores from each ofthe base variables in the

corresponding cell of Table 7.1.
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7.3 Results

7.3.1 Coruelations

7.3.1.1 Composite Variable Correlations

To test Hypothesis I, regarding the stability of performance across the

differing apparatus, correlations between composite variables derived from each

apparatus' set of measures were calculated and are displayed in Table 7.2below.

Table7.2 Composite Variable Correlations

Radial Maze T-Maze Open Field

Performance Memory Performance Memory Memory Emotionality

RMperformance

RMmemory

TMperformance

TMmemory

OFmemory

OFemotionaility

*** .465

-.037

.136

*** .520

-.064

.138

.299

.103

-.161

*** .436

-.160

-.092

.164

* -.287 .047

Nofe: N=70 for Open Field and T-Maze measures and 68 for Radial Maze measures.
*** Correlation is significant at the 0.001 level (2-tailed).
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Examining this matrix, one sees that, as was expected given the strength of

correlations amongst the individual apparatus measures, the pairs of Radial Maze and

T-Maze measures (e.9., T-Maze Memory and T-Maze Perþrmance) correlated

significantly and positively with one another. Conversely, the two Open Field

variables were unrelated. Turning, then, to the relationships between the variables

derived from differing apparutus, while Radial Maze Perþrmance was unrelated to Z-
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Maze Perþrmance,the memory measures from the two mazes correlated positively

and significantly together. Each of these two memory measures correlated positively

but unreliably with the performance measure from the other maze (around 0.14).

The Open Field measures presented a more complex picture. Open Field

Emotionality, for example, showed little connection to either the Open Field Memory

measure or the performance measure from either maze. However, it correlated

negatively with both memory measures derived from the mazes - significantly with Z-

Maze Memory - providing weak evidence that animals that are more neophobic (i.e.

are more cautious in exploration of novel objects and environs) tend to show more

improvement in their performance across sessions than their less cautious

counterparts. Open Field Memory, orlthe on the other hand, correlates positively

(although not significantly) with both of the mazememory variables. Its strongest

(and only significant) correlation, however, is with Radial Maze Perþrmance. This

result is discussed further in Section 7.4.2.

Excluding Open Field Emotionality (being a personality rather than cognitive

measure), the correlation matrix is largely positive, as was predicted, but the weakness

of the majority of the correlations requires circumspection regarding any conclusions

drawn thence. Additionally, there was the non-significant but negative correlation

between T-Maze Perþrmance and Open Field Memory (r : -0.16), possible causes for

which are explored in SectionT.4.2.

7.3.2 Factor Analyses

One criticism that could be levelled against the above analysis is that it relies

on the methodology described in Section7.2.2.2 to create these composite variables

on purely theoretical bases. To counter this, two alternate methods were used to
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indicate the robustness of the theoretical predictions regarding the relationships

amongst the variables.

Each of these methods relies on exploratory factor analysis to indicate how the

initial 19 variables should be grouped for further analysis and is described below,

7.3,2.1 Factor Analysis Method I

The first altemate methodology uses the same first principle as that described

in Section 7.2.2.2, that being that the set of variables derived from each apparatus be

used as a starting point and further divisions be made from there.

To this end, the following steps were followed for each set of variables:

1. ' A Principal Components Analysis (PCA) with Oblimin oblique rotation

was run.

2. On the basis of eigenvalues greater than one and interpretation of the

structure matrices, the number of Factors to be extracted was determined.

3. Principal Axis Factoring (PAF) with Oblimin oblique rotation then

extracted the desired number of Factors.

Full results of these analyses, including structure matrices and factor

correlations, are presented in Appendix E.

Looking first at the eight Radial Maze variables, the PCA indicated two

factors, divided exactly as predicted in Section7.2.2.2, and this result was confirmed

by PAF (Kayser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy (KMO) : .723). The

two factors extracted in this maruler accounted for 66.60/o of the variance in the Radial

Maze measures. These two factors correlated together at 0.490.

The PCA on the T-Maze data, however, indicated only one factor to be

extracted (possibly due to the smaller number of variables in this case). To test the
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theoretical considerations and the practical observations regarding the four T-Maze

measures made in Section 3.3.3, however, it was decided to extract two factors in the

PAF. With this condition, the analysis (KMO : .590) divided the four measures into

pairs exactly as was done in Section 7.2.2.2, above, with the second factor (eigenvalue

: .942) reflecting improvement across sessions. These two factors accounted for

70.2% of the variance in the T-Maze data and correlated together at 0.509.

The PCA of the seven Open Field variables indicated three factors with

eigenvalues above 1.0. Examination of the Structure Matrix produced thereby,

however, indicated that the third of these components had only a single variable

primarily loading on it. The PAF was therefore restricted to two factors (KMO :

.596), which together explained 55.4% of the variance in Open Field perforrnance.

The variables loaded on these factors as expected with two minor exceptions -

OFhabituate(location) failed to load on either factor at or above 0.3 and

OFlatency(recatled) loaded primarily on the same factor as the variables assigned to

Open Fietd Memory in Section 7.2.2.2 but also on Open Field Emotionalify. These

two factors correlated together at -0.006.

Factor scores were calculated for these six factors and these were correlated

with the theoretically equivalent composite variables calculated in Section 7.2.2.2.

The results of these correlations are given in Table 7.3'

As can be seen, the Factors derived according to the above method

correspond almost exactly with the composite variables created in Section 7.2.2.2.

The correlations between the factor scores derived from these factors are presented

below, inTableT.4.
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Table 7.3 Correlations between Composite Variables and Factor Scores of

Factors derived by Method 1.

Pairinq N Correlation Siq.(2-tailed)

RM performance * RM factorl

RM memory * RM factor2

TM performance * TM factor 1

TM memory * TM factor 2

OF memory * OF factor 1

OF emotionality * OF factor 2

68

6B

70

70

31

31

.985

.949

.999

.943

.865

.910

.001

.001

.001

.001

.001

.001

Nofe: while data was available for all 70 mice on the Open Field measures, certain of the Open Field
measures had system-null values entered in certain cells. For example, OFprefe(comparative) required
an animal to have approached at least one object within the first minute of the session for a valid score
to be entered. This resulted in the N of the factor score for the Open Field measures being only 31.

Table 7 .4 Correlations between Factor Scores

Radial Maze
Factor 1 Factor 2

T-Maze
Factor 1 Factor 2

Open Field
Factor 1 Faclor 2

RM Factor 1

RM Factor 2

TM Factor 1

TM factor 2

OF Factor 1

OF Factor 2

1

*** ,527

.005

.143

* .373

* -.436

1

.151

* .281

.269

* -.386

1

*** .615

-.228

-.263

1

092

242 -.011

Nofe; N = 68 for Radial Maze, 70 forT-Maze and 31 for Open Field factors
*** Correlation is significant at the 0.001 level (2-tailed).
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Comparing the correlations in Table 7 .4 to those in 7 .2, the

relationships among the factors mirror those between the composite variables;

although some coffelations have changed in strength, the pattern remains the same.
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7.3.2.2 Factor Analysis Method II

The second method used to test the robustness of predictions regarding the

relationships amongst variables was an exploratory Factor Analysis into which all 19

of the experimental measures from the three apparatus - Open Field, Radial Maze and

T-Maze - were entered without any prior manipulation or gfouping. Following the

steps described in Section7.3.2.l, above, a PCA v/as run first, indicating five factors

to be extracted; and then PAF undertaken to extract those factors. The results of this

Factor Analysis are presented in full in Appendix F and the PAF structure matrix is

repeated as Table 7.5, below, showing all loadings gteater than 0.3.

Table 7.5 Structure Matrix - Extraction Method tI PAI

Variable
Factor

1 2 3 4 5

RMcorrect
RMsolve
RMconsecutive
RMcriterion
RMimprove
RM2criterion
RMimprove(cons)
RMimprove(corr)
TMcorrect
TMimprove
TMfirst
TMcriterion
OFprefer(com parative)
OFprefer(latency)
OFlatency(recalled)
O Fhabituate(activity)
OFlatency(novel)
OFactivityity
OFhabituate(location)

.910

.802

.785

.708

.458

.588

.451

.475

.308

907
769
754
711

.430

.586

.494

.340

-.397
-.470
-.536

-.657
-.430

-.644
-326
-.487
-.410
-.831
-.829

-.332
.337

-.340

.865

.803

.680

.583
.386
-.406
.849
.736

341

Nole; ExtracTion Method was Principal Axis Rotation Method was Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization.

This table, shows that the two Radial Maze factors have been extracted again:

Factor 1 corresponding to Radial Maze Pedormance, while Factor 5 reflects Radial
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Maze Memory. As was the case in Method 1, described in SectionT.3.2.1, the T-Maze

variables have been grouped into a single factor - Factor 2 inthe above matrix - while

the Open Field measures have been divided into two Factors, with Factor 3 having the

measures assigned to Open Field Memory load on it while those used to calculate

Open Field Emotionalityload on Factor 4 with the same exceptions as in Method I -

that OFhabituate(location) loads on neither and OFlatency(recalled) loads on both

but more strongly on the memory factor.

The factor correlation matrix for these five factors is presented as Table 7.6,

below. This indicates that the two Radial Maze factors - Factors 1 and 5 in Table 7.5 -

correlate together at -0.263 , while the Open Field factors - Factors 3 and 4 - have a

îear-zeto correlation, as was the case for the factor scores derived from the previous

extraction (see Table 7.4).

TableT.6 Factor Correlation Matrix - Extraction Method II

Factor 1 2 3 4 5

1

2

3

4

5

.101

.317

-.241

-.263

.064

-.250

.023

-.044

-.124 .239

The correlation of -0.250 between Factor 2, reflecting the T-Maze measures,

and Factor 4, the Open Field Emotionality measures is also reminiscent of the

correlations in Tables 7.2 and 7.4 between the T-Maze and Open Field composite

variables and factor scores, respectively.
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When interpreting Table 7.5, however, it should be noted that some variables

have substantial loadings on secondary factors. For example, RM2criterionhas a

higher loading on the putative Emotionality factor (Factor 4, above) than on the

Radial Maze Memory factor (Factor 5, above). In all, 11 of the 19 measures load at

above .3 on multiple factors. That this was observed despite the relatively low factor

intercorrelations seen in Table 7.6 indicates that the measures are not pure but rather

picking up several aspects of performance.

7.3.2.3 Consequences of Factor Analysis

The above factor analyses confirmed, to a large extent, the derivation of the

composite variables in Section 7 .2.2.2. Given the primary loading of

OFlatency(recalled) on what has been dubbed Open Field Memory, rather than Open

Field Emotionalily, however, in addition to the failure of OFhabituate(location) to

load on either Open Field factor, it was decided to accept the results of the factor

analyses regarding these variables.

Of the two methods of extraction described above, it was decided to conduct

further analyses on the six factors derived by Method 1 (Section 7.3.2.1), because

these maintained the separation between T-Maze Memory and T-Maze Perþrmance,

which was absent in the second factor analysis. Given the expected connection

between leaming in the various apparatuses, this distinction was of particular interest

as it allowed later analyses to compare measures of reference memory (as argued in

Section 7.2.2.2) on each apparatus with the others.

7.3.3 Second Order Factor Analysis

A PCA with Oblimin oblique rotation was undertaken on the correlations

between the scores on the six factor described in Section 7 .3.2.I to test Hypothesis II,
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regarding the existence of a higher order factor or factors. The results of this are

presented in Appendix E and indicated that there were two, second order factors

present in the data.

A Maximum Liketihood Factor Analysis (MLFA) with Oblimin oblique

rotation was therefore undertaken to extract two factors from the six. This was

performed instead of the PAF used in previous analyses as the communality of one of

the factor scores exceeded 1.0 during extraction and the PAF, therefore, stalled. The

MLFA, by comparison, while acknowledging the communalityproblem, continued

calculations and gave a result. Both of these analyses employed pair-wise deletion to

counter the differing N's of the apparatus (see Note to Table 7.3)

The two T-maze factors were assigned to the first 2nd order factor and the

remaining four RadialMaze and Open Field factors loaded on the second. These two

2nd order factors retained a small positive correlation of approximately 0.13.

The Goodness of Fit test indicated that the above factor structure was a good

fit for the data, x2(4) :2.625, p : 0.622. Given that the communality of T-Maze

Perþrmance exceeded 1.0 during extraction, however, the resultant structure must be

interpreted cautiously.

7.4 Discussion

7.4.1 Overview

From the above results, it would be overly optimistic to claim that strong,

positive evidence had been found indicating the existence of stable individual

differences in the cognitive abilities of mice. Nonetheless, the data did indicate the

possibility of such and have served to demonstrate why further research should be

undertaken in this area.
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With certain exceptions, which shall be covered later herein, the general trend

of results shows weak positive correlations among the cognitive variables and the

derived factors - a pattern indicative of a possible, underlying factor structure

approximating that produced by Canoll (1993) among human cognitive abilities.

These results offer partial support for both of the two hypotheses under consideration

in this chapter.

7.4.2 Individual Dffirences in Cognitive Abilities

The correlation matrices presented as Tables 7.2 andT.4, above, showed a set

of largely positive correlations amongst the composite variables and or factors. This

was as would be expected if the cognitive abilities underlying performance on the

three apparatus considered here were related to one another. The only negative trend

among the correlations was seen between Open Field Emotionality and the other five

variables but this cannot be taken as evidence against the existence of an underlying

hierarchical factor structure of cognitive abilities as it, itself, is not such.

As argued earlier (see Section7.2.2.2), Open Field Emotionalily reflects the

characteristic commonly called 'emotionality' which measured the degree of

nervousness an animal displayed under novel conditions (Hall, 1934). This being the

case, it is not unreasonable to argue that, while such a characteristic might affect

learning under certain conditions, it is more akin to a personality measure than

cognitive in nature.

This left five cognitive variables from the six calculated above and, amongst

the l0 correlations between these, four were both positive and significant. The two

strongest of these (around 0.5-0.6), however, were also the least interesting from the

point of view of the Hypotheses under analysis here - being between the pairs of
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factors derived from the Radial Maze and T-Maze. The two remaining significant

correlations were weaker but more interesting. The correlation between Radial Maze

Memory and T-Maze Memory, while weak, is interesting in that it demonstrates a link

between learning on the two types of maze. Even more interesting is the lack of

correlation between the equivalent performance measures from the mazes.

This was not an entirely unexpected result, given that the two mazes, while

both relying on Spatial skills of some sort, involve exactly opposite strategies to learn

- one being a 'Win-Stay' and the other a'Win-Shift' task (Olton, et al., 1980). Given

that all of the mice ran the T-Maze prior to the Radial Maze, perseveration amongst

the subjects could account for poor transferral of spatial aptitude between the tasks,

because those that had learnt the rules governing success in T-Maze would score

badly when applying the same rule in the Radial Maze. Thus, it would not have been

unexpected to find a negative correlation between these two mazes.Indeed, looking at

the correlations, in the shaded section of Table 7.T,between T-Maze performance and

performance inthefirs/ session in the Radial Maze, one finds exactly that - T-Maze

Perþrmance and T-Maze Memory correlate negatively with all three measures of

performance in the Radial Maze (number to solve mazq number correct from 8, and

number correct consecutively) with four of the six correlations being significant.
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Table 7 .7 Effect of T-Maze Perseveration on Radial Maze Session 1 Performance

T-Maze
performance

T-Maze RMsolvel RMconsecutive'l RMcorrectl
me

TMperformance

TMmemory

RMsolvel

RMconsecutivel

RMcorrectl

*** .436

* -.282

-.236

* -.279

-.165

** -.340

*' -.321

* .284

** .367 *"" .779

Nofer N = 68 for Radial Maze measures and 70 for T-Maze measures.
*** Correlation is significant at the 0.001 level (2-tailed).
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

The expectation of such an effect was one reason for attempting to distinguish

between performance and memory aspects of the experimental tasks in Sections

7.2.2.2 and7.3.3-4 and, looking at the correlations matrix in Table 7.4, this was

justified. While T-Maze Perþrmance conelates negatively with Open Field Memory

(r: -0.228) and near-zero with Radial Maze Perþrmance (r :0.005), its equivalent

memory measure, T-Maze Memory, correlates positively with both and significantly

with the second (r: 0.143 and 0.281, respectively). Although a weak correlation, this

result supports the findings of Locurto and Scanlon (1998) who extracted a spatial

learning factor from murine performance on a range of spatial tasks.

Beyond this, however, there is little to indicate a preservation of perforrnance

across different apparatus. The only remaining significant correlation amongst the

factors in Table 7.4 is between Radial Maze Perþrmance and Open Field Memory (r

:0.373), which, in tum, correlates negatively (although not significantly) with f-

Maze Perþrmance (r: -0.228).

A possible explanation for this lies in the nature of the variables making up

Open Field Memory. V/hile these Open Field measures were adjudged to be reflecting
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memory, in that they relied on a mouse retaining knowledge of objects and

environments across sessions, they also reflect 'preference for novelty'. This becomes

clear when the case of the variable OFprefer (comparativel is considered. This

measures the preference shown by an animal for a novel object over a previously seen

(recalled) object. While this clearly requires that the animal remember the 'recalled'

object, it also presupposes (supported by the literature, see e.g., Tang, et al., 1999)

that the animal wtll prefer a novel object to a familiar one. This explanation neatly

accounts for both of the correlations noted above - with Radial Maze Perþrmance

and T-Maze Perþrmance - as follows: if an animal has a marked preference for

novelty, it would be expected to perform well in a Radial Maze where exploration is

rewarded and poorly in a T-Maze where continued exploration indicates poor

performance.

In the above discussion, no attempt has been made to claim that any of the

apparent connections between learning on the differing tasks is purely or even

primarily genetic in nature. The inclusion of the genetically non-distinct parental and

Fl strains in the correlations, in fact, makes it likely that a large proportion of the

correlations results from the environment affecting differing cognitive abilities in the

same direction (i.e., adversely or beneficially). In order to look more closely at the

basis of these correlations, the F2 strain must be examined in solitude - as only these

mice possess both environmental and genetic variance. This partitioning of variance

will be discussed further in Chapter 8 but the correlations between performance on the

above composite measures (see Table 7.2) are included for the sake of clarity in

Appendix F (Table Fl).
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7.4.3 Factor Structure of Cognitive Abilities

The factor analysis undertaken to assess the relationships between the six

factors derived from the experimental measures, presented in Section 7.3.5, while

providing a good fit to the data, did not provide the desired structure. The small,

positive conelation between the two factors extracted in Section 7.3.5, while

suggestive of a single, overarching factor, is too weak (r: 0.131) on which to pin

great hopes.

As a rule, the pairs of factors derived from each apparatus were most strongly

related to one another and thus factors were built around these pairs rather than

finding any shared effect of for example, memory across the differing apparatus.

Given the problems noted above (Section 7.4.2), an analysis excluding the

performance measures and the non-cognitive Open Field Emotionality might give a

clearer result as to the relationship between learning in the different apparatus but to

do so leaves only three of the six factors - or two if Open Field Memory is excluded

for including preference for novelty, renderin g a2"d order factor analysis meaningless.

Thus, the best evidence of a structure to the cognitive abilities in mice is the

aforementioned (Section7.4.2) relationship between the memory factors derived from

the two mazes. The fact that the factor scores derived from the Open Field and Radial

Maze loaded together on the second factor extracted in Section 7.3.5, does not, it has

been argued, reflect a cognitive structure but rather a link between exploratory

tendencies and leaming under certain conditions. Other than these relationships, it

could be argued that criticisms by those such as Warren (1977), who argues that stable

individual differences occur only where the measures in question are largely

measuring the same entity, may have some basis. Certainly, the relationships between
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the sets of measures derived from a single apparatus are noticeably stronger than those

between measures derived from differing apparatuses.

7.4.4 Implications

To draw too strong a conclusion from the available data at this point would be

counter-productive. This being the case, the main implication of the above dissection

of the data is that further research is required.

V/hat it may, however, be safe to conclude is that this analysis supports the

conclusions drawn by Locurto and Scanlon (1998) regarding the existence of stable

individual differences in spatial learning in mice across a range of tasks and hence the

existence of a spatial learning factor (and thus partially supporting Anderson's (2000)

assertion of a g factor in rats). This is indicated, primarily, by the (mild) significant

positive correlation , r : .281, p < .05, between the factor scores reflecting reference

memory in the two spatial tasks - the T-Maze and Radial Maze'

The failure of the T- and Radial Maze performance factor scores to likewise

correlate significantly, however, indicates two of the problems endemic to animal

research - the first being that non-cognitive, behavioural differences between animals

can affect the 'cognitive' measures being taken; and the second being the effect of

prior learning on both specific tasks and behaviour more generally (see, e.g.,

Rosenzweig & Bennett, 1977), which must be addressed by researchers when

designing their experiments and presenting their results. In the case of the current

series of experiments, it seems that exploratory tendencies, in particular, have played

a role in determining the performance of subjects on the three tasks, as is a

perseverative effect carrying over from the T- to Radial Maze'
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On a different point, the relatively low correlations found between the

different apparatus measures (see, for comparison, Locurto & Scanlon, 1998) may

indicate another problem, this time in subject selection. As has been discussed earlier

(see Section2.4.8) the two strains of inbred mice used herein as subjects are quite

closely related (Atchley & Fitch, 1 99 1) and thus, the range of any phenotypic variance

between the two is likely to be small (Copeland, et al., 1993). This being the case, the

parental strains used herein, along with their progeny, are likely to reflect only a

truncated portion of the population range of any cognitive ability under consideration

and, thus, any correlations derived from such a sample will be depressed.

This implies that a similar experiment conducted using outbred strains as

subjects would find higher correlations amongst the subject's scores and hence

between the factors derived thence. If the eventual goal of research in this area is to

establish a hierarchical factor structure in non-human cognitive abilities, then the

greatest possible raîge ofsubjects should therefore be used'

7.4.5 Limitations

As mentioned above, one limitation of the current research program is the

restricted raîge of subjects - both in terms of the closeness of their relatedness to one

another and in terms of the small numbers of mice per group - resulting from the

practical considerations noted above (see Preface). With alargt sample size and

greater phenotypic range, one would expect a stronger result than was obtained

herein.

This said, perhaps the greatest problem with the experiment as it stands was

the lack of range in the experiments rather than in the subjects. Following the

documented failure of the Skinner Box experiment to retum a measure of cognitive
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ability (see Sections 5.3.3.1 and 6.3.1), all that remained were the two mazes,

measuring spatial learning and the Open Field which, as shown above, reflects

exploratory tendencies as much as memory.

Had the Skinner Box been successful in returning a measure of Inspection

Time, this would have been an invaluable yardstick against which other claims of

relationships between the measures could have been measured. This is because

Inspection Time, unlike the majority of behavioural measures, is dependent on the

perception of the animal rather than its response time. It would therefore be a better

cognitive measure, the relationship of which with the aspects of memory and learning

assessed by the other tasks could be analysed. 
'Were 

a measure such as this to

correlate positively and significantly with, for example, the memory factors derived

from the two mazes, there could be little doubt that ahigher order factor existed

linking various aspects of cognitive functioning beyond spatial learning.

7.4.6 Research Directions

The above limitations lead, as one would expect, to the directions that future

research might take in order to produce more fruitful results. The first of these should

be the development or inclusion of measures of cognitive processing speed, such as

Reaction Time and Inspection Time, such that an attempt can be made to extract a

factor analogous to Gr in Carroll's (1993) structure and thence comparisons made

with learning in other spheres such as spatial and memory tasks'

Additional domains, comparable to Carroll's (1993) other factors could be

developed to round out the picture. At the very least Ga, assessing cognition

underlying auditory discrimination tasks, seems easily adapted to animal work and Gf
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assessing reasoning, may also be - although this may prove more challenging glven

the digital, pass-fail, nature of most reasoning tasks.

Future work should be undertaken using outbred strains of mice or, to enhance

variability further, wild mice and or even inter-specific crosses. In this way, the

degree of variance in murine cognitive abilities as a whole could be assessed and the

chances of finding solid relationships between different cognitive abilities maximised.

Similarly, while the use of both sexes and a number of strains vras required

herein to allow both the establishment of a breeding proglam and the analyses

undertaken in Chapter 8, the use of a single sex and or strain would simplify analyses

greatly, particularly in light of the sex and strain effects observed in Chapter 6.

7.4.7 Conclusions

V/hile the evidence presented here is inconclusive, it does seem adequate to

suggest that this is an area in need of further research. Some support has been given to

the hypotheses tested in this Chapter and for which this research program was

designed.

There is certainly evidence that the improvement of subjects on the two Mazes

used herein, the T-Maze and Radial Maze, is affected by the same underlying factor

described by Locurto and Scanlon (1998). On a cautionary note, however, the effect

of non-cognitive factors on measures thought to be cognitive in nature indicates that

gteater care needs to be taken in the design and conduct of further experiments.

The inclusion of a wider range of such, clearly cognitive tasks, should

improve capacity to determine the nature of cognitive abilities in mice and or other,

non-human species. With this in mind, it certainly seems possible that this approach to

the study of cognitive abilities might yet yield results that would shed further light on
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the nature of human intelligence - particularly in terms of its similarities to, as well as

differences from, the cognitive abilities of other species.
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8. Heritability of Murine Cognitive Abilities

8.1 Introduction

8.1.1 Overview

The assessment of the heritability of cognitive abilities has been a part of

Psychology at least since the publication Galton's (1869) Hereditary Genius: An

inquiry into its laws and consequences wherein it was argued that 'eminent'

personages were likely to have more similarly eminent relatives than non-eminent

people. Despite the flaws in Galton's argument, such as his complete dismissal of

environment as a contributing factor, this idea has taken root in Psychology and

further, better-balanced, research has convinced the majority of researchers in the

field that the genetic influence on intelligence is substantial (Snyderman &Rothman,

1e88).

If, as has been argued (see Section 1.5.1), one goal of research in this field is

to aid in the discovery of the genes underlying cognitive abilities in both animals and

humans, then it is necessary to demonstrate that those individual differences

demonstrated in the previous chapter (see Chapter 7) are underlain by genetic

differences between individuals. To this end, the current chapter focuses on teasing

apartthe differing components of variance in the subjects' performance and, thereby,

seeks to establish the proportion thereof that can appropriately be attributed to genetic

differences.

8.1.2 Heritability

The term heritability is used by different people to refer to different

constructs. Most generally, it is used simply to refer to whether or not an attribute

observed in an individual is inherited by that individual's offspring. When used in
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Psychology, however, the term is generally referring to what is called broad sense

heritability. This is estimated by analysis of the proportion of variance in the

characteristic of interest in a population that is due to genetic rather than

environmental effects (Griffiths, et al., 1993).

A number of mechanisms for making this determination are available to

researchers, depending on the makeup of their sample. Perhaps the best known of

these in Psychology are the 'Twin' studies that compare the correlations between the

cognitive abilities of monozygotic and dizygotic twins, raised in the same or separate

households (for a review of Twin studies, see Bouchard & McGue, 1981). This

methodology does, however, rely on the data being from pairs of siblings, which

limits its utility in cases where more complex clusters of data are the norrn (Guo &

Wang,2002).

Narrow sense heritability can be calculated by plotting the scores (on the

desired characteristic) of offspring against the average of their parents but heritability,

in this sense, excludes the effect of both dominant and epistatic genes, measuring only

additive genetic effects, those being of primary interest in breeding proglams

(Griffiths et al., 1993).In seeking to establish the presence of a genetic basis,

however, all three forms of genetic variance - additive, dominant and epistatic - need

to be considered.

A third, commonly used technique for estimating heritability depends on the

use of inbred strains and, hence, has not been used with humans. This relies on the

factthat, within each sex, inbred (homozygous) strains and their first generation

(heterozygous) progeny possess effectively no genetic variance, being identical to one

another. The following formula is used to calculate residual heterozygosity (i.e., the

proportion of genes, among those that differ from individual to individual within a
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species, that differ between two members of the same strain) following brother to

sister matings, as used in inbred strains:

Remaining Heterozygosity after n generations: Het,

Het, = /z Het,-t + Y¿ Heto-z

Assuming 100% heterozygosity in the initial generation, this number falls to

approximately l.4Yo after 20 subsequent generations (considered the minimum

number of generations to establish an inbred strain) and in an inbred strain maintained

for 100+ generations, as have been both strains used herein, residual heterozygosity is

calculated to be less than one ten millionth of a percent.

Any differences observed between individuals of these strains are, therefore,

due solely to environmental effects. Hence, a measure of variance from any such

group is an estimate of the total environmental variance on the desired characteristic

and these estimates, averaged across multiple such groups, provide an estimate of the

environmental variance in the population under consideration (Griffiths, et al., 1993).

From this, and a measure of the total variance in the population, the variance due to

genetic effects can be calculated, and thence broad sense heritability, according to the

following formulae:

Where

sg2:1-s"2-2covge

se2 : the proportion of variance due to genetic influences

sr2 : the proportion of variance due to environmental influences

covr. is the covariance between genetic and environmental influences'

Broad sense heritability :H2 : s*t / 1s*'+ s.2)
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8.1.3 Caveat on Heritability Estimates

Within Psychology, the most common arguments regarding the heritability of

cognitive abilities, particularly in humans, have been concerned with the degree to

which intelligence is determined by genes or, conversely, environment. These

arguments have, in the main, been misguided. A prime example of this is found in

Jensen's (1969) paper, which looked to answer the question "Ho'w much can we boost

IQ and scholastic achievement?" in terms of environmental manipulation. Jensen's

answer was 'not much', an argument he founded upon the high heritability of IQ.

That, however, is not what a high heritability means - in either the broad or naffow

sense. In both cases, heritability is non-generalisable. It refers only to the particular

sample from which the calculations were made and holds only so long as the

environment does not change. To clarify this point, consider the following situation:

A population of mice is kept, in solitary cages, under strict laboratory

conditions that determine both the amount of food they receive and the amount of

exercise they are required to do. Even the temperature and hours oflight per day are

controlled. They are assessed on a characteristic of interest; for example, weight. An

estimate of heritability derived from this population is likely to be very high. This is

because variance due to environmental effects is deliberately minimised by

maintaining each animal under as close to identical conditions as possible.

If the same group of mice were then placed on differential diets, such that

some received ad lib access to food while others received varying amounts down to a

bare minimum, the effect of the environment (i.e., the feeding schedule to which they

were assigned) on their weight would be greatly increased and the heritability estimate
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would decrease. This is because the total variance in the sample is the sum of the

environmental and genetic effects (plus any covariance between them). Thus, an

increase in environmental variance is likely to reduce the proportion of (the new total)

variance that is due to genetic effects and thus heritability (see Formula 8.2, above).

Thus, when researchers make claims - without qualification - that, for

example, 48%o of the variance in IQ is due to genetic effects (Plomin & Petrill, 1997),

the specificity of such findings needs to be kept in mind.

8.L4 Research Aims and Hypotheses

8.1 .4.I Research Aims

Given the above caveat on the interpretation of heritability estimates, one

might ask why, precisely, an assessment of heritability is being undertaken here. The

answer is simple and was briefly stated in Section 8.1.1, above. If the ultimate goal of

a research program such as this one is to establish a genetic basis for cognitive

abilities and, more specifically, the genetic bases of individual differences therein,

then such an analysis is an important step in assessing the success of the program.

This is because, the demonstration of individual differences, in and of itself, does not

argue for a genetic basis thereto. Even where differences are observed between

different strains of a species, it is possible that those differences are the result of

environmental effects, such as learnt differences in parenting or social conditioning.

ln order to ascertain that the individual differences described in Chapter 7 are

predicated by genetic differences between the strains and individuals under

consideration, an assessment of heritability is necessary. This is of particular

importance, given the lack of clear differences between the parental strains resulting,
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it is argued, from their close relationship in terms of their relatively recent derivation

from the same base stock of Bragg albinos (Festing, 1998a;1998b).

The aim of this Chapter is therefore to test whether the individual and strain

differences observed in prior Chapters are founded upon genetic differences between

the mice constituting the sample or are the result solely of environmental effects. Of

secondary interest is the question of whether attempts to provide equivalent

environments for all of the animals were successful. By analysing the difference

between members of the same Sex*Strain groups, raised together and raised in

separate cages, it becomes possible to extricate shared from non-shared environmental

variance, as has been done in humans by the Minnesota Study of Twins Raised Apart

(Bouchard et al, 1990). The non-shared environmental variance results from

differences between the environments in each cage, which should be minimised in the

current, controlled setting.

8.1.4.1 Hypotheses

The hypotheses to be tested herein are thus as follows:

I A significant proportion of the variance in the various measures of murine

cognitive performance is attributable to genetic differences between

individuals and groups within the sample. For these purposes, a 'significant'

degree of heritability is defined as being of a comparable level to heritability

estimates for human cognitive abilities (i.e.,30o/o or higher [Deary, 2001]).

il The proportion of total variance attributable to non-shared environmental

variance (differences between the cages) will be less than 10%.
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8.2 Method

8.2.1 Data

The data used herein consisted of the six composite variables calculated in

Section 7.2.2.2. The composite variables v/ere used in preference to the derived

factors as a larger N was maintained by these calculations (see note in Table 7.3).

8.2.2 Heritability Calculations

The method chosen to calculate heritability of the various factors within the

sample was that described last in Section 8.1.2, above, which relies on the presence of

genetically identical groups of mice. Firstly, the total phenotypic variance, so2, within

the population was estimated from the sample. Then, from each group of genetically

identical mice (e.g., the BALB/o males), an estimate of the environmental variance

was calculated. These estimates of environmental variance were averaged across all

the groups to provide a measure of environmental variance across the sample, s"2,

allowing the calculation of broad sense heritability,Idz, as follows:

Broad sense heritability: H2 : srt / 1sr2 + s"2) where

Genetic variance: , *': sp2 - s"2.

sp2 : Total (phenotypic) variance in the sample

s.2: Environmental variance in the sample

Further division of the variance was undertaken by means of variance

estimates looking at the differences between identical mice raised together and those

raised in separate cages and also by examination of sex differences.
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8.2.2.1 Note on Heritability Calculation

The formula given above for the calculation of sr2 is an approximation that

includes any covariance between genetics and the environment. The full formula is as

follows:

tat Zcovg". Where

covge: the covariance between the environment and genetics

This being the case, any estimates of heritability made from the simplified

formula tend to inflate H2 but the covariance cannot be extracted using the current

methodology.

8.2.2.2 Note on Population

As noted above, in Section 8.1.3, a heritability estimate applies only to the

population from which it was measured. In this case, the 'population' in question

reflects the combined gene pool of the BALB/o and CBA strains of mice. The sample

consists of members of each of these strains, along with members of their F1 progeny.

The potential genetic variance within this gene pool was then reconstituted by the

breeding of the F2 progeny strain so as to create a population from which the above,

inbred strains could, hypothetically, have been derived.

8.3 Results

8.3.1 Partitioning of Environmental Variance

For each of the six composite variables, the total population variance was

calculated (row 1 of Table 8.1). Calculations of the environmental variance were then

:sp2-s.2-
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made for each group of mice possessing no genetic variance (rows 3-8 of Table 8.1)

and averaged to produce an estimate of the environmental variance within the sample

(row 9 of Table 8.1). Finally, a calculation of environmental variance from shared

environments was made by averaging the environmental variance observed in each

cage of genetically identical animals (row 10 of Table 8.1). These data are presented

below (see Table 8.1).

Table 8.1

Group

Total and Environmental Variance Estimates by Composite Variable.

Radial Maze T-Maze Open Field

N Performance Memory Performance Memory Memory Emotionality

Total 2
op

s"2

BALB/c male

BALB/c female

CBA male

CBA female

F1 male

F1 female

67 0.75 o.71 0.96 0.75 0.51

0.42

1.10

0.05

1.63

0.62

0.33

0.47

0.16

2.30

0.81

0.81

1.34

0.91

0.37

0.84

0.05

0.20

0.62

1.18

0.19

0.27

0.11

0.33

0.06

0.05

0.30

0.27

0.61

0.41

0.34

0.33

0.01

0.60

0.43

0.16

0.16

0.71

0.45

0.41

0.38

<.01

4

8

6

4

12

13

0.78

0.45

0.08

0.50

0.69

0.27

0.45

<0.01

Mean s"2 45 0.45 0.63 0.89 0.39 0.34 0.37

' se2(strared) 45

= se2(non-shared) 45

Nofe: The numbers in this table are not proportions, they are actual variances.
For each of the 6 composite variables: oo2 = the estimated 'population' variance; s"2 = the

estimate of environmental variance from each of the 6 groups of mice with no genetic variance; Mean
s"2 = the average of these estimates of environmental variance, s"z(shared) = mean estimate of
environmental variance from each of the individual cages of genetically identical mice.
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The final row of Table 8.1 shows the components of environmental variance

due to non-shared environments among the sample. Non-shared, in this context, refers

to variance resulting from animals being kept in different cages. This was calculated

by subtracting the mean shared environmental variance (row 11) from the mean total

environmental variance (row 10). As can be seen, the non-shared proportion is low,

never more than around a quarter of the total environmental variance, as would be

expected given the attempts to match the laboratory conditions across the sample and

in support of Hl,pothesis IL

Examining the final row (row 12) of Table 8.1, it is clear that the repeated

estimation called for by this procedure has its drawbacks. For both Radial Maze

Perþrmance and Open Field Emotionality,the non-shared environmental variance is

listed as <0.01. Looking, then, at the previous two rows from which this was

calculated, one sees that, in the former case, the actual f,rgure should be 0.00 as the

shared environment accounts for all of the environmental variance. In the second case,

however, the shared environment accounts for all of the environmental variance and a

little more - 0.38 compared with 0.37 - indicating the caution with which such

estimative techniques must be viewed.

8.3.2 Partitioning of Sexual Variance

Further partitioning of the variance was undertaken to determine what

proportion of the variance was due to differences between the sexes, s*2. This was

done by comparing the estimates of environmental variance from Table 8.1 with

fuither estimates gained by analysis of the strains as a whole, rather than in single sex

groups. This gave a measure of environmental variance plus variance due to sex (s"2 +

s*t¡, fto- which variance due to se*, s*t, could then be extracted by subtraction of the
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environmental variance calculated in Table 8.1. These results are presented in Table

8.2, below.

Table 8.2 Sexual Variance Estimates by Composite Variable

Radial Maze T-Maze Open Field

Performance Memory Performance Memory Memory Emotionality
Totat oo2 67 0.75 0.71 0.96 0.75 0.51 0.60

Mean s"2 4s 0.45 0.63 0.89 0.39 0.34 0.37

s"2 + sr2

BALB/c

CBA

F1

Mean (s"2

* 
"r')

47 0.48

11

9

25

0.53

0.49

0.46

0.94

0.73

0.50

1.28

1.42

0.71

0.46

0.73

0.21

0.22

0.32

0.38

0.26

0.40

0.46

0.400.66 r.00 0.38 0.33

45 0.03 0.03 0.11 <0.01 <0.01 0.03

Nole.. Rows I -2 of this Table are taken from Table 8. 1 . Rows 4-6 are the estimates of variance due to environment
and sex within each of the three genetically identical strains, including both males and females together. The mean

ofthese is presented in ¡ow 7. The final row is calculated by subtracting row 2 f¡om row 7 to gain an estimate of
sexual variance, s"2.

The results in Table 8.2, as might be expected given the results on sex

differences presented in earlier chapters, show that the difference between the sexes

accounted for only atiny amount of the total variance, less than 5Yo is every case

except T-Maze Perþrmance.

Once again, however, the process of estimation has resulted in a situation

where the estimate of total environmental variance was a fraction less than the

2sx
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estimate of the combined variance due to the environment and sex. This indicates that,

within this sample, the total environmental variance is being underestimated, a fact

that must be kept in mind when interpreting heritability stimates.

8.3.3 Heritability of Cognitive Abilities

With the above variance estimates, it was possible to construct a Heritability

equation for each of the seven variables to determine the proportion of the variance

resulting from genetic effects and thereby test Hypothesis I. The relevant equations

are presented below.

Genetic variance: s*' : oot - s"2

Heritability (broad): H2 : s"2 I o2

The following Table (8.3) presents the variance and heritability estimates for

each of the six variables under consideration.

Table 8.3 Heritabi lity (bro ad-s ense) o f C omp o site Variab les

Radial Maze T-Maze Open Field

Memorv EmotionalitvPerformance Memory Performance Memory

2

2

2o

se

ss

H2

0.75

0.45

0.30

0.40

0.71

0.63

0.08

0.11

0.96

0.89

0.07

0.07

0.75

0.39

0.36

0.48

0.51

0.34

0.17

0.33

0.60

0.37

0.23

0.38
Note:'Vlhile the fìrst three rows herein are actual variance estimates, the final row is an estimate of the proportion
ofvariance in the sample due to genetic effects. Row I is the total phenotypic variance in the'population' (i.e., the
F2 progeny), row 2 is the average environmental variance from across the groups possessing no genetic variance
within and row 3 is the remaining genetic variance in the 'population' calculated by subtracting row 2 from row 1 .

Row 4 is the broad sense heritability estimate calculated from the above rows as per the formula above (Section
8.3.3).
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As can be seen, the Heritability (H2) estimates range from very low (7Yo of the

variance) to moderat e (48% of the variance) with an average of approxim ately 30%o

indicating that a significant (as defined by reference to human cognitive ability

heritability studies) proportion of the population variance on four of the six measures

is underpinned by genetic differences. As noted above, these estimates are somewhat

inflated by the inclusion of any covariance between the environment and genetic

influences and also by the underestimation of environmental variance noted in

Sections 8.3.1 and 8.3.2.

8.4 Discussion

8.4.1 Overview

The above results support both of the predictions made regarding the

partitioning of variance. As was predicted, the individual differences in performance

on the range of tasks presented in Chapters 2-5, as reflected by the composite

variables used herein, appear to be heritable. Similarly, the differences between the

cages in which the mice were kept, as measured by the non-shared environmental

variance, were small, indicating that matched laboratory conditions were adequately

maintained.

8.4.2 Environmental Variance

From Table 8.1, it seems clear that the effects of the shared environment of

animals sharing a cage are far stronger than any effects differentiating between cages,

Across the six composite variables, the average percentage of environmental variance

attributable to the non-shared environment (row 12 divided by row 10 in Table 8.1)

was only 9%o,leaving9l% of the environmental variance to be accounted for by

shared influences. As a proportion of the total phenotypic variance for each variable
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(row 2 of Table 8.1), the non-shared environmental effects account for only 6.50/o on

average, thereby indicating support for Hypothesis II. This indicated that the

environment across the cages was relatively similar, as was the goal when setting up a

controlled laboratory environment.

8.4.3 Sex Variance

The results in Section 8.3.2, above, indicate that very little of the variance in

the population results from the presence of both sexes therein. On average,the

presence of both sexes within the population accounted for approximately 4.5o/o of the

total variance. Given the lack of any clear pattern of sex differences in the results

presented in earlier Chapters (see Section6.3.2 for a summary), this is, at this point,

not a surprising result but does further indicate that the use of both sexes within a

single research program need not complicate matters greatly.

8.4.4 Heritability

Looking at the rarrge of Heritability estimates found in Table 8.3, it seems

clear that the current results support the existence of a genetic basis for the majority of

the individual differences in cognitive abilities and behaviour found in Chapter 7.

Radial Maze Memory and T-Maze Perþrmanceboth show low Heritability but the

remaining variables all have an estimated H2 of above 0.3, indicating30Yo of the total

variance being the result of genetic variance within the sample.

While at the lower end of the 30o/o Io 80% range of heritability estimates given

for human cognitive abilities (Deary, 2001), given the restricted gene pool comprising

the population, this is a clear result in support of a genetic basis to these four

measures.
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The two remaining measures, however, show little heritability -IIo/o for

Radial Maze Memory andTYo for T-Maze Perþrmance - which indicates a need for

caution in interpreting the data. While this could conceivably result lrom the close

genetic relationship between the two parental strains, it is concerning that the

relationships observed amongst the composite variables in terms of their

intercorrelations (see Table 7.2) arc not mirrored here. For example, if the correlation

between the memory measures from the two mazes, indicates a single factor

supporting learning under both conditions then one would expect the heritability of

the two variables to be related also. That this is not the case does not indicate that

such a state of affairs does not exist but certainly indicates that there is less evidence

for its existence.

8.4.5 Implications

The results presented above support the central hlpothesis that non-human

species, specifically mice, possess genetically predicated individual differences in

cognitive abilities, as have been repeatedly demonstrated in humans. This finding

supports the theoretical position put forward in Section 1.3, where it was argued that

the existence of such differences was necessitated (to some extent) by both Darwinian

theory and the existence of strain differences.

8.4.6 Limitations

The factors acting to limit the current analysis of Heritability are the same as

have been limiting the research program as a whole. The selection of two, closely

related strains of mice, while made for what appeared to be sound practical reasons

(see Preface), appears to have limited the genetic variance in the sample, thereby

restricting the potential value of H2.
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The second problem is the small sample size, particularly as regards the

variance estimates made in Section 8.3.1. To estimate the environmental variance, the

variance of each group of genetically identical mice was taken but the number of mice

per group ranged from 3 to 12 with an average of approximately 8. It is hoped that the

averaging of six measures of this type, as required by the methodology described in

Section 8.2.2, above, compensated for any effect of this but it must be accepted that

the estimate of Heritability based on this determination of environmental variance is

just that - an estimate - and probably an underestimate given the results in Tables 8.1

and8.2.

The different numbers of mice in the various groups also led to a situation

where the non-shared variance in the sample was calculated from only 9 of the 11

cages of genetically identical groups of mice as two of the six groups resided in single

cages.

8.4.7 Research Directions

To overcome the above limitations and confirm and build on the results of this

study, a number of directions could be taken. For example, a larger sample, with

equivalent numbers in the three genetically identical groups (BALB/o, CBA and F1)

would allow a more accurate estimation of the environmental variance and, thus, of

H2. This would also allow a better estimate of shared versus non-shared

environmental variance to be calculated to confirm the above result regarding the

environmental equivalency of the different cages within a laboratory.

The continuation of this line of research utilising more diverse and simply

more strains of mice would give a better indication of the degree of heritability that

should be expected under standard laboratory conditions for keeping mice and
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indicate whether the above findings are typical of inbred strains. For instance, the

inclusion of a third inbred strain allows for a doubling of the number of genetically

distinct groups from six to 12 - allowing better estimates of environmental variance.

The advantage of using laboratory animals for such research is that, unlike in

human research, avery similar environment can be maintained across a period of time

to allow different groups to be tested under approximately the same conditions.

The similarity between the environments could be further equalised by

solitary cagingof animals but their welfare argues against this, particularly as regards

the more social female mice (Poole, 1987). Keeping animals in a socially

impoverished environment can also impact negatively on their performance on

cognitive tasks (Gardner, Boitano, Mancino, D'Amico & Gardner, 1975). To

highlight this effect, the following correlations between performance on the various

composite measures and the number of animals per cage was produced (Table 8.4).

Table 8.4 Partial Correlations between Animals/Cage and Composite Measures

controlling for Strain.

Radial Maze T-Maze Open Field
Num/Caqe Perform. Memory Perform Memorv Memorv Emotionalitv

Num/Cage 1 .228 246 -.095 .228 * .273 ** -.318

Note: N:65.
* Correlation is signifìcant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
+* Correlation is signifrcant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed),

As can be seen, the greater the number of animals pet cage, the better the

performance on the three variables labelled memory (although this is significant in

only two of the three cases). The correlation between Radial Maze Perþrmance and

Number per Cage also approaches significance and the negative correlation between
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Number per cage and Open Field Emotionality indicates that increased social

interaction lessens cautiousness. This being the case, the isolation of animals is

probably best avoided.

8.4.8 Conclusions

The results presented in this Chapter, taken as a whole, argue for the

acceptance of the hlpotheses under consideration. Specifically, they indicate that the

maintenance of a standard environment within a laboratory setting can minimise non-

shared environmental variance within the population.

More importantly, however, the fact that a sizeable portion of the variance in

the sample can be attributed to genetic differences amongst the strains and individuals

supports the arguments upon which this research program was based regarding the

likelihood of there being a genetic basis to any individual differences in the cognitive

abilities of mice. Given this result, it would seem that, with modification in light of

the findings contained herein, such a, comparative, approach to the study of cognitive

abilities could be fruitful and illuminating.
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9 General Discussion

9.1 Preamble

The goal of this research program, as set out in Chapter 1, was to assess the

proposition that the cognitive abilities of non-human species (specifically mice, in this

instance) would resemble, in terms of their structure and bases, those of humans. As

described in the previous seven Chapters, various aspects of murine behaviour were

studied with this goal in mind and results presented. While this research has not been

an unqualified success, it has been argued here that certain of these results, at the very

least, do indeed indicate such a connection.

The results of each experiment and summaries of the research have previously

been presented. The intention of this Chapter therefore is not to restate them in detail

but, rather, summarise the results of Chapters2-7 in light of the over-arching

Hlpotheses set out in Chapter 1. This review indicates where these Hypotheses have

been supported and where further research is required in order to clarify indeterminate

results. Additionally, it considers the implications of such research for the

understanding of both animal and human cognitive abilities.

9.2 Strain Differences in Cognitive Abilities

9.2.1 Strain Differences in the Data

As was argued in Section 1.3.2.I, and maintained throughout this dissertation,

the existence of strain differences in cognitive abilities, in general, has never really

been doubted - either here or in the field of animal behaviour as a whole. Where some

researchers would differ, however, is in regards to the stability of these differences

across differing cognitive abilities and differing apparatuses.
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Chapters 2-5 presented the strain differences found on each of the four

apparatuses used to test for cognitive abilities herein and Chapter 6 summarised these

results to indicate the overall standings of the four strains used herein. While it must

be conceded that no differences of any magnitude were observed between the

BALB/c and CBA parental strains, the effect of overdominance (first described in

Section 3.4.2) clearly differentiated between these and the F1 (and to a lesser extent

the F2) progeny strain on the majority of measures.

Thus, in contrast to 'Warren's (1977) assertion that the rankings of different

strains of mice (and other non-human experimental subjects) on cognitive/learning

tasks are unstable, a consistent superiority of one strain over several others was found

herein.

9.2.2 Implications

While the strain differences observed in Chapters 2-6 appeared, almost

certainly, to result ftom overdominance, this result does, nevertheless have

implications beyond this specific case. Given that the inbred strains commonly used in

laboratory settings are derived from outbred populations (Atchley & Fitch, 1991), the

genetic differences between them can be presumed to already have (largely) existed

within those ancestor populations.

While both the CBA and BALB/c mice display depressed cognitive

performance, compared to their hybrid offspring, it is clear that whatever genetic

combination(s) are responsible for this depression differ from strain to strain. The

evidence for this is clear: if the same gene combinations resulted in the depressed

performance in each strain, then their hybrid offspring could not differ from them.

Consider an example in which the performance of both the CBA and BALB/c strains
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is caused by a single deleterious recessive gene, 'q'. Each of the parental strains,

being homozygous at every locus, has the genotype 'qq'. Because each parent

contributes one allele to their offspring, the Fl progeny of this cross are also

necessarily'qq' at the indicated locus and therefore would also evidence depressed

performance on any task underlain by the action of this gene.

Assuming, by contrast, that each of the inbred strains, both those used herein

and others, are affected by multiple such recessive combinations, then it is clear that

these must form a partially overlapping set to account for the observed

overdominance.That is, at least some of the deleterious recessive genes are possessed

by the CBA mice but not the BALB/c and vice versa. It is only under these

circumstances that the Fl hybrid is heterozygous at those loci and therefore exhibits

superior performance.

This being the case, it seems likely that, just restricting the argument to inbred

strains, amongst the multitude of strains, there is likelyto be a raîge of differences

observed in their cognitive abilities - dependent on the number of such gene

combinations possessed by a given strain.

9.2.3 Further Research

Advising further research into strain differences in cognitive abilities in mice

and other species is somewhat naïve. The fact is that such research continues apace

and little exhortation is required. This being the case, the impact of differential uses of

strains in further research will be touched upon in later sections as it impacts on

individual differences (Section 9.3.3), the factor structure of cognitive abilities

(Section 9.4.3) and heritability of cognitive abilities (Section 9.5.3).
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9.3 Individual Dffirences in Cognitive Abilities

9.3.1 Individual Differences in the Data

Establishing the presence of stable, non-trivial individual differences in

murine cognitive abilities \Mas one of the primary goals of this research program. In

Chapters 2-5, clear indications were found that, among the measures of cognitive

ability derived from any given apparatus, a largely positive correlation matrix

emerged. This outcome was expected, because these measures v/ere derived, in

differing ways, from the performances of mice on the same apparatus - under which

circumstances few researchers would expect anything else. Warren (1977) argues that

such correlations occur onlywhere the measures being compared are redundant

measures of the same perfonnance. This triviality is what was referred to above when

'non-trivial' differences were spoken of. It is argued, in what follows, that this thesis

has uncovered evidence contrary to 
'Warren's (1977) conclusion.

Stable, non-trivial individual cognitive differences, by comparison, are

indicated by some degree of maintenance in the ranking of performance across a

range of measures that are distinct from one another in their derivation. Among the 25

experimental measures derived from the performance of the mice on the four

apparatuses, a certain degree of redundancy is conceded among the set of measures

derived from each apparatus. Nonetheless, it is argued that the stability of individual

differences in performance across those boundaries have a non-trivial basis. Similarly,

a case was made (see Sections 3.1.3.1 and 3.2.5) arguing that the generallyrecognised

distinction between reference andworking memory in animals (Honig, 1978) allowed

that measures, from the same apparatus but measuring this distinct aspects of learning,
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would also provide non-trivial differences within the measures from a single

apparatus.

In Chapter 7 , in an attempt to reduce redundancy among the variables, six

composite variables were calculated - two each from within the Open Field, T-Maze

and Radial Maze sets of measures (see Section 7.2.2.2).In each case, one of these

measures reflected reference memory while the other did not. The positive

correlations observed (see Table 7.2) indicated that individual differences were

preserved across the non-trivial boundaries noted above.

Problems remain with the interpretation of what, precisely, certain of the

composite variables (specifically, the Open Field measures) were measuring. These

issues have been discussed in Section 7.4.2. Nevertheless, there remain a number of

clear results that argue for stable individual differences of a non-trivial kind within the

dataset. Specifically, these include the significant correlation (r :0.299) between the

T-Maze Memory measure and the Radial Maze Memory measure and the continued

correlations observed between these two memory measures and their equivalent

performance measures (r:0.436 and r: 0.465, respectively), shown inTable7.2.

9.3.2 Implications

The possible implications of the existence of individual differences in mice

\¡/ere commented upon in Chapter 1 of this thesis (see Section 1.5.1). It was noted

there that, if individual differences in mice were observed, then a factor analytic study

could be undertaken in order to elucidate the structure thereto'

Given that Carroll (1993) has provided an increasingly well-accepted

hierarchical structure for understanding human cognitive abilities, a similar structure,

extracted from the performance of mice on a variety of cognitive tasks, would indicate
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the degree to which mice could be used as model organisms for studies into human

intelligence. Mice have already been used to shed light on the relationship between

brain anatomy and a range of cognitive spatial tasks (Deacon, Bannerman, Kirby,

Croucher & Rawlins,2002) and such a comparison would indicate what other

cognitive abilities are shared by mice and men and, thence, suggest approaches to

further the study of same.

Although the current study has indicated the existence of individual

differences only in spatial ability, thereby supporting the findings of Locurto and

Scanlon (1998), the above argument regarding strain differences (Section 9.2.2)has

implications for the existence of other kinds of individual differences in cognitive

abilities as well, as was argued in Section 1.3.2. On any cognitive ability on which

two inbred strains have been shown to differ, it is argued, individual differences must

have existed between individuals in the ancestral population; and that population is,

presumably, very similar, genetically, to the current wild population. This indicates

that, on any cognitive ability that strain differences can be found in, individual

differences in that ability are likely to exist also.

9.3.3 Future Research

In light of these findings, the task set those interested in the examination of

individual differences in mice (or other non-human species) is to expand the

repertoire of tasks used in animal research beyond the spatial tasks that make up the

bulk of the literature. As argued previously (see Section 1.5.3), there appear to be a

number of cognitive abilities in mice that have been examined only rarely. Blokland's

(1998) analysis of reaction time in rats, along with the attempt at instituting an

inspection time measure made herein are indicative of one such ability, Gt or
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Processing Speed. Some forms of processing speed have been which is recognised as

being linked with intelligence in humans but have not yet been subjected to the

assessment of individual differences in other species. The possibility of developing a

measure of inspection time from mice is somethingthat may well be worth following

up. As Nettelbeck and Wilson (in press) have argued recently, the inspection time

measure may be suitable as a biomarker for cognitive ageing effects, because it is

non-invasive, highly reliable, stable across generations and likely to be sensitive to

change over a short period of time. Its availability for animal modelling of functional

ageing would therefore be an advantage.

Another area where research could be directed is in the use of wild mice in

studies of individual differences (Mus musculus or sub-species such as Mus musculus

casteneus or Mus musculus molossinus). In this way, abetter representation of the

overall structure of murine cognitive abilities could be achieved, than is likely to

emerge from continued use of laboratory strains. This is because the wild mice are

genetically more variable and should therefore reflect a greater range on any given

cognitive ability than found within laboratory strains (Copeland, et a1.,1993). This

approach would also be more likely to provide a clearer idea of what is the 'normal'

level of a given cognitive ability - thereby allowing assessment of the effects that

laboratory dwelling has had on various strains.

Spatial ability, for example, is constantly selected for in wild mice, because

they depend on their spatial skills to find food and maintain their home range. One

might expect, therefore, that wild mice would have better spatial skills than laboratory

mice, on which natural selection has had little influence for many generations. Care

would have to be taken in assessing such a claim, however, as wild mice raised in the

wild might also be expected to have experienced environmental effects leading to
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greater spatial skills (including, but not limited, to a greater range of opportunittes rn

which to use these skills). For this reason, it would be necessary to assess not only

wild mice but also their first- and second-generation laboratory offspring to track any

changes brought about by their new lifestyle.

9,4 Fa.ctor Structure of Cognitive Abilities

9.4.1 Factor Structure in the Data

Factor analyses were undertaken in Chapter 7, to assess the relationships

between the experimental measures obtained from three of the four apparatuses used

to measure cognitive performance in mice. However, experimental difficulties and the

results from post-hoc analyses of unexpected findings have resulted in the outcomes

from these analyses being less clear than was anticipated.

Although two alternate extractions validated the distinction drawn between the

measures derived from each apparatus and thought to be measuing reference

memory, the failure of the Skinner Box experiment (see Chapter 5) to return an

inspection time measure left the analysis without a sufficiently wide range of

measures to distinguish the relationships between the various measures. The

relationships between the pairs of Radial Maze and T-Maze measures were as

predicted. However, the Open Field Measures - under scrutiny- appeared not to be

primarily cognitive in nature. Although this was expected for one of the two

(Emotionality), on closer examinationthe Open Field Memory measure also appeared

to be measuring non-cognitive differences between the mice - specifically preference

for novelty.

The factor analysis run on the factor scores obtained from these six factors

returned two, very weakly correlated factors and could not, therefore, be claimed to be
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reflecting a hierarchy of cognitive abilities, as does that produced by Carroll (1993).

Given the restricted range of tasks (when compared to similar studies conducted by

Anderson [2001] and Locurto and Scanlon [1998]) and the problems noted above,

however, this is not taken as direct evidence against the proposition that such a factor

structure might emerge from a broader test battery.

9.4.2 Implications

The implications, for the overarching hlpotheses, of the factor analyses

undertaken herein are limited, at best. If the arguments regarding the Open Field

measures are accepted, then it must be conceded that these measures should be

excluded from any attempt to construct a hierarchy of cognitive abilities in mice.

Proceeding on this basis left the four factors extracted from the T-Maze and Radial

Maze but, even here, problems were observed.

Radial Maze Performancewas unrelated to the T-Maze Memory measure but

correlated significantly with Open Field Memory.It was argued that the latter was a

measure of preference for novelty. This being the case, it is possible to argue that this

measure too is non-cognitive in nature. Thus, only the correlation between the

Memory measures from each maze seemed indicative of a true cognitive factor.

However, this possibility cannot be confirmed with only two measures to be

compared.

In terms of attempting to decide whether a factor structure exists in murine

cognitive abilities, the jury must still be out. V/hat can confidently be concluded,

however, is that these results have supported the idea of a memory factor underlying

performance on different spatial tasks - akin to the Spatial Learning factor found by
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Locurto and Scanlon (1993). Beyond this statement, the data provided little evidence

one \May or another.

9.4.3 Future Research

To resolve this still open question, a number of experiments suggest

themselves. Primarily, these would involve attempts to design tasks to measure

cognitive abilities that appear to be related to those observed in humans, as described

in Section 9.3.3, above.

The problems observed in determining, in advance, precisely what an

apparently cognitive measure is truly measuring, however, suggest the need for a

degree of caution. The effect that motivational and 'personality' differences can have

on these tasks must be noted and, wherever possible, limited. In fact, this was one of

the primary reasons for attempting to create an inspection time measure rather than a

reaction time measure (as described in Section 5.1.3)'

The indication that Radial Maze Perþrmance may be affected by preference

for novelty, horvever, suggests that more care must be taken in ensuring that even

apparently simple tasks be assessed for the possible effect of non-cognitive factors

such as the strength and speed of the subjects (Contet, et a1.,2001) and exploratory

tendencies, as described herein.

One way of limiting such effects is the division suggested by the current series

of experiments between performance in an apparatus and improvement in the same.

The data presented in Chapter 7, for example have indicated that improvement in

performance across sessions in the T-Maze and Radial Maze is significantly

correlated, despite the two mazes being reliant on the learning of contradictory rules

and performance therein not correlating. Another way is to design tasks, such as the
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planned inspection time schedule in the Skinner Box described in Chapter 5, that

depend on perceptual thresholds and that do not differentiate on the basis of speed of

responding.

Only once abattery of tasks such as these, stripped of the influences of non-

cognitive factors, has been designed will the question of what, if any, structure

underlies the cognitive abilities of mice (or other species) be clearly answered.

9.5 Heritability of Cognitive Abilities

9.5.1 Heritability of Cognitive Abilities in the Data

The heritability analyses, presented in Chapter 8, were used to indicate the

degree to which the individual differences observed in the cognitive abilities of the

sample were heritable. This was done primarily, as has previously been explained, to

provide evidence that the differences observed had a significant genetic basis, rather

than being entirely environmental in nature - even in strains of mice as closely related

as the BALB/o and CBA (Atchley & Fitch, 1991).

Evidence supporting a genetic basis to individual cognitive abilities was found

with an estimated 30% of the variance across the six composite variables being

genetic in origin. The fact that the cognitive nature of these variables is doubted,

however, renders this result less meaningful. Looking at the two measures argued to

be clearly cognitive in nature - T-Maze Memory and Radial Maze Memory - one sees

(in Table 8.3) that the latter was estimated as having low heritability (0.11) while the

former was moderately so (0.48). If these two measures were closely related to one

another, one would expect that they would be similarly heritable but this is not the

case. This, however, was already known because the correlation between the two,

although statistically significant, was not strong (at 0.299).
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9.5.2 Implications

The genetic basis of individual differences in cognitive abilities was a central

premise of this thesis. Given the problems encountered in other areas, regarding the

identification of the nature of variables and the failure here to obtain measures from

the Skinner Box, the lack of consistency in the heritability estimates should not be

regarded as of paramount importance.

Primarily, it must be remembered that estimates are just that - estimates that

are dependent on the size of the sample and the number of groups from which they are

obtained. Thus, in hindsight, with the relatively small group and sample sizes herein, a

high degree of accuracy could never be achieved. It may reasonably be asked why

these shortcomings were not recognised and therefore avoided beforehand. The

ans\Mer is that, while they were, indeed, recognised, there was little that could be done

to rectify them given the strictures placed on the research. Specifically, the delays,

resulting from the loss of the Department's workshop staff, to the preparation of the

Skinner Box in particular limited the number of mice that could be accommodated

experimentally. The numbers from the parental strains of mice (the BALBIc and

CBA) were further limited in that these mice were required at the same time by the

initial experimental schedule - for breeding purposes, following their completion of

the experiment. Finally, while a third inbred strain of mice was available at

Laboratory Animal Services, its inclusion would have necessitated the further

reduction of the size of the other groups in order to accommodate them and their

progeny. In order to maintain as much statistical power as possible for the other

analyses, the number of strains was therefore limited.
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The results obtained in Chapter 8, then, should be taken only as indicators of

whether the sample contained noticeable genetic variance on the measures of interest,

rather than providing a definitive answer to the question of how much of the variance

is the result of genetic differences.

Considering the two measures that, it has been argued, are of interest because

they measure (primarily, at least) cognitive ability, the heritability estimates indicate

that one, at least, of these has been found to be moderately heritable - thereby

providing support for the proposition that individual differences in murine cognitive

abilities have a genetic basis.

9.5.3 Future Researclt

In order to better determine the heritability of murine cognitive abilities a

number of steps must be taken. Primarily, these are those already set out in previous

sections, regarding isolating and identifying any such abilities beyond Spatial learning

(for which some evidence exists). Once this had been accomplished, a far larger

sample than the one used herein, and comprised of multiple inbred strains and their Fl

hybrid descendants, would provide opportunity for more accurate partitioning of the

environmental variance in the sample - leading, in tum, to more accurate estimates of

broad sense heritability.

The goal of such analyses, however, can not be to determine, once and for all,

the degree to which murine cognitive abilities are dependent on genetics but, rather, to

indicate whether such a relationship exists at all for a given cognitive ability. Once

this has been established, genetic techniques can be employed, to begin the search for

genes responsible for such differences.
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9.6 Conclusion

While a number of problems have arisen throughout the running of the series

of experiments comprising this research program, and despite a number of important

limitations, some results in support of the hypotheses set out in Chapter l, regarding

the existence and nature of murine cognitive abilities, have been found. Moreover,

these results have helped to justify why further work is required in this area.

A definitive answer to the general question: 'Do individual differences exist in

murine cognitive abilities?' cannot yet be assayed. However, it appears that the

related sub-question: 'Do individual differences exist in murine spatial learning?' can

be answered in the affirmative. This being the case, and given that spatial learning (in

the form of the T-Maze and Radial Maze) was the only clearly cognitive ability

assessed herein, there seems to be no reason why, once mechanisms for assessing

other cognitive abilities have been improved, one would not expect to find similar

individual differences therein.

As to the basis of these differences, the analyses of Chapter 8 (in addition to

the argument, raised first in Section 7.3.2 and continued in Section 9.3.2) regarding

the relationship between strain and individual differences within a species, have

indicated that these differences, where they do exist, are likely to be mediated by

genetic differences between the individuals in question.

The final question under consideration, that of the structure of cognitive

abilities in mice, cannot yet be answered - simply because, to date, it appears that

only one such ability has been isolated. If individual differences in other cognitive

abilities are tested in mice, only further factor analyses and correlational studies will
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ansìwer the question of whether murine cognitive abilities are structured in a similar

way to those of humans.

Thus, while this research program has not answered all of the questions set it

at the outset, it has provided evidence that an approach like that taken here, long

ignored in animal research, can be applied fruitfully to the study of cognitive abilities.

Although the paucity of conclusive results obtained in this thesis requires that

optimism be leavened with caution, it still seems possible that means to test other

murine cognitive abilities accurately could be established; and that any individual

differences on those abilities could be subjected to analysis in order to determine their

relationship, if any, to one another. Future research could focus on more inbred

strains, to better elucidate genetic correlations; more heterogeneous mice, to better

examine the nature of individual differences in murine cognitive abilities; and, finally,

the development of a broader test battery - drawing upon both previous research in

animal behaviour and insights such as those provided by work in human intelligence

to better reflect the possible range of murine cognitive abilities.

As was argued in Chapter l, any such factor structure of cognitive abilities

could then be used to determine for which, if any, aspects of human intelligence might

be modelled using mice. Alternately, if such a structure fails to emerge, this could be

taken as evidence that mice are too distantly related to humans to be a good model

organism and to thereby provide insight into the genetic bases of human intelligence.

In conclusion, although further research into the questions posed herein is

obviously required, it would appear that the potential benefits of providing answers to

these, in terms of both knowledge and potential applications, are suffrcient to warrant

continued attention from researchers in the fields of animal behaviour and

intelligence.
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Appendix A - the Openfield computer program

The Openf,reld program was written by the author, in Visual Basic v.6.0, to aid

in the scoring of session videos recorded during Open Field Experiments, as described

in Section 2.2.3. On being run, the program generated the following Form (Figure

4.1) and required that a subject number and session time be entered before scoring

could begin.

Figure A.1 The Openfield computer program form (screen).
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Once these detailed were entered and the Start button pressed, the program

I Form'l ITEIEI

Slart E$r

opened a data file (named for the subject number) and began to enter data as it was
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entered. As the video of a session progressed frame by frame, having been recorded at

arate of 1 frame/second, the scorer used the computer mouse to click on one of the 30

buttons on the Form - those labeled A1-6, B1-6, etc - corresponding to one of the 30

squares in the Open Field (see Figure 2.2).

Each time a button was pressed, the program added one to both the total

number of seconds spent by a mouse in that particular square, in the small text box

beneath the button, and to the overall Total recorded in the bottom left comer. It also

calculated the distance travelled by the mouse (in square-lengths) from the last square

it occupied; and added this to the Distance measure recorded in the text box just to the

right of the Total.

At each 1 minute interval (following 60 frames of data being entered), up to

and including the 10th and final minute, the Distance travelled and the amount of time

spent in each square to that point was written to the file in the following format:

"bf5","14:02 6-10-01"
42

Subject designation and session time
Distance traveled in square-lengths (15.5cm)

300004

000009
000003

200004
11 3 2 2 3 14

Each number here represents the total number of
frames that the mouse had spent in the
corresponding square. For example, this mouse
had spent 9 seconds of its first 60 in the top right
square - 46.

These data were then used to calculate the Open Field experimental measures,

as described in Appendix B.
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Appendix B - Experimental Measures

ln all, 25 experimental measures were calculated from the ruw data from the

three apparatuses. These are presented, in their apparatus gtoups in the following

Table 8.1. Additionally, the expected direction of the base measure is indicated (i.e.,

whether a high or low score reflects superior performance) as well as the hpothesised

cognitive factor on which each is expected to load.

Table 8.1 Experimental Measures: Theoretical Murine Cognitive Factors and

expected Directions

Apparatus Measure Hypothesised

Cognitive Factor

Expected Direction

Skinner Box

Radial Maze

SBresponse

SBimprove

SB2criterion

SBcriterion

SBresptime

RMsolve

RMimprove

RMconsecutive

RMimprove(cons)

RMcorrect

RMimprove(con)

Gt

Gy

Gy&Gt

Gy&Gt

Gt

Gv

Gv&Gy

Gv

Gv&Gy

Gv

Gv&Gy

High

High

Low

High

Low

Low

Low

High

High

High

High

Continued over page.
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Table B.1 Experimental Measures : Theoretically Equivalent Human Cognitive

Factors and expected Directions (cont).

Apparatus Measure Hlpothesised.

Cognitive Factor

Expected

Direction

T-Maze

Open Field

RM2criterion

RMcriterion

TMcorrect

TMfirst

TMimprove

TMcriterion

OFactivity

OFhabituate(activity)

OFhabituate(lo cation)

OFlatency(novel)

OFlatency(recalled)

OFprefer(comp arative)

OFprefer(latency)

Gv&Gy

Gv&Gy

Gv

Gy

Gv&Gy

Gv&Gy

E

Gy

Gy

E

E&Gy

E&Gy

E&Gy

Low

High

High

High

High

Low

High

High

High

High

High

Nofe.' Direction refers to whether a high or low number in the given measure reflects a better score.

This was important in order to determine the 'correct' direction of a correlation. E.g. a negative

correlation would be expected between RMsolve and RMconsecutive if they are measuring the same

thing as one is high-scoring and the other low-scoring.

Nofe: Factor refers to the hypothesised factor(s) this task is expected to load upon (see Section 1.5.3).

These are named according to Carroll's (1993) analysis.

Gf - Processing Speed; Gy - Visuo-spatial; Gy - Memory and learning; E refers to Emotionality, a non-

cognitive factor.

Each of the measures presented in Table B.1 is described below. In addition to

a brief description of what precisely it measures, its method of extraction from the raw
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data is included. The reasons for the predicted direction of measurement and factor

loadings in Table 8.1 are also explained.

I Skinner Box Measures

SBresponses: Mean Responses per Skinner Box session.

This was calculated for each mouse by adding the number of reinforced responses in

each session in the Skinner Box under Schedule 1 (Simple Conditioning) and dividing

by the number of sessions. As a measure of Rate of Responding it was thought that

this would load on a predicted Processing Speed factor. As a greater number of

responses indicates better acquisition of the training schedule, this was thought to be

High scoring.

SBimprove: Mean Improvement per Skinner Box session.

For each session beyond the first, the number of responses achieved by a mouse was

subtracted from the number from the previous session, to provide a measure of

improvement. Adding all of these together and dividing by the number of sessions

resulted in this mean measure. As a measure of improvement, it was thought likely

that this would load on the predicted Memory and Learning factor. Increasing as the

response rate increased, this too was thought to be High scoring.

SB2criterion: Sessions to reach criterion in the Skinner Box'

Criterion was set at 20 responses within a 30 minute session, having first determined

that amouse could comfortably eat this many pellets within the given period -

requiring a response every 1% minutes. In order to be deemed to have learnt the task,

a mouse needed to achieve this level in consecutive sessions. This value, then, is the
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session number of the second of consecutive sessions where this level was displayed.

If an animal failed to achieve this level in consecutive levels it was assigned a value

of '9' - there having been only eight sessions. Being dependent on both of the above,

this outcome was thought likely to load on both of the Processing Speed and Memory

and Leaming factors. As mice that learnt the task better would reach criterion earlier,

this was expected to be Low scoring.

SBcriterion: Number of sessions at criterion level in Slcinner Box.

This is the number of sessions, of the eight under the Simple Conditioning schedule,

in which the subject achieved the criterion level of 20 responses - whether or not any

or all of these \Mere consecutive. As in the above variable, this was predicted to load

on both Processing Speed and Memory and Learning. The greater the number of

sessions where criterion was reached, the better the mouse was adjudged to have

leamt the task, making this a High scoring measure.

il Radial Maze Measures

RMsolve: Mean Number to Solve Radial Maze

The numbers of arm-entries taken to solve the Radial Maze by a mouse, in each

session, were totalled and divided by the number of sessions to produce this measure.

As a primarily spatial task, this was expected to load on the Visuo-Spatial factor, As

the task called for the mice to learn not to re-enter previously visited arrns, it was

predicted to be Low scoring.

kMimprove: Mean Improvement per session in solving Radial Maze
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For each session beyond the first, the number of turns taken by a mouse to solve the

maze was subtracted from the number taken in the previous session to provide a

measure of improvement. Adding all of these together and dividing by the number of

sessions resulted in this mean measure, which was expected to load on the Visuo-

Spatial and Memory and Learning factors. Being, llke kMsolve, dependent on the

number of arms entered, this was also expected to be Low scoring.

kMconsecutive: Mean Number consecutively correct in Radial Maze.

In each session, the number of turns a mouse made before making an effor (i.e., re-

entering an arrn of the maze it had previously entered) was recorded. The average of

these was taken to provide this measure. This was expected to load on the Visuo-

Spatial factor. As a greater number of responses without an effor should indicate

superior performance, this was expected to be High scoring.

kMimprove(cons): Mean Improvement in consecutive choices in the Radial Maze.

For each session beyond the first, the number of consecutive, correct decisions made

by a mouse in the mazewere subtracted from the number in the previous session, to

provide a measure of improvement. Adding all of these together and dividing by the

number of sessions resulted in this mean measure. Expectation'\¡ras that this measure

would load upon both the Visuo-Spatial and Memory and Learning factors. Being

dependent on improvement in a High scoring variable, this was also expected to be

High scoring.
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kMcorrect: Mean Number correct / I in Radial Maze.

The number of correct choices made by a mouse from the first eight choices made

was recorded each session. The average of these was taken to provide this measure.

This was expected to load on the Visuo-Spatial factor and to be inarguably High

scoring.

Mean Improvement in correct / I in Radial Maze

For each session beyond the first, the number of correct decisions made by a mouse

within the first eight was subtracted from the number in the previous session to

provide a measure of improvement. Adding all of these together and dividing by the

number of sessions resulted in this mean measure. As another measure of

improvement on a spatial task, this was expected to load on both the Visuo-Spatial

and Memory and Learning factors. Being dependent on improvement in the above

measure (kMcorrecr) this was expected to be High scoring.

KM2criterion: Sessions to reach criterion in Radial Maze.

The criterion level in the Radial Maze was set at solving themaze in 10 or fewer

turns, representing an alpha level of .028 (see Appendix D). A subject was required to

achieve this in consecutive sessions to be adjudged successful in learning the Radial

Maze. This value, then, is the session number of the second of consecutive sessions

where this level was displayed. If an animal failed to achieve this level in consecutive

levels it was assigned a value of '11' - there having been only 10 sessions. The

expectation was that both the Visuo-Spatial and Memory and Learning factors would

be reflected by this measure. Given that reaching criterion earlier represented superior

performance, this was designated as Low scoring.
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kMcriterion: Number of sessions at criterion level in the Radial Maze.

This measure is simply the number of sessions, out of the 10 sessions by each mouse,

in which the subject achieved the criterion level of 10 or fewer turns to solve the

Radial Maze. This also was expected to reflect both the Visuo-Spatial and Memory

and Learning factors. This measure was designated as High scoring because a greater

number of sessions at criterion indicate superior performance.

ru T-Maze Measures

TMcorrect: Mean Number Correct in the T-Maze.

This measure was defined by the average of performance scores across the five

sessions where performance was measured by the number of correct trials per session.

This measure was expected to load on the Visuo-Spatial factor and to be High scoring.

TMfirst: Number of correctfirst entries into T-Maze.

For each session, following the first, special note was made of whether the first choice

made was correct or incorrect, because it was thought that this would be indicative of

reference memory (recollection across sessions), as opposed to working memory

(recollection within a session). This measure, then, is the total number of correct first

entries made - excluding that of the first session (where the animal had no memory to

draw upon). As would be expected from the above description, this was expected to

load on the Memory and Learning factor. As a greater number of correct first entries

would indicate better memory, this was considered a High scoring measure.
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TMimprove: Mean Improvement per T-Maze session.

For each session beyond the first, the number of correct tums achieved by a mouse

was subtracted from the number achieved in the previous session to provide a measure

of improvement. Adding all of these together and dividing by the number of sessions

resulted in this mean measure, which was predicted to load upon both the Memory

and Leaming and the Visuo-Spatial factors. To counteract an expected ceiling effect

resulting from the maximum number of correct trials per session being 10, a

maintenance bonus was included, such that amouse that performed at above criterion

levels (see TMcriterion) were treated as having improved even when their actual

results were steady. Specifically, a * 1 bonus was added for a score of 9/ 1 0 and 1-2 for

10/10 at each session. With this maintenance bonus in effect, this was expected to be a

High scoring measure.

TMcriterion: Number of sessions at criterion level in T-Maze

Criterion level in theT-maze was set at eight correct turns from 10 trials, which

reflects an alpha level of .055 (see Appendix D). The number of sessions in which this

was achieved was totalled for each mouse. As in the above variable, the expectation

was that this measure would load on both the Memory and Learning and the Visuo-

Spatial factors. As with all of the T-Maze measures, this was expected to be High

scoring.

U Open Field Measures

OFactivity: Mean activity level in the Open Field'

This is the average of distances travelled, in metres, by a mouse in the three sessions

comprising the Novel and Recalled Environment experiment and was expected to be
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used as a measure of baseline activity and emotionality rather than as a cognitive

measure. This being the case, it was not designated as either High or Low.

OFhabituate(activity): Habituation(activity) to novel environs in the Open Field.

This is the percentage change in activity level (as measured by distance travelled) of a

mouse between its first session in the Open Field and (after a24hour period) its

second. It was calculated by subtracting the distance travelled in the first session from

that travelled in the second and dividingthatby the distance travelled in the first

session. This is a measure of habituation to the environment, reflecting memory and

therefore was expected to load on a Memory and Learning factor. As a mouse that

recalls an environment should be less nervous and therefore more active, High

measures on this task were thought to indicate better memory.

OFhabituate(location): Habituation(location) to novel environs in the Open Field.

This was the percentage change in the proportion of time spent crossing the Open

Field, rather than in its edge squares, by a mouse between its first session in the Open

Field and (after a24hour period) its second. It was calculated by subtracting the

Location Ratio (time in centre squares / time in edge squares) in the first session from

that in the second and dividingthatby the Location Ratio in the first session. This is a

measure of habituation to the environment, reflecting memory and, like the above

habituation measure, OFhabituate(activity) was expected to be High in mice that

better remembered the Open Field.
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OFlatency(novel): Time to approach Novel Object in Novel Object session in Open

Field

This reflected the amount for time taken for an animal to approach the Novel Object

in the first session where one is presented. It was simply the amount of time, in

seconds, between the start of the session and animal's first approach to the object.

This was expected to measure emotionality rather than a cognitive ability and was

therefore not assigned a direction.

OFlatency(recalled): Time to approach Novel Object in Recalled Object session in

Open Field.

This measured the amount of time taken for an animal to approach the Novel Object

in the second session, where both a novel and recalled object are present. It was the

amount of time, in seconds, between the start of the session and animal's first

approach to the novel object. This was expected to measure emotionality but also

some aspect of memory in order to distinguish between the novel and recalled objects.

Therefore it was expected to load on a Memory and learning factor. This measure was

predicted to be Low scoring as a faster approach to the Novel object was thought to

indicate a better ability to differentiate the two.

OFprefer(comparative): Preferencefor Novel over Recalled Obiects in the Open

Field

This was a comparison of the amount of time spent in proximity each of the two

objects in the Novel and Recalled Object experiment in the first minute of the Novel

and Recalled Objects session. It was calculated by subtracting the amount of time

spent in the four squares surrounding the first, familiar object from that spent in the

squares surrounding the second, novel object and dividing this by the amount of time
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spent with the familiar object. This was expected to measure the subjects' memory for

objects and thus load on a Memory and Learning factor. As a mouse with a better

memory was expected to spend more time with the novel object (in accordance with

the literature, see Section 2.1.2), thus making this a High measure'

OFprefer(latency): PreJerenceJ'or Novel objects in approach latency in the Open

Field.

This measure reflected the preference shown by subjects, when presented with a novel

and recalled object, for approaching the novel object first. It was calculated as

follows: 0 - [time to approach novel object] - [time to approach recalled object]. This

was expected to reflect the subjects' memory for the objects in addition to

emotionality. Given the method of extraction, this was designed as a High scoring

measure because it was expected that mice that showed a preference for novelty were

thereby indicating their memory of the Recalled object.
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AppendixC-PilotWork

As described in the Preface to this thesis, prior to commencement of the

experimental program detailed in the main body of the thesis, a period of pilot work

was undertaken in order both to assess the usefulness of various pieces of apparatus to

the current research and to acquaint the researcher with the handling and maintenance

of a colony of mice. Specifically, three pieces of pre-existing equipment were tested

for use in the experiments and, subsequently, one of the custom-made pieces was

similarly tested. The testing that each underwent is specified below.

I Subjects

Subjects were 8 male BALB lc mice, obtained from Laboratory Animal

Services in the Medical School. These were delivered at age 8 weeks and maintained

in the laboratory for a further week prior to any testing to allow acclimatisation. These

were housed communally in cages of four mice except during food deprivation.

I Equipment I

The three pre-existing pieces of equipment were an automated Open Field, an

enclosed, 8-armed Radial Maze and a T-Maze. All of these had previously been used

for rodent research in the Department - using rats.

IIa Automated Open Field

This device consisted of an open-topped white box, floored with pressure

sensitive, 15.5cm, grey metal squares, and a cable to connect it to a computer terminal

for output collection.

IIb 9-armed Radial Maze

This consisted of eight plastic buckets (10L), connected via PVC tubing

(95mm diameter) to a central chamber constructed of PVC some 450mm in diameter.
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IIc T-Maze

This maze was constructed of wood, with an entry arm measuring 1 metre in

length, including the incorporated start box, and a crosspiece measuring 90cm,

excluding the detachable 16cm x24cm goal boxes. The maze corridors were 12cm in

width and 1Ocm high with wooden floor and walls but covered with a hinged, clear

plastic lid.

IId T-Maze version II

The second T-Maze that was tested herein was the same one as described in

Section 3.2.2.3.

ru Procedure I

IIIa Automated Open Field

Following discussion with workshop staff, it was agreed that the automatic

features of the Open Field could not be used with mice because the activation pressure

required to trigger the computer ìwas greater than the weight of a mouse and this

pressure could not feasibly be lowered to the required level without significant

expense. Watching the behaviour of mice placed in the Open Field, however, seemed

to indicate that, as they habituated to this new environment, their behaviours changed

and their movement encompassed the entire area.

One problem encountered at this stage was the observed effect of the

researcher's presence near the Open Field. When a person standing near the Open

Field moved, the mice would freeze. To avoid this occurring during experimentation,

a mechanism for observing the mice without having to loom above the apparatus was

needed and designed in the form of a small web-cam screwed onto an adjustable

stand. With this in place over the Open Field, an unrestricted view of its floor was
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obtained while the experimenter could remain behind alarge screen and observe on a

computer monitor.

III\ ]-armed Radial Maze

Prior to testing in this apparatus, all mice were food deprived, as described in

Section 4.2.3.1. Testing of this equipment involved baiting the bucket at the end of

each arm with a Noyes 2}mgFormula F sucrose reinforcer pellet and placing an

animal in the central chamber. While mice were observed to explore, two main factors

appeared to prevent their learning the task on this apparatus.

Firstly, the size of the maze resulted in a large amount of time being spent

exploring the central chamber, in preference to the arms; and, secondly, the arms of

the maze had small holes in them - far too small for a rat to escape from or even a

mouse but large enough to be interesting to a mouse placed in the maze. Thus mice

spent a large proportion of time of their time in themaze sniffing through these holes

rather than runningthe maze. In light of these problems, prior to the experiment

proper beginning, a smaller radial maze was designed and built, as described in

Section 4.2.2.4. This was not, however, available for testing prior to beginning the

experiment described in Chapter 4.

IIIc T-Maze

Prior to testing in this apparatus, all mice were food deprived as described in

Section 4.2.3.1. Each mouse was designated as having to leam to turn either right or

left in this maze and the corresponding goal box was baited with a Noyes 20mg

Formula F pellet.

When mice were placed in the start area of this maze, however, they showed

little inclination to run the maze at all. Given a metre long corridor covered with clear
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plastic, all of the mice spent their time moving from side to side, rearing up to sniff at

the plastic lid - presumably looking for a way out. Even when the corridor length was

restricted to only 30cm by means of barriers, this behaviour continued. From this, it

was concluded that themaze was simply too large and allowed the mice too much

freedom of movement to be of use.

IIIí T-Maze version II

Built using materials already held in the workshop, this maze was able to be

tested prior to its use in Experiment 2 (Chapter 3). Again, all animals were food

deprived prior to testing, as described in Section 4.2.3.I and each mouse was

designated a 'correct' goal box and the maze was baited accordingly. An early

observation led to the inclusion of vinyl barriers over the ends of the tubing leading to

the goal boxes - to prevent mice fleeing back down the tube when the researcher

attempted to remove them from the goal box.

Further observation during a series of training sessions, however, led to doubts

regarding the efficacy of food as a reinforcer in this maze. While the mice now ran the

maze - in terms of entering the maze and tuming left or right at the t-junction, they

showed little sign of preferring their designated goal box to the other, despite the

presence of food. Thus, every second or third trial, they would enter the opposite arm

and explore the goal box at that end.

To avoid this behaviour, the forced choice paradigm described in Section

3.2.2.3 was implemented for the pilot group and, following observation of its efficacy

therein, adopted for the experiment proper. A comparison of the performance of the

eight BALB/o males used in the pilot data, under the food reinforcement paradigm,
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and the performance of the 12BAJ,B,lc mice (4 males and 8 female) used in the

experiment proper, under the forced choice paradigm, is shown in Figure C.1, below

Figure C.l: Performance (+SE) across 5 Sessions in the T-Maze under Food

Reinforcement (Pilot) and Forced Choice (Experimental) Paradigms

I Pilot Data

E Experimental Data

10

I
98
.q
ÈI
õ6gs
oo4
c.

E3
1

0

1 2 4 53

Session

Note; the above presents for comparison the mean number of correct choices made by mice under the two versions

of the T-Maze described in Sections C.II.c-d.

As Figure C.1 indicates, the forced choice paradigm was clearly superior to

food deprivation as a mechanism for training mice BALB/o on the T-Maze and was

similarly effective (see Figure 3.2) for other strains.
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Appendix D -Probability Tables

The following probability tables (Tables D.1 and D.2) were used to calculate

the criterion levels of performance in the Radial Maze and T-Maze respectively.

Table D.1

Trial

Number

n

1

2

3

4

)
6

7

8

9

10

l1

t2

13

t4

15

t6

l7

1

.1250

.0156

.0020

.0002

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

Probability of x correct arm-entries from n tnals in the Radial Maze.

Number Correct x

t2345678

.8750

.3281 .6563

.0957 .4922 .4102

.025ô .2563 .5127 .2051

.0066 .1154 .4166 .3845 .0769

0017 .0482 .2804 .4486 .2019 .0192

0004 .0193 .1703 .4206 .3196 .0673 .0024"*

.0001 .0076 .0973 .3480 .3974 .1 388 .0108.

.0000 .0029 .0534 .2661 .4286 .2208 .0282*

.0000 .0011 .0285 .1930 .4212 .3003 .0558

.0000 .0004 .0149 .1349 .3883 .3681 .0933

.0000 .0002 .0077 .0918 .3418 .4192 .1393

0000 .0001 .0040 .0612 .2908 .4522 .1917

0000 .0000 .0020 .0403 .2410 .4684 .2482

0000 .0000 .0010 .0262 .1959 .4701 .3068

.0000 .0000 .0005 .0169 .1567 .4603 .3656

18 .0000 .0000 .0003 .0108 .1239 .4420 .4231

t9 .0000 .0000 .0001 .0069 .0970 .4177 .4783

20 .0000 .0000 .0001 .0044 .0753 .3897 .5306

Note: the probability values in above table are correct to 4 and represent the likelihood of
achieving x Correct arm-entries out of n Trials by chance alone - each Trial being a single arm-entry during the

Radial Maze session.
* - Sig-nificant at the .05 level. ** - Significant at the .01 level.

These probabilities were calculated using the following probability formula
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Where

Table D.2

p(x right fromn trials):

p(wrong) : Cunent Number Correct / 8

p(right) : I - (Current Number Correct / 8)

p(x right from n- I trials)*p(wrong)

+ p(x-l right from n-1 trials)xp(righÐ

x l2

Probability of at least x correct trials per session in the T-Maze.

3456789 10

gggo .9893 .9453 .8281 .6230 .3770 .1719 .0547+ .0107* ,0010***

Note: a single session in the T-Maze consisted of l0 trials. Therefore

a level of¡ / I 0 correct in a single session.
* - Approaches significance
* - Signifrcant at the ,05 level
'rtt!'t' - Significant at the .001 level

ofthe above probabilities are of achieving

The above Table D.2, is a specific case of the binomial probabilities

presented in Table D.3, below, coffesponding to the 1Oth row thereof. It was presented

in the above form so as to indicate the reason for accepting 8/10 as the criterion level

in the T-Maze experiment - it being closest to the standard .05 probability level.

Table D.3, below, was used to determine the significance of

performance in the Skinner Box under the Choice Conditioning condition where a

mouse's response could be either right of wrong. For each level of significance, .05,

.01 and .001, it indicates the number of correct responses required from n total

responses to indicate performance significantly above chance levels.
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n p<.05 p<.01 p<.001

Table D.3 Binomial Probability Table

n p <.05 p<.01 D<.001
37
38
39
39

40
40
4t
42

42
43

43
44

45
45

46
46

47
48
48
49
49

50
51

5l
52
52

53

54
54

55

55

56
56
57
58

58

59
59
60
6l
6t
62
62
ó3

63

64
65

65

66

66

l0
l1
t2
t3
l3
14

l5
t6
l6
17

l8
18

l9
20
20
2l
22

22
23
24
24
25

26
26
27
27

28
29
29
30

3l
31

32
32
33

34

34
35

36
36
3t

7

8

9

l0
t0
11

l2
t2
13

l4
t4
15

l5
16

t7
17

l8
t9
19

20

20
2t
22

22
23

24
24
25

25
26

27
27
28

28
29

29
30
3l
31

32
32

33

34
34

;
6

7

7

8

9

9

t0
l0
ll
12

l2
l3
13

t4
l5
15

t6
t6
l7
t8
18

l9
l9
20

20
2l
22
22
23

23
24

24
25
26

26
27
27
28
28

29

30
30

31

3l
32

1

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

11

t2
l3
14

15

l6
17

18

l9
20

21

22
23
24

25
26
27
28
29

30
3l
32
33
34
35

36

37
38

39
40
4l
42
43
44
45
46

47
48
49
50

51

52
53

54

55
56
57

58
59
60

6l
62

63

64
65

66
67
68
69

70
7l
72

73

74
75
76
77
78
79
80
8l
82
83

84

85

86
87
88

89

90
91

92
93

94
95
96
97

98
99
100

32
JJ

34
35
35

36

36
37
37

38
38
39

40
40

4l
41

42

42
43

43
44
45
45
46

46
47
47
48

48
49

49
50
51

51

52
52
53

53

54
54
55
55

56
57

57
58
58
59
59

35

35

36
36
37

38
38
39

39
40
4l
4t
42

42
43
43

44
45

45
46
46
47
47

48
49
49
50
50
5l
5l
52

52
53
54
54
55

55
56
56

57
58

58
59
59

60
60
6l
61

62
63

out of n trials that is significant at the given level'
Note: n is the number of trials. Reading across from any value of n one finds the number of correct responses
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Appendix E - Factor Analyses

In Chapter 7,pafüal results from five factor analyses were presented - one

each performed on the sets of measures from the Radial Maze,T-Maze and Open

Field; one performed on the 19 experimental measures from all three apparatuses,

considered together; and one performed on the factor scores derived from the factors

extracted from the first three of these.

In each case, a Principal Components Analysis (PCA) was run, with Oblimin

oblique rotation first - from which the number of factors to be derived was assessed,

by reference to eigenvalues above 1.0 and inspection of the Structure Matrix. In every

case but the last, Principal Axis Factoring (PAF) with Oblimin oblique rotation was

then undertaken to extract the number of factors decided on. Ila the last factor analysis,

a communality exceeded 1.0 during calculations and the PAF could not return a result.

Therefore a Maximum Likelihood Factor Analysis (MLFA) was substituted. Oblique

rotations were used because the expectation was that the factors extracted would

correlate and the strength of this effect could thus be easily observed'

Following the presentation of the factor analyses from Chaptet 7, a factor

analysis of the Skinner Box measures is included - using the same method as

described above for the measures from other apparatuses, in order to test whether the

suggestion of a secondary factor underlying the Skinner Box response time measure

(see Section 5.I0.2.2) had merit'

I Radial Maze Factor AnalYses

The results of the Radial maze Factor Analyses are presented first, in the

following Tables - E.1 to E.6.
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Table E.1 Radial Maze Measures PCA - KMO & Bartlett's Tests

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

723

x'Q\) : 403.98, p <.oo l

The results shown in Table E.l were taken to indicate that the correlation

matrix formed by the eight RadialMaze measures was suitable for factor analysis.

TableB.2 Radial MazeMeasures PCA - Total Variance Explained

lnitial Eigenvalues Rotation

Component Total o/oYar. Cum. % Total YoVar. Cum. % Total

Extraction Sum of Squared
Loadings

1

2

J

4

5

6

7

8

4.446

t.452

0.749

0.665

0.277

0.208

0.132

0.042

55.572

t8.r52

9.364

8.313

3.468

2.599

1.651

0.880

55.572

73.725

83.089

91.402

94.869

97.469

99.t20

100.00

4.446

t.4s2

55.572

t8.152

55.572

73.72s

4.070

2.938

Table 8.2 indicated that two components existed with eigenvalues above 1.0.

On this basis, the following PAF results (Tables E.3 to 8.5) were obtained, with the

program instructed to extract two factors.

Table E.3 indicated that the two factors instructed by PAF accounted for 670/o

of the variance in the Radial Maze data, while Table E.5 demonstrated that these
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factors, as v/as expected given the strength of the correlations between the Radial

Maze measures (see Table 4.2),remained correlated at 0.49.

Finally, looking at Table E.4,itwas clear that the loadings of the measures

onto the extracted factors accorded with the predictions made in Section 7.2.2.2

regarding the division of the Radial Maze measures into two groups. This being case,

the factors were named according to the distinctions set out there - Radial Maze

Perþrmance and Radial Maze MemorY.

Table E.3 Radial Maze Measures PAF - Total Variance Explained

lnitial Eigenvalues Extraction Sum of Squared Rotation
Loadings

Component Total o/oVar. Cum. % Total o/oVar. Cum. % Total

1

2

aJ

4

5

6

7

8

4.446

r.4s2

0.749

0.665

0.277

0,208

0.t32

0.042

55.572

t8.r52

9.364

8.313

3.468

2.599

1.651

0.880

55.572

73.725

83.089

9r.402

94.869

97.469

99.120

100.00

4.ts1

1.170

51.961

t4.620

51.961

66.581

3.818

2.872
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Table E.4 Radial Maze Measures PAF - Structure Matnx

Component

I 2

RMsolve
RMcriterion
RMconsecutive
RMcorrect
RM2criterion
RMimprove(corr)
RMimprove(cons)
RMimprove

Note: Only factor loadings of 0.3 and above are shown.

Table 8.5 Radial Maze Measures PCA Component Correlation Matrix

Component I

.935

.849

.79s

.77 |

.756

.435

.401

.424

.464

.620

.405

.908

.896

.463

2

1

2

1.000

0.490 1.000

il T-Maze Factor Analyses

The results of the factor analyses undertaken on the T-Maze measures are

presented in Tables E.6 to E.10, below.

Table 8.6 T-Maze Measures PCA - KMO & Bartlett's Tests

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy .590

x'6)Bartlett's Test of Sphencrw : 151.972, p <.001

V/hile the result of the KMO measure shown is Table E.6 is marginally below

that generally advised for factor analyses (0.6), this result was not unexpected, given

the smaller number of measures taken from the T-Maze (four compared with 8 for the
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Radial Maze).It was, therefore, decided to continue - to test the assumptions

regarding the relationships amongst the variables made in Section 7.2.2.2.

Table E.7 T-Maze Measures PCA - Total Variance Explained

lnitial Eigenvalues Extraction Sum of Squared
Loadings

Component Total o/oVar. Cum. % Total o/oVar. Cum. %

2.449 6r.225 6r.2251

2

J

4

2.449

0942

0.524

0.08s

6t.225

23.s40

1 3.106

2.t28

6t.225

84.766

97.872

100.00

After examination of Table 8.7 , it was decided to extract two factors in the

following PAF. This was done in order to test the assumptions made in Section

7.2.2.2. While only one component had an eigenvalue above 1.0, it was thought that

the smaller number of measures from the T-Maze might have been partly to blame for

this result and, given the closeness of the second eignevalue to 1.0 (0.942), this was

expected to be illuminating.

The results of the PAF are presented in Tables E.8 to 8.10, below.
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Table E.8 T-Maze Measures PAF - Total Variance Explained

lnitial Eigenvalues Extraction Sum of Squared Rotation
Loadings

Component Total o/oVar. Cum. % Total o/oVar. Cum. % Total

1

2

J

8

2.449

0.942

0.524

0.051

6t.225

23.540

13.106

2.218

6t.225

84.766

97.872

100.00

2.239

0.568

5s.968

t4.204

55.968

70.t72

2.082

1.503

Table E.9 T-Maze Measures PAF - Structure Matrix

Component

1 2

TMcorrect
TMcriterion
TMfirst
TMimprove

Note; Only factor loadings of 0.3 and above are shown

Table E.l0 T-Maze Measures PAF Component Correlation Matrix

.955

.953

.334

.389

.607

.422

.726

.65s

2Component 1

1

2

1.000

0.509 1.000

Tables E.9 and E.10 indicate why the PCA indicated only a single factor -

each of the four measures loaded on both of the components and the two components

correlate together at above 0.5. Despite this, evidence in support of the arguments

made in Section 7.2.2.2, regarding the likely division of the T-Maze measures, is still

found here. The two measures thought to be measuring reference memory loaded
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more strongly on the second component than the first and those labelled perþrmance

in Section 7.2.2.2loaded more strongly on the first.

This being the case, the first factor was named T-Maze Perþrmance andthe

second T-Møze Memory, following the division made inChapter 7.

m Open Field Factor Analyses

The factor analyses undertaken on the seven Open Field measures are

presented below (Tables E.11 to E.16) in the same format as used for the Radial and

T-Mazes.

Table E.11 Open Field Measures PCA - KMO & Bartlett's Tests

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

.596
xtzr)=85.361, p<.ool

TableE.I2 Open Field Measures PCA - Total Variance Explained

Component Total

lnitial Eigenvalues Extraction Sum of Squared
Loadings

o/oVar. Cum. % Total o/oVar. Cum. %

Rotation

Total

1

2

J

4

5

6

7

2.664

t.945

1.1 10

0.496

0.406

0.196

0.1 83

38.063

27.782

15.852

7.083

5.806

2.806

2.607

38.063

6s.845

8r.697

88.781

94.587

97.393

100.00

2.664

r.945

1.1 10

38.063

27.782

15.852

38.063

65.845

8t.697

2.60r

t.964

1.335
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The value of the KMO measure in Table E.11 indicated that the Open Field

measures' correlation matrix was only marginally suited to factor analysis but, to test

the assumptions in Section 7.2.2.2, this was attempted.

The emergence of three components in Table E.12 was unexpected - given the

arguments made in Section 7.2.2.2 regarding the distinction between the types of

Open Field measures. Therefore, the structure matrix of this was examined to

determine how these three components related to one another (see Table 8.13).

Table E.13 Open Field Measures PCA - Structure Matrix

Component

l2 J

OFprefer(comp)
OFprefer(latency)
OFlatency(recalled)
OFhabituate(activity)
OFlatency(novel)
OFactivity
OFhabituate(loc ation)

.9t3

.875

.780

.594 .s63

.398

-.549
.866
.840

.960

Note; Only factor loadings of 0.3 and above are shown.

Examining Table E.13, it was seen that the third component had only a single

measure with its primary loading there. The remaining measures were divided much

as predicted in Section7.2.2.2 on the fist and second components, leading to the

decision to extract only two factors in the PAF; the results of which are presented in

Tables E.14 to 8.16, below.
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Table E.14 Open Field Measures PAF - Total Variance Explained

lnitial Eigenvalues Extraction Sum of Squared Rotation
Loadings

Component Total o/oVar. Cum. % Total o/oVar. Cum. % Total

1

2

J

4

5

6

7

2.664

t.945

1,1 10

0.496

0.406

0.196

0.1 83

38.063

27.782

15.8s2

7.083

5.806

2.806

2.607

38.063

65.845

8r.697

88.781

94.587

97.393

100.00

2.332

t.544

33.310

22.060

33.310

55.369

2.3t2

Ls65

Table E.15 Open Field Measures PAF - Structure Matrix

Component

t2
OFprefer(comp)
OFprefer(latency)
OFlatency(recalled)
OFhab ituate(activity)
OFhabituate(location)
OFlatency(novel)
OFactivity

Note; Only factor loadings of 0.3 and above are shown.

Table E.16 Open Field Measures PAF - Component Correlation Matrix

Component 1

.8s3

.785

.763

.566
.361

-.s 16

779

718

2

I
2

1,000

0.006 1,000
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With the removal of the third component, the measure that loaded primarily on

that component, OFhabituate(location) no longer loaded on any component. The

others, however, as described in SectionT .3.4.l,loaded very much as was predicted,

with the exception of OFløtency(recalled). This was expected to load on the same

component as the other latency measure but, instead, primarily loaded with the

measures argued to be mnemonic in nature (see SectionT .2.2.2). Given this

agreement, the factors v/ere named according to the divisions made in Chapter 7 -

Open Field Memory and Open Field Emotionality,tespectively.

IV Factor Analyses of Complete Experimental Dataset

The following Tables (8.17 to E.19 indicate the results of the factor analyses

run using all 19 experimental measures from the Radial Maze,T-Maze and Open

Field.

TableBJT Experimental Measures PCA - KMO & Bartlett's Tests

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy .525

Bartlett's Test of x2( 171):427.764.o<.001

The KMO measure in Table E.17 indicated that the correlation matrix of all

19 experimental measures was not particularly well-suited to factor analysis but it was

considered important to ascertain whether the relationships amongst the measures

from individual apparatuses would be altered by a different calculation. That is, the

robustness of the assumptions made in Section 7.2.2.2 were tested in this way.
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Table E.18 Experimental Measures PCA - Total Variance Explained

lnitial Eigenvalues Extraction Sum of Squared Rotation
Loadings

Component Total YoYar. Cum. % Total o/oVar. Cum. % Total

1

2

J

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

t4
15

16

I7
18

19

6.290
3.4t5
2.192

t.424
t.304
0.905

0.842
0.591

0.570
0.356
0.274
0.246
0.224
0.t44
0.086
0.053
0.047
0.021
0.016

33.r07
17.974

1 1.536

7.495

6.866

4.76s

4.430
3.1 09
2.999
7.873
t.444
1.297
Lt77
0.7s6
0.453
0.280
0.246
0.110
0.082

33.r07
51.081

62.617

70.t12
76.978

8r.743

86.173
89.282
92.282
94.155
95.599
96.897

98.073
98.829
99.282
99.562
99.808
99.918
100.00

6.290
3.415
2.192

t.424
1.304

33.t07
t7.974
1 1.536

7.495
6.866

33.107

51.081

62.6t7
70.rr2
76.978

4.826
3.425

3.903

3.1 18

2.223

From Table E.18, five factors were indicated and thus extracted by means of

PAF. Table E.19, below indicates the proportion of variance accounted for each of the

five factors extracted by PAF - the Structure Matrix and Component Correlation

Matrix, however, can be found in Chapter 7 as Tables 7.5 and 7.6, respectively.
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Table 8.19 Experimental Measure PAF - Total Variance Explained

lnitial Eigenvalues Extraction Sum of Squared Rotation
Loadings

Component Total o/oVar. Cum. % Total o/oVar. Cum. % Total

1

2

J

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

t2
13

t4
15

t6
t7
18

t9

6.290
3.415

2.192

r.424

i.304
0.905

0.842
0.591

0.570
0.356
0.274
0,246
0.224
0.t44
0.086
0.053
0.047
0.021

0.016

33.r07
17.974

I 1.536

7.49s

6.866
4.765

4.430
3.109
2.999
1.873

1.444
t.297
t.t77
0.756
0.453
0.280
0.246
0.110
0.082

33.107
51.081

62.617

70.ttz
76.978
8r.743

86.173
89.282
92.282
94.155
95.599
96.897
98.073
98.829
99.282
99.562
99.808
99.918
100.00

6.040

3.140

1.857

t.092
t.027

31.788
16529
9.775

5.746

5.404

31.788

48.3t6
58.091

63.837

69.24r

4.036
3.050

3.522

3.201

2.8t1

As noted above, the interpretation of this factor analysis is in the text of

Section 7.3.2.2.

V Factor Analyses of Factor Scores from 6 Apparatus Factors

This section presents the results of a factor analysis run on factor scores

calculated from the six factors extracted in Sections E.I, E.II and E.III, above. This

was done in order to assess the relationships among the derived factor and thereby to

allow comment on the possibility of an underlying structure to the cognitive abilities

of mice. The results of these, presented in the same format as previous factor analyses

except as noted above, follows in Tables 820 toE.24,
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Table E.20 Factor Scores PCA - KMO & Bartlett's Tests

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

600

x'(15) :38.639,p <.ooI

The KMO measure in Table E.20 indicated that the correlation matrix formed

by the factor scores was adequate for factor analysis

TableB.2l Factor Scores PCA - Total Variance Explained

lnitial Eigenvalues Extraction Sum of Squared Rotation
Loadings

Component Total o/oVar. Cum. % Total o/oVar. Cum. % Total

1

2

J

4

5

6

2.285

1.570

0.896

0.534

0,409

0.307

38.081

26.16r

t4.929

8.894

6.813

s.r22

38.081

64.241

79.r70

88.065

94.878

100.00

2.285

1.570

38.081

26.t61

3 8.081

64.24t

2.065

t.873

Examining Table 8.21, two factors were indicated and thus extracted from the

following Maximum Likelihood Factor Analysis.



TableB.22 Factor Scores MLFA - Total Variance Explained

lnitial Eigenvalues Extraction Sum of Squared
Loadings

Component Total o/oVar. Cum. % Total o/oVar. Cum. %

259

Rotation

Total

I

2

a
J

4

5

6

2.285

1.570

0.896

0.534

0.409

0.307

38.081

26.t6r

t4.929

8.894

6.813

5.122

38.081

64.24r

79.t70

88.06s

94.878

100.00

t.522

1.590

25.365

26.stJl

25.365

s 1.866

1.s91

1.s93

TableB.23 Factor Scores MLFA - Structure Matrix

Component

1 2

TM Performance

TM Memory

RM Performance

RM Memory

OF Emotionality

OF Memory

Note; Only factor loadings of 0.3 and above are shown.

TableB.24 Factor Scores MLFA - Component Correlation Matrix

Component 1

1.000

0.131

.99r

.639

-.323

.810

.667

-.497

.439

2

1

2 1,000
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Looking at the above results of the MLFA, it is clear that the factor scores did

not load on the higher order factors along the Memory/Performance distinction argued

for in Section 7.2.2.2 but, rather, along a T-MazeiRadial Maze axis with the abilities

underlying Open Field Emotionality affecting both. Possible explanations of this

pattern have been presented in depth in Chapter 7.

W Skinner Box Factor Analysis

To test the idea that the relative unrelatedness of the Skinner Box response

time measure, SBresptime)was due to it being dependent on a different underlying

ability than the other four, strongly related Skinner Box measures, a preliminary PCA

factor analysis was run to determine whether more than one component would be

extracted from the data. The results of this are presented below, in Tables 8.25 to

8.27,

Table E.25 Skinner Box PCA - KMO & Bartlett's Tests

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

.749

r,'(10) : 223.45t, p <.oo I

The KMO measure in Table E.25 indicated that the correlation matrix was

suited to factor anlysrs.
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TableB,26 Skinner Box PCA - Total Variance Explained

lnitial Eigenvalues Extraction Sum of Squared
Loadings

Component Total o/oVar. Cum. % Total o/oYar' Cum. %

3.804 76.086 76.0861

2

J

5

5

3.804

0.807

0.282

0,071

0.036

76.086

t6.t43

5.639

t.4t6

0.716

76.086

92.229

97.229

99.284

100,00

In light of the results in Table 8.26, it was adjudged that only a single

component was affecting Skinner Box performance and that to continue factor

analyses would serve no purpose. The factor matrix from the PCA is presented below

but no attempt was made to conduct PAF.

TableB.27 Factor Scores MLFA - Structure Matrix

Component

1

SBcriterion

SBresponses

SBimprove

SB2criterion

SBresptime

Note: Only factor loadings of 0.3 and above are shown'

,983

.970

.917

.851

.409
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Appendix F

Table F.1, below, shows the correlations between performances by mice of the

F2 strain on the six composite variables derived in Section 7.2.2.2. These have been

included separately from the overall figures shown in Table 7.2 as only the F2 mice

possess both environmental and genetic variance.

Table F.1 Composite Variable Correlations (F2 strain mice only)

Radial Maze T-Maze

Performance Memory Performance Memory

Open Field

Memory Emotionality

RMperformance

RMmemory

TMperformance

TMmemory

OFmemory

OFemotionaility

.362

-.343

-.181

** .584

.'168

.156

.202

.351

-.090

.028

-.279

-.003

-.112

.238 * .439

Nofe: N=23. ** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed); * Correlation is significant at the

0.05 level (2-tailed).

As seen in the above table, the reduction in sample size resulted in fewer

significant correlations but the relationships observed in Section7.3.l.1 largely hold

in this sub-sample. In particular, the continued positive relationship between Radial

Maze Perþrmance and Open Field Memory and the positive correlation between the

memory measures from the two mazes (despite the negative relationship between the

corresponding performance measures).

Given the nature of the F2 strain, the data presented in Table Fl are thus

supportive of the possibility that the underlying cause of these correlations could be

þartly) genetic in origin.
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